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Republicans

held their couI.

Campbell

lieaten for
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of

renomina-

executive council has been,arrested at
bis home within the British lines near
Hatlierley. Bar gold worth £6000 and
a quantity of arms were found concealed
in the house....Frederick C. Bowditch of
£8 State street Boston, is the new assignee of the John M. Squire Co.The
steamer Cutch arrived at Vancouver,
B. ('., July 18tli from Skagwav, bringing
the largest gold shipments received in
Vancouver, this season, from the north.
A majority of the 60 passengers brought
large packages of gold, some of greater
weight than one could carry off the boat
until aided.Sir Thomas Lipton, who
is cruising in the Clyde waters in the
in the steam yacht Erin, says, according
to a cable to the New York Journal and
Advertiser, that he has changed his
plans and will not challenge for the
America’s cup right away. lie is not
having a new yacht built, but will wait
until he gets better plans and details
worked out. It may be a year before
this is arranged.Vancouver will be
made a supply point for British troops
in China, Troops will be sent from
Halifax to the Orient.Bichard ( inker
rescued Peter F. Meyer from drowning
last week. Meyer fell overboard from
a yacht in which both were sailing and
the Tammany chieftain plunged into
the water after him.The steamer
Ameer has arrived at Victoria, B. C.,
from the Klondike with a million in
The estimated output for
gold dust.
the year is placed at sg."),000,000.
The
steamer brought the largest number of
rich Klondikers yet arrived from the

North.

attorney by M. X. Mcais.

flie vote was 04 to
,-ounty officers were re-

BELFAST & MOOSEHEAD LAKE R. R.

acclamation, as follows:
Maehias. sheriff; M.
Calais, county attorney;
.; cl low.
Maehias, clerk of
W. M. Xasli. Cherrytield,
..'iirer: George H. Gardner.

The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the Belfast vk Moosehead Lake R. R. Co.,
(adjourned from July 4th) was held in the
Court House July loth. The reports of the
Treasurer and Trustees were read and
accepted, as follows:

■

iow.

■

probate:
register

W. tV. Ilradof probate.
as.
-Mellow announced that tie
a

a candidate again.The
.telling big tish at Kineo
-p-rtsmen’s excursion were

:hc secretary last week.
Acre:
For tiie largest tish.
I’olhmbof Foxcroft, trolling
largest trout, lion. WiltVaterville. Xo. 17
allies.
T" the lady catching largest
■

..

Myron l'.oyd, Augusta, sieel
To tiie lady catching the
'Si tish. a fine steel tly rod
Gol. Farrington by Mr.
■

1

liitorof ‘‘Recreation.'’ Xew
Miss Rosamond Connor,
Gen. Connor, was the forsecure this prize.The
c
cutters in the John I..
'toiiiugtonhave resumed
iving ln-eii out since May
Mines have been adjusted
flie strike among the
Franklin and Sullivan.
same tim- still remains
in- A. * 'arleton, a promillclena. Montana.'and
mlent of public instrucHun. I.. 1. (’arleton ot
predicts that Montana
!!< publican column this
at oilier States ot that
.red ei Bryanism and will
:
Mr Kinley and Boose
Mi-t closed .in extended
-■
>
i,id South, and reports
]iI'oxperity prevailing in
os p v\euted any show of
e>
Bryan's nomination.
F I hi is has announced
h "I lie: daughter. M iss
i he. rs. lo
harles .1. saw■! Ba agi:r and now super,e Foci
paper company's
M iss I >a\ is is a
mi a n.
x Gov, hanicl F.
Davis,
-on ot i harles 11. SawBangor mail, and is a
c
lAdversity of Maine,
■

■
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lit,

recently announc-

aitracted considerable
! Miss Annie Boutelle.
it
o.iughter of Congressman
I igeae T. Savage of Banaid for ice in the large
a heavily on the Kenne■piy. and the product is
oir
forward.
Baltimore
Kennebec office of the
company to add 10.000
ly order. The city had
ceiving r,ooo tons daily
■

■

■
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treasurer’s

report.

Belfast & Moosehead Lake R. R. Co.
In acct. with F. R. Wiggin, Treas.
1899.
1.
Balance
on hand.
$16 03
•liny
Nov. 10. Ree’d 6 mo. Rental.. 18,000 00
11. Paid redemption of
Bonds.
$ 1.97000
Nov. 11. Paid coupons due
Nov. 15..
2,530 00
Dec. l. Paid div. preferred
stock 3 per et.
8,031 00
Dec. 1. Paid div. non-pref.
5.477 70
Stock Sl 44
1900.
lo. Ree’d o mo. rental
18.000 00
May
*'
11. Paid redemption of
bonds.
1,970 00
May 11. Paid coupons due
2,530 00
May 15
June l. Paid div. pref. stock,
3 per ct.
8,031 00
June l. Paid div. non-pref.
SI 40
5,325 00
June ::o. Paid postage, salaries. etc.
1.30 m
Balance on hand.
20 48
••

..

—

..

>30.010

$30,010

03

03

FI ND.

REDEMPTION

1899.
l.
Bal. in
hands of
Trustees.$
Nov. 20. Deposited. .$1,970no

July

140 00

1900.

May
•'

Deposited.. 1.970 on
Drawn for payment.

in.
15.

Balance in

hands of

$ 4.osu

on
4.non no

3,940.00

trus-

tees

outstanding

Bonds
1*99
Bonds
1900

July

outstanding

July

>80

00

120.500

no

1.

OLD HOME WEEK.

Beirut

to

Celebrate Thursday. The Battleship Texas to be Here.

The committee of the Belfast Old Home
Week Association are meeting with the
most gratifying success along all lines of
the observance of Old Home Week.
Ample
funds are assured, and a program has been
that
will
prepared
prove a credit to our
city, and a source of satisfaction to both
our own people and our visitors.
It is definitely settled that the celebration will be on
Thursday, but there will be other features
of interest throughout the week.
Chiefest
among the attractions is the visit to our
harbor, from Wednesday to Saturday, inclusive, of the battleship Texas. The correspondence which led up to this result was
a request from Mayor Poor to
Congressman
Burleigh that a war vessel might be sent
here during the week, which led to the following responses :
Augusta, Me., July 11, WOO.
Hon. Clarence!). Poor, Belfast Maine.
Dear Sir: Yours of the llth inst. is at
hand. It will be a pleasure to me to do anything in my power to secure a visit from one
of the United States war ships to your harbor during the “State Home Week." As
soon as 1 get anything definite about the
matter I will communicate with you further.
Yours very sincerely,
E. C. Burleigh
■

Augusta, July 18, 1900.
Hon. Clarence.0. Poor, Mayor, Belfast, Me.
Dear Sir: I enclose herewith letters
just received from Secretary Long in response to my communication to him earnestly requesting that a war ship be sent to
'our harbor during “Maine's old
Home
Week," and am
Yours very sincerely
E. C. Burleigh.
Navy Department,
Washington, July it;, woo.
Replying to your letter of July 14th,
enclosing a letter from the Mayor of Belfast, both requesting the presence of a vesSir

:

Navy Department,

Washington, July hi, lpoo.
The Honorable E. C. Burleigh, in
forwarding the request of the Mayor of
Belfast, desires that the vessels of the
squadron under your command shall be at
Belfast. Maine, during “Old Home Week,"
from August lith to lath next. With due
regard to promises and arrangements made
for vessels to be at other ports during the
same period, arrange,
if practicable, to
have a vessel of the Squadron under your
command at Belfast during so mucn of
“Old Home Week," as you may consider
advisable.
Please inform the Department of the vessel which yon will detail, and the time during which she will be at Belfast.
C ommunicate in regard to this matter with
the Honorable 0. (I. Poor, Mayor of Belfast.
Very respectfully,
.Ions' D. l.oso, Secretary.

Commander-in-Chief 1;. s. Naval Forces.
North Atlantic Station.

1__’.500 oo

Respocifully '•iilunitted.

Frank K. Wioolv Treas.

sTEKS ri.p' »r r.
1*99. Bal. in hoiid for rod.•million.
1900. Deposited li> Tivas..

July
May

Total..-.

>14imhi
9.00000

$9,140

00

$5.o»;o

00

1900.

May

15.

Credited to coupon

acel..

Bal. for redemption of bonds
Paid and cancelled bonds.
Bal.

unexpended.

$4.osooo
4 .non no

July

l.
Bal. outsianding.$l2<;.5oooo
Bonds eancelled as above.
4.000 no

Bonds

now

outsianding.$122,500
funds on band—
for redemption...

00

$8000
4.100Oo

Whieh will givr for redemption. $ 4.1S000
Being sulticiont funds to rail $4.ono for
payment May 15. lorn.
w m. B. Swan.
)
\. ('. Brin;ess,
Trustees.
Calvin I-f ervfv, f
Wm.
H.
of
imp.v.
Treas.
Trust
Fund.
By
Belfast, July 3. unto.

[

The following directors were elected, and
the same as last y ear except that Mr.
Howes succeeds Dr. J. M. Fletcher, deceased: C. B. Hazeltine, C. W. Frederick,
N. F. Houston, Geo. E. Johnson, C. E.
Knowlton, J. G. Brooks, Wm. M. Woods,
C. O. Poor, A. A. Howes.

are

Chief I have the honor to inform you that
the Battleship Texas of the North Atlantic
Squadron will be at Belfast, Maine, from
August 8th to 11th next.

Very respectfully,

$so imi

1>99.

Amt. of unexpended
s<
aside from rental

Thursday evening Mayor Poor received
the following letter:
U. S. Flagship New York,
Jamestown, K. i...Iuly is, lpnq.
sin: By direction of the Commander-in-

■

m

■

■

■

■

'■m kefs’ convention.
The
convention. Rev. L. B.
mi. will arrive Monday.
lie held daily.
Those
at the services to-day
■1 'i k Levy of
London, Rev.
as of Xew Haven.
Rev.
"t Boston. Rev. \V. P.
acton and Rev. A. Leith
uid. The association is
Mional and many clergyKuglaud are expected to
■

■daiiee.

l'iit* important features
protected cruisers, authored Congress, were agreed

■“"'■ting

of the board of naval
‘Hi.
It was determined
“'“hall have2:1 knots speed,
''
'•'■'On
tons displacement,
“ff
■‘l-x-it v for carrying 1500 tons
batteries consisting of 18
'l'i‘1 tire guns.It is said that
';“-r Potomac will tow the
':• uinIi cruiser lleina Mercedes
v
"th. X. II., though for what
““t known.
It cost the gov[0 r;ijse ]ler from San“"“"here she was sunk by the
■""lit is beyond the ability of
const motors to put her into
\l"“" ''again for active service.
"baarans of the Transvaal

Fire at Little Blue.

The program of the week will include

band concerts, the presentation of the opera
Pinafore, bv local talent, ball games, etc.
A IT. .N. Warship is expected to be here
during the week. Thursday, August 9, will
lie the great day of the week, with a parade,
concert, reception, etc.
Joseph Williamson,) Committee
on
Ciias. K. Kxowi.ton. >
Ciias. A. Pii.sm'RY, ) Invitations.
several
The committee has
incomplete addresses which they are trying to complete
so that the invitations may be sent.
A request for a further supply of the Governor's
invitations met with the reply that the supply w as exhausted, but later correspondence
resulted in arrangements for a new supply.

W. A. Makshat.i.,
Lieut. Commander. 1'. S. Navy, Aide.
Tin: IIoxoitAin.K C. ii. Prion,
Mayor of Belfast, Maine.
The week’s program will be substantially
follows;
Tuesday—Base ball game in the afternoon and Pinafore in the
Belfast Opera
House by local talent in the evening.
Wednesday—Excursion to Bucksport by
steamer M and M in the afternoon, returning after the performance of Pinafore in the

as

evening.

BELFAST.

A.B. It.
2
1
5
Conroy, p. 5 4
O’Connell, 2b. 0 3
Berry, 1. f. 5 2
3b. <>
1
B. Darby, s. s.(i
2
l
c.f.0
Crockett,

F. Johnson, c. 7
G. Darby, lb. 7
Patterson, r. f. t>

Murphy,

Totals.54
ROCKLAND.

A.B.
5
4
3
3
c. 4
c.
f..
4
McLoon,
Littlefield, lb. and 2b.. 3
Ogier, 3b. 4
Feehan, p. 4

Saunders, r. f.
Teague, lb.
Meserve, 1. f.
Brown, s. s.

Kenniston,

The line of march was referred to President Poor, Dr. Small and F. H. Welch, who
suggest the following: Line form on High
street, right resting on Miller; move down
High to Church, up Church to the school
house common, where the decorating committee will he stationed, and a halt or countermarch made; up Church to John, to Waldo avenue, to Main, to Cedar, to Grove,
to Congress, to Miller, to
fourt, to
Grove, to Church, to Market, to High, to
Miller, where the procession will disband.

Totals.34
Innings.

23

P.O.
7
10
2
1
3
l
1
1
l

27

14

R. B.H. P.O.
l
2
l
0
0 ll
4
3
2
0
0
3
o
o
3
0
1
2
1
0
4
o
1
o
0
0
0
7

5

27

A. E.
0
0
1
3
1
1
0
0
0
1
o
1
1
0
4
2
o
o
7

A. E.

o
o
o
7

l
3
o
o

o

o

0
3
3
1

0
2
0
1

14

7
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Wm. A. Faunee of Toledo, Ohio, arrived
last Friday for a visit.

0. E. Frost went to Boston Monday
business.

W. B. Eaton and family are visiting Mrs.
E. ’s brother, Fred W. Pote.

on

C. H. Maxfield
business.

Ralph Hayford
day, after

a

returned to Boston Saturshort vacation.

Mr. and Mrs. A. i. Brown spent

days last week at Swan Lake.
Miss Ida B. Roberts went

a

was

in Waterville

on

Tuesday

Lewis Poor is at home from Boston for a
vacation of two weeks.

few

Mrs. Clara B. Palmer of Montville is visi-

ing relatives in Belfast.
Rockland

Mrs. A. A. Howes returned home Monday
from a visit in Rock port.

Nathaniel B. Buxton and wife of Boston
guests of Dr. D. P. Flanders.

Mrs. Jennie Mudgett and son Henry are
visiting relatives in Prospect.
Frank Kilgore of Lowell. Mass, is visiting his uncle, Dr. G. C. Kilgore.
John R. Dunton, Esq., went to Portland
yesterday to attend the Law Court.

Saturday

to

for a short visit.

are

Miss Buford Holmes of

Winterport

is

visiting the family of P. S. Staples.
Miss

Kate Gardner of

Castine

was

a

guest of Mrs. N. J. Pottle last week.
Miss Edith Gray of Colby, 1902, is a guest
F. A. Follett returned home
Monday from
of her schoolmate, Miss Bernice Rogers.
visits in Rockland and Vinalhaven.
Tileston F.. Woodside of Sabattus is visit-

visiting his uncle, Tileston Wadlin, Esq.

is

F. H. Adams and wife of Boston were
at the Revere House July 18th.

Prof. I.. II. Stevens of Lynn, Mass, arrived Tuesday for a visit of a few weeks.
Clias. L. Jones of Wakefield, Mass., is
visiting his sister, Mrs. John McTaggart.

registered

Mrs. K. E. Pendleton of Boston arrived
to visit friends in Belfast and Islesboro.

Friday

Mrs. William llyams of New Fork is visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Harris.
Mrs. Leslie Prentiss returned to Lowell
Saturday, after a short visit in Belfast and

Miss Mildred Brown of Cambridge, Mass.,
a guest of Mrs. Hollis M. A. Poor.

Mrs. Amanda M. Bean and Miss Sarah
Bean of Boston are visiting Mrs. Abbie B.
Cox.
Miss Harriet Clements is out on a two
weeks’ vacation from Fuller A Cobb’s, Rockland.

Searsport.

K \\

Miss Fannie Stevens went to Boston Sat
urday to spend her vacation with her brother

Llewellyn.

are

Twi.ss and wife of Lawrence, Mass.,
visiting Mrs. T.'s parents, D. 11. Strout

and wife.
II.

Mrs. J. II. Dodge and son Bert arrived
home Friday from a visit in Boston, Everett
and Roxbury.

Marriner's family and guests are
at the Poor cottage,
East Belfast.

spending the week

0ed

Congressman Littlefield was interviewed
in regard to the visit of the war ships to
Rockland during old Home Week. Mr.
Littlefield said he had just received a communication from Sec. Long of the navy,
that the Kearsarge and the Indiana would
arrive in Rockland, Sunday, August 8th,
and remain several days.

The Belfasts had a very successful excursion to Bangor Saturday by steamer Castine, but were defeated on the diamond by
a score of 10 to X.
Both teams have been
materially strengthened since they last met
and they played a very interesting game.
The second and third innings were battles
of the pitchers, Crockett struck out 4 men
in succession and Ross 5. The outfielders
had comparatively little work, but few heavy
hits being made. Following is the score:

THE BELFAST YACHT FLEET.

Fakmini;ton, July 21. The buildings of
the boarding school for boys at Little Blue
Camp,
V.,
were totally burned this afternoon, causing
It was voted to aca loss of
A summer voted on the matter.
sin,ooo to 820,000.
News of the Granges.
school was in session attended by Kit; boys. cept the offer of the Uniform Rank.
The principal, Mr. Abbott, and liis brother,
F. W. l’ote reported that S. G. (Swift and
were in the woods nearby and the other
Honesty Grange, Morrill, is holding its
members of the family were in the rear wife gave assurance that 200 bicycles will
regular meetings each week through haying,
part of the house. All escaped uninjured, appear in the parade.
with a good attendance, conferring degrees,
but were unable to save any of their clothes.
President Poor reported that Mrs. C. A.
The school was founded in 1844 by Rev.
and enjoying a well conducted program.
of
the
Belfast
SoImprovement
Samuel Abbott.
It was the former home of Pilsbury,
Knox Pomona Grange will meet with
Jacob S. C. Abbott, the famous author, who ciety, promises the aid of that society, and
wrote most of his “Rollo” books here.
that a meeting will be held next Monday Seven Tree Grange, Union, Aug. 8th at 1.80
Many old trees and costly shrubbery were
Mr. p. m. The question of “What advantage
ruined by the llames. Tlie building ‘will be afternoon to make arrangements.
Poor also reported that lie had invited Dr. would be gained by farmers by taking a
in
time
for
the
fall
session
of
the
replaced
(School.
Elmer Small to act as Marshal, and that W. more active interest and participation in
E. Hamilton offers to contribute bouquets. local legislation," will be discussed. There
•
Insurance May Go Up.
He suggested that a delegation of young will be an interesting program and some
ladies decorate the members of the proces- important business to attend to. A full atAvgusta, July 111.- State Insurance Com- sion. His report was accepted. It was tendance is requested.
missioner Carr stated today that he feared
Aug. 25th, a Field J )ay of the Granges of
that a general rise in the insurance rates voted that the ladies who take part in Pinathroughout Maine, on account of the large fore be invited to distribute the flowers. Knox and Waldo counties will be held at
number of conflagrations entailing heavy A. C. Sibley was appointed to confer with Sagamore Farm, Camden, at which the
pecuniary losses which have occurred, them in the matter.
National Grange Master, Aaron Jones, and
would be made. The incendiary lias been
A. C. Sibley reported that the clergymen others of National and State reputation,
at work in many places and the
department
at present is investigating the origin of the of the city had been invited to hold appro- will deliver addresses.
A very large turnfires of a suspicious nature. Commissioner
services Sunday, Aug. 5th, and that out is expected. Further imformation will
Carr stated that only five underwriting com- priate
be given as the time approaches.
Make
panies have done what might be termed a some had already agreed to do so.
substantial business during the past year.
Joseph Williamson reported that the com- you plans to save this date for Field Day.

2
2

1
2
3
3
4
1
5
1
3

PERSONAL

Mrs. A. X. Noyes has returned from a
Irving L. Robinson and wife of Boston are two weeks’ visit with her sister, Mrs. T. E.
visiting Mrs. R.'s parents, Thomas P. Simonton, in Rockland.
Xogan and wife.
Mrs. C. F. Robinson and daughter Lottie
Albert Hale and A. J. Chaffee of East of Somerville,
The Rockland Star says of the game:
Mass., are visiting her
The visitors came down for business and Somerville, Mass., returned home Saturday sister, Mrs. II.W. Marriner.
a strong game throughout.
Crockett from a visit to S. S. Woods.
not pitch yesterday's game for Belfast
Henry A. Whitten and daughter, Sarah L.,
but Conroy, late of the Boston Journal
George Brown and wife of Boston were in and Mrs. E. L. Whittier and son Ezra, arteam, did excellent work in the box. Mur- Belfast last week on account of the death of rived
yesterday from Melrose.
phy did fine execution on third, playing a her
father, Edmund Stevens.
star game in that position.
Drs.E. L. Stevens and A. Millett performFor Rockland,
Littlefield played liis usual good game at
C. M. Craig and family and Mrs. Frank J. ed an operation for pleuritic effusion on
first. Feehan pitched good ball, but as a
matter of fact was outclassed by his contem- Starrett and children were at the Durham Albert Gray of Belfast last week.
cottage, Temple Heights, the past week.
porary.
Miss E. II. Patch arrived from Buck sport
Capt. S. M. Milliken, U. S. A., sailed Tuesday, to spend her vacation with her
Following is a Rockland special to the from Manila
July 1st for home. He is ex- parents. G. II. Patch and wife
Boston Globe:
pected in San Francisco about Aug. 1st,
Geo. 1’. White and wife arrived from
Rockland went up in the air in the first
three innings to-day and gave Belfast a lead
Henry Hills, son of Oscar Hills of East Brockton, Mass., Tuesday to spend the
which could not have been overcome even Northport, has arrived at Cape Nome, and summer at the Head of the Tide.
had not Belfast been playing superior ball.
letters received from him are encouraging.
Miss Annie Bridgman, daughter of the
Feehan, who has pitched two excellent
Mrs. Edwin Cleale and son Morton of managing editor of The
games against the visitors, proved no secret
Congregationalist,
this time, though effective in five innings. West
Roxbury, Mass., returned home Satur- of Boston, is a guest of Miss Maude E.
Conroy, who was recently signed from a
have
been
of
1*.
«*.
guests
staples Mathews.
Boston team, did excellent work in the box, day. They
and Murphy, another Boston recruit, proved and wife.
Mrs. R. A. rillsbury and daughter Jennie
a decided help. Brown and Littlefield did
John F. Smalley returned home Saturday of
the bulk of Rockland’s good playing.
Raltimore, Md., formerly of this < it>. are
from Auburn, where he has been a patient visiting J. K. Rhodes at the
Highlands.

Governor Powers, his staff and council,
will take part in the Old Home Week obserin Bangor ami Portland.
They
will be in Portland Tuesday, Aug. 7.
The Council will meet in Augusta at 10
in the morning the day following Aug.
s, and in the afternoon the Council will go
to Bangor, where Governor Powers, his
start' and council will be at the Old Home
Week observance, Aug. 9.

other tack. That indicated plainly enough
that the “old man" himself was at the
wheel. The wind freshened as the day
wore on, veering from south to southwest,
ami look in what direction you might there
was to be seen the gleam of snowy canvas, with sails of a duskier tint as well.
Half a dozen or more two-masted schooners
came down the river, and worked their way
seaward, and one four-master passed down
in tow.
The return of the yachts was a pretty
sight. When first seen off Nortliport Camp
Ground, which appeared to have been the
objective point with most of them, one
would have thought a regatta was in progOff the Battery it was nip and tuck
ress.
with the Edna and Bess. The wind was
dead aft, so that the jibs did not draw, and
the Edna did not nave her gaff-topsail set.
Next came Capt. Barr in the Gondola, and
in the rear was the new craft built at East
Knox and launched here a few weeks ago.
A little later the knockabouts Palos, Capt.
Wilson, and the Wave, Capt. Parker,
came along, and the Jennette hove in sight
from around Turtle Head.
There was a
stiff breeze along the Islesboro shore and
Jesse E. Wilson reported that he hail the the Jennette made quick time across to the
promiseof Belfast Company, l'. K., K. of 1’., Camp Ground, and then followed the other
to appear in the parade anil give an exhibi- yachts up the western shore. The last of
tion drill. Canton Pallas, P. M., 1. O. (). E., the fleet to head for home was the schooner
and A. E. Clark
s. of
had not then Hattie, Capt. Freeman Roberts.

1
7

21

B.H.

Belfast.
5 0
1 0 0 0 0—21
Rockland. 2010021 0 1—7
Stolen bases, Patterson,Crockett, Meserve,
Brown 2, McLoon 2. Two-base hits, O'Connell, Murphy. Bases on balls, off Conroy,
5; off Feehan, 3. Struck out, by Conroy,
5; by Feehan, 1. Double plays, Littlefield,
Teague and Brown, Patterson and G.
Darby. Umpire, Carver. Scorer, 11. T.
Harmon.

vances

streaks of wind and calm were seen on the
smooth surface of the bay. It was a time
when the yachtsman who can foretell where
the wind will strike, and from what direction. has a big advantage over a competitor
who is less weatherwise. On such occasions
it is safe to say that Capt. A. A. Roix, the
veteran skipper of the Edna, never gets
left, and his tieet craft, with all sails set,
took the lead in going down the bay, keeping well to the western shore. As the
Edna was standing off shore a looker-on remarked, “I should go about now ;" and the
words were hardly uttered before the jibs
were shaking and the Edna filled away on the

PERSONAL.

hits. He had 4 chances in the field with
but 1 error.

The Waldo Club tendered the use of its
rooms during the week, which was accepted
and a vote of thanks passed.
It was voted to request the citizens to
decorate their residences and places of business, especially along the line of the procession.
Adjourned to Monday, July JOth, at 7.30
o'clock p. M.

Sunday was an ideal summer’s days, of remarkably even temperature; summer-like,
but not excessively hot, and it seemed as
though the whole population must have
taken an outing at some time during the
day. There were vacant moorings in the
harbor and vacant stalls in the livery and
private stables; the bay was dotted with
sails, and the roads leading out of town
were thronged with vehicles.
There was
hut little wind in the morning, and the
yachtsmen did not get a very early startWhen it did come it was variable, and

BALL.

The Belfast team went to Rockland last
Thursday and defeated the team of that
city, 21 to 7. They made the trip by buckboard from the Belfast Livery Co. to Camdem, thence by electrics. The Belfasts got
21 base hits, and the Rocklands 5.
Murphy
and O’Connell made extraordinary records
at bat. Murphy was at bat <> times, and
made a heavy hit every time, with 4 singles,
1 double, and 1 long centerfield fly which
was eauglit.
O’Connell was at bat 6 times,
got 3 singles and 1 double and got in 3 runs.
Patterson scored 5 times, with 3 single base

daughters.

Kearsarge, Indiana, Massachusetts and
Texas. This will be the strongest fleet
that has ever been in Portland harbor, and
the Kentucky and Kearsarge, the newest
ships in the lieet, are the finest in the world
and the fastest and most formidable in the
navy. The battleships will remain in Portland until Wednesday, August 8th.

Silt:

KEMBER 30.

BASE

To All Former Residents:
Greeting : Belfast is proposing to observe, in a fitting manner, Old Home Week,
August eth to 1::t 1), inclusive, and hopes then
to welcome many of her absent sons and

Very respectfully,

l.

rm

mittee on invitations had sent out 460 of the
Governor's invitations, each accompanied
by the following note:

The Mayor of Portland has been infbrmed by Admiral Farquhar, commanding the
North Atlantic squadron, that the fleet
will arrive in Portland on August 2d. The
fleet is composed of the cruiser New York,
the flag ship, and the battleships Kentucky,

J. W. Long, Secretary.
Honorable E. C. Burleigh, M. C.,
Augusta, Maine.

lilQO.

[

sel of the North Atlantic Station at that
port during Maine's “Old Home Week," the
Department encloses herewith for your information and for transmittal to the Mayor
of Belfast, should you so desire, a copy of
the orders this day addressed to the Commander-in-Chief of the North Atlantic
Station.

Thursday—Parade and floral pageant, in
eluding in the procession the Belfast Band,
uniformed societies, decorated carriages and
A nangerneuts are being
bicycles, and other features, at ii o’clock.
ne launching of tiie lirst
This will be followed by a regatta on the
ipedo boats building at
harbor, with the Belfast Band stationed on
works,
these craft are
Adjourned.
the wharf, and the Battleship Texas in the
dimensions and bearthe
At a subsequent meeting of the directors,
v. Bagiev and Biddle.
harbor.
There will be a ball game in the
the old officers were re-elected, as follows:
mid council were in sesafternoon. The evening's' celebration will
The nominations re- President, ( has. B. Hazeltine ; Clerk, Wm. be a
lifting reception to the officers of the
■> the governor were con- II. Quimby : Treasurer, Frank R. Wiggin.
war ship, and other guests, on the school
etition for the pardon of
house common, and band concert.
ot Lewiston, who is servAn Alleged Forger Wanted.
Friday the Belfast Band will give a conAuburn jail for selling
cert at Searsport.
i'Signed for tiie September
Governor Powers has issued requisition
e
petition asking for tiie
Saturday there will be another ball game.
for the removal of James E. Simpson
"is F. Johnson from the papers
from Massachusetts to this State.
The Manager Spinney announces that there
! ot the Saco board of regismatter did not come before the session of the will possibly be four base ball
games durDie pardon of Lewis C. Governor and Council, but was acted on by
ing the week. Two at least will be with
thee, who Is serving a term the Governor alone.
: jail for
The requisition was granted on the reqdest good teams from other cities, and there is
assault, were posthe next session....Xo date of County Attorney Ellery Bowden of a probability of games with the crew of
From his recital of the affair the Texas and also with the old Belfast
■! lor tiie
contemplated visit it\Yinterport.
seems that Simpson is charged with forgM Kinley to Poland Spring
with Dilworth and Knowlton for
ing a check on the Belfast National Bank, team,
nderstood to be about the in July, 18P9, signing the name of Russell battery.
crust.The Lewiston city Bennett. The alleged forgery was so clever
coe si.ooo towards the celthat it was not discovered until six months
The pastors of the various churches have
old Home AVeek.”....The afterwards. In the meantime Simpson had been invited to hold
appropriate services or,
men are to have a muster on gone to Massachusetts, where he forged a
Aug. 5th.
ist to. during (ild Home check, which was discovered and he was
convicted and sentenced to the penitentiary.
■cent rains have raised tiie
The sentence will expire, Aug.
At the meeting held Monday evening sevAs soon
a est branch of the l’enobas he has served his time in Massachusetts
eral committees reported progress, some demprecedented height for he will be brought to this .State and taken tails were
arranged and others referred to
the year.
A gang of men before the court where he will be given a
ttteinpiingto clear the river trial on the new charge preferred against committees. J. S. Harriman reported that
e re
lie was assured of at least two races, one
abandoned by lumber- him.
Attorney Bowden was present at class including boats of the Glide’s class,
in' ago and it is
hoped the theCounty
Council
and
20th
rooms, July
personally
Me
The report was
open for canoeing. presented the matter to Governor Powers, and one of knockabouts.
ird campmeeting season who lost no time in
issuing the request for accepted and Mr. Ilarriman was instructed
with the opening of the requisition.
to continue his work in the same line.

1
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BELFAST.

P.O.
1 in
1
7
l
0
2
2
12
1
2

A.B. K. B.1I.

Johnson, c.
G. Darby, lb.
Patterson, r. f.
Conroy, c. f.
O'Connell, 2b.
Murphy xb.
Berry, 1. f.
B. Darby, s. s.
Crockett, p.

4
4
r>
•'»

0
2
2
2

x

o

A. E.

l
o
o

1
l
2

in the Jewell sanitarium,

lie is consider-

ably improved.
Edmund i’. Brown spent Sunday with his
parents, Mr. ami Mrs. Frederick W. Brown.
He is night man in the Bangor A Aroostook
Railroad station at lloulton.
Rev. Rollin T. Hack left Saturday for a
in Pittsfield. Mass. While there lie
will occupy the pulpit of one of the leading
Portland Advertiser.
churches.

visit

Rockland Mar.
Mrs. A. K.
lark has so far recovered
from her recent severe illness that she is
able to go to the cottage at Temple Heights,
with her husband.
Dora M. Casey ;vtunied to her home
Roston ye>t-*rday. she will return to
her duties as milliner with Mrs. 11. R. Cunningham next fall.
Miss

in

Arthur Pettingill arrived Friday for a
short visit to his lather, V P.•Pettingill.
lie is in the employ of Metcalf A* Fo., druggists, in their branch store in Brookline.

\Y. \. swilt, Charles F. Swift. <
W
K. Kmo.. lion, W. 11. Quint by
Lancaster. <
and wife and Mrs. .1. li. inCuW,. w.re ,it
the Thorndike, R->••!:
1. Mmda.v.
1

o
l
11
n
I
o
1
o
2
2
0

('apt. Finest Pray close.-. his connection I
F. L. Davi>. w ife and children of Dorcheswith steamer silver Star as expressman
5
0
bi
call o:, M -. i >a\ is'
o
o
o
4
July -list. ('apt. Pra\ has been on the route ter. Mass., made a
o
2
1
o
several years and has established a fine ! parents. !•!. R. Thomps, o, md wife. Tue.sdav
4
1
1
2
They were on their v.a\ to Winn to visit
business.
his relatives.
x
x
<;
\)
24
Totals.xi>
('apt. Jerre <>. Hayes arrived home FriRev. A. T. !!ingoi<l, w ife and daughter of
BAN'trOK.
A.B. K. B. II. P.O. A. E.
day from Norfolk, Ya. His vessel, the bark
i)
1
Ross, P. 5 X 2
(dive Tlmrlow i.- bound from Norfolk t<* tiardiner arrived Mmidav evening to visit
o
1
1
11
l
Smith, lb. 4
Vera Cruz, in charge of ( apt. Coles while Mrs. Id's parents, I.. L. Robbins and wife.
1
o
1
lo
l
Barrington, c. 5
Master Je^.se A. L’ ugold rode to Relfast
Capt. Haves takes a vacation.
4
o
4
1
Brown, s. s. 5 o
o
o
x
l
l
Small, 2b. 4
from Cardiner on h
wheel the same day.
Mrs.
A.
L.
of
Pote,
and
Bangor,
o
u
formerly
Don worth, r. f. 4
1
0
0
He left Cardiner at 7.and arrived at 4..'55.
xb.
o
1
of
instructor
of
5
l
i
i
late
elocution
and
of
art
Glidden,
1
l
l
l
o
McGrath, e. f. x
Mrs. Kdutund Young and her little grandCarnegie hall. New York, lias taken the
o
o
Flynn, 1. f. 4 2 2 o
Robert Sprowl house in Yeazie and with daughier. Margaret Young, called Monday
on her hushtind's grandmother, Mrs. Nancy
Totals.xp lo li 27 10
r. several of her pupils will occupy it for the
summer..
Roberts, at the Head of the Tide. Five gen1 2 X 4 5 0 7 8 9
Innings,
Belfast.x o o o o o l 2 2— x
erations were present.
Mrs. Roberts was
W.
Mrs.
L.
Pendleton
is
the
l
o
spending
l
x
2
2
1
—lo
Bangor.—o
the oldest and 1 itt
Margaret tin1 voungest.
Stolen bases, Smith, Don worth. Two-base summer at Lake Peorge, New York. Her
hits, Conroy, Crockett, Ross, Brown, Flynn. sister, Mrs. Fessenden, 's expected in BelThree-base hit, Crockett. Bases on balls,
Concerning Local Industries.
fast during Old Home Week, and if his offioff Crockett, 2: off Ross, 0.
Struck out by
she
will be accompanied
Crockett, x; Ross, 0. Left on bases, Belfast cial duties permit
F. A. Howard A Sou are making perma0: Bangor x
Sacrifice hit, Murphy, em- by her husband, ( apt. J. A. Fessenden.
nent repairs to their shop on Washington
pire, F. O'Leary. Scorer, II. T. Harmon.
In the list of members of the Democratic street. The building was tcmpararily reState committee, printed b\ the opinion
The Bangor Daily News gave a long and and other papers last week, Mr. C. B. Hall paired after the damage caused b> the gale
generally fair account of the game, with was given as tlie member for Waldo county. last winter, but is now being put in good
We are informed that Mr. Fred W. Pote, tlie !
comments, but some of its statements seem popular steamboat agent at Belfast, was 1 repair throughout,
a little biased.
The criticisms of Captain chosen to the position.
Rockland Opinion. |
Mark Wood A: Son have among their
Darby would seem to be uncalled for, as the
finished stock a square tablet of white marG. W. Winslow and family and Rev. o.
he
had
to
“kick"
spectators say
ample cause
ble with old Fnglish letters for Mrs <1. W
G. Winslow have taken the Fuller «'«»ttage
at many of the decisions of the umpire, of
Stoddard : Italian marble tablets for Thus.
a few weeks.
I
at
for
Mrs.
John
Nortliport
whom the News says:
W. Bartlett and Sarah l>. Wildes of Mon
of
and
Mrs.
Sarah
WalkChicago,
Dudley
It was the first time that Mr. O’Leary’s j
roe; and tablets for the wife and mother
friends ever had reason for thinking that ley of Westfield, Mass., are their guests.
of llenry Hawesof Stockton Springs.
he lay claims to a knowledge of the techni- Miss Myrtle Mitchell is
The>
spending a part of
calities of baseball sufficient to permit himset a tablet last week in Ducktrap Cemeterj,
her vacation with them.
self to act as umpire."
Liiieolnville, for Joseph Field.
I). T. Guptill arrived home Monday evenUnprejudiced observers think that his
The Condon Manufacturing Co.'s new
friends need not be surprised at his knowl- ing from Marblehead, Mass., where he aton High street are fitted up witli
edge of the game, even if they before thought tended the reunion of his regiment, the 11th quarters
new and special machinery and the\ an* fillhe knew nothing at all about it. The News Massachusetts, July 21st, the ;>!)th annivering a!! orders prompt'y. A new electric mosays further:
sary of the Rattle of Bull Run. Allen Bradtor has been put in, ingether with anew imtThe
Belfast
team
is
said
to
be
of
the
shaw
Dorchester.
home
came
with
strongj
Mass.,
chine lathe, one plain lathe, a circular saw,a
est team in Maine.
This may be so, but Mr.
for
a
short
visit.
Guptill
they didn’t show it on Saturday, for while
brush trimmer, omer, wheels, etc. The saw
they played good ball, they showed up sevReuben L. Ilsley,formerly principal of the has, in addition to theordiuarj toothed saw s
eral weak spots which would debar them
foi ..1, a supply of sharp edged steel
from the position. Johnson, their catcher, Belfast High school, and son of Rev. Dr.
is a colored man, who knows how to catch and Mrs. George B. Ilsle\ of Bangor, has discs for cutting flexible substances.
The
and what to do with the ball after it reaches been
appointed to a clerkship in the Char- brush trimmer is made specialh for this
his hand. This he proved by some wonder! ful throwing to second.
Crockett, their lestown navy yard and has entered upon his business, and is an ingenious device. The
!
pitcher, is too well known to Bangor folks duties. Mr. Ilsley was one of a large class rolls are made, as formerly, b\ F. \ Howneed an introduction, as he is the self «>f candidates and stood at the head after ard vY
| to
Son, but the brushes are wholly
I same young man who has saved many a the examinations.
made in the shop. The devices made b\
game for the University of Maine ball team
this company arc all for use in shne-l'actouy a timely hit or effective pitching at a
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Sibley are enjoying
critical point. In G. Darby, the visitors
I ies and are having a steadih increasing sale.
had a good man for the position, first base, a trip in Central Maine.
They went to ! Last week
they had an order for Ion rolls
but he spoiled all of his good work by the Burnham Friday, took a team to Dexter;
from (lermany, ami also sample orders for
He talked thence
excessive use of conversation.
train to Kineo, and spent Sunday |
by
; brushes,and the\ have recent b» filled orders
very nearly all the time, whether it was j
necessary or not. Some day lie’s going to at Moosehead Rake. Monday they returned for rolls from Franc.*.
lose his team a game by talking when lie to Dexter, where they took a team for a
ought to play ball.
drive through Harmony, Athens, Bingham,
Transfers in Real Estate.
Solon, North Anson, Norridgewock and
Ralph O’Connell has been elected captain
and thence home via. WaterSkowhegan,
The
of the Belfast Base Ball team, in place of
following transfers in real estate
ville, East Vassalboro, China and Albion, were recorded in Waldo
George Darby, resigned.
County Registry of
Knox and Morrill.
Freedom,
deeds for the week ending .July 2f», pioo:
The Belfasts will make an excursion by
A letter in the Boston Globe from its Elmer E. Crockett et als., Winterport, to
steamer Castine to Vinalliaven Friday to
play the nine of that place. The steamer special correspondent in the Philippines Susan M. Crockett, do.; land and buildings
Sarah E. Kelley, Winterwill leave Lewis' wharf at 8 o'clock, and gives an account of a fight June r»th near in Winterport.
touch at Nortliport Camp Ground, returning Dumangas, island of Panay, in which port, to Nancy T. Billings, do; land and
.1. !•'. Marden et
Second Lieut. Roy L. Fernald, of Co. C.2<»th buildings in Winterport.
after the game.
The game with the Fairlields on the Con- U. S. Vols., signally distinguished himself al., Pittsfield, to E. W. Holmes, do.; land.1 in
gress street grounds Saturday will be called and in consequence was specially mention- Burnham. A. B. Haskell, Bangor, to E.*A.
C. Emerson, (iarland ; land and
at 1 o’clock, to allow the visitors to return ed for bravery. Lieut. Fernald is a Winterbuildings
port boy, a son of Capt. A. E. Fernald in Islesboro. Willie A. Doe, Eineolnville,
by the :».80 train.
of that town. He comes of fighting stock, to Ai Young, do.; land and buildings in
Eineolnville. Benj. Colson, Bangor, to S. 1*.
as his father is a veteran of the Civil War,
The Warrens came to Belfast yesterday
E. A.
having been a captain in the famous 2otli Strickland, do.; land in Monroe.
and the score stood Belfast, 1; Warren 4.
Maine.
Capt. Fernald was awarded a Knowlton, by adm'x, Belfast, to ( has. 1‘.
ValenIt lias been decided to quarter return- medal of honor by Congress for special Ilazeltine, do.; land in Islesboro.
ing volunteers from Cuba, Porto Rico bravery, and liis son seems to be following tine Hatch, Morrill, to A. E. Sheldon, Waldo ;
land
in
and the Philippines at Chickamauga,
Waldo.
j
closely in his footsteps.
s

■
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THE FARMERS’ BIRD

POLITICAL POINTS.

Montkoe.

Debility

in 1805.
corn-fed steer in Nebraska is

Every

worth 812

now

than in 1800.

sir, more

or

Many ailments under

hardly vote
again.

Farmers in that state will
for Democratic times

foreign trade

statistics of our

for the

You

:11st. at 84.50 per head more than on the
date four years ago, yet the.

tality

the value of

was

foreign

our

during

the liscal year just
ended, of which American vessels car-

commerce

ried 7 per cent.—foreign ships carrying
'i:i per cent, and earning 8200,000,boo,
at the expense of the American

Kxports

people.

agricultural products

of

for

t!«' liscal year just ended will exceed
ss:,iipKin.i>1111. Of Ymeiicau manufactured
goods the oxports will amount to about
Of the

i-l:’,ii.iu«i.oon.
mines, they

of our

products

will reach almost ?4o.nou,Kxports o: the products of our

ooo.

forests will

mount to s.'.o.ooO.oiiO,

During tin' liscal vein just closed our
far exceeded that of
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than eve' he lore.
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Tin* i111• i• as»* in the foreign trade of
tlie I nited states during tlie fiscal year
i*>sed.
compared with tlie previous yea r. will probably aggregate over
three hundred millions of dollars—by
far tin* greatest in our history—and yet
the proportion of our trade carried in

just

(

a>

.him

vessels was the lowest ot any
previous years.
van

mler

he operation ot the Wilson
trade tariff for revenue only, there

fre«
wa.-.

a

fit

.<

in thirtv-

sp >_ouo.oon

•■!

tive month.-..

1'nder the

J>ingie\ tariff
for protect ion there was a >urplus of
'hh‘ ",,.i}e«, in thirty-two months.

ei.

Altiiou-jh about 420,1 mm» tons of mer:.i’ \essrls were built in the I'nited

(luring tin year which ended on
P.*o". t!n ('ommissionerof Xav-

Mates

dnm-

■'

igatu
our

the

says Then* will be no increase in
tom ;,lw
the foreign trade, while
:

of

proportion

our

l'oreigi; trade

lied in American vessels will be less
titan liumig any previous year in our
national history.
ral

Since tin* 4th of March, 1x07, Congress has authorized flic construction of

forty.nine ships,
of

with

z

!.\4si

a

total

displace-

'i'his includes
eight hait:,'ships of the first class; six
armored cruisers of the first class; four
monitors ai d nine protected cruisers.
Then have been completed and placed
ment

tons,

mission, in the same time, a total
thirty-two vessels, with an aggregate
displacement ol' r.z’.ti.si tons. 'I'his is an
unexampled record, and it could only
have been accomplished by a Republiin com

of

can

Administration.

400,000 tons of merchant vessels
built in the Tinted States during
the fiscal year which ended on June 30,
Uioo, and yet hut one, a steamship of
1

Ivor

were

1.770 gross tons, was built
for our foreign trade.
American credit stands
that of any other nation.
Platform.

exclusively

higher than
[Republican

It was not so when the last Democratic

President

money in

was

trying

to borrow

Kngiand.

While merchant vessels worth

millions <if
United

fifty

dollars were built in the

Slates

during

the fiscal

year

ended June ;’>o,

which

lOOO, hut one
small steamship, worth not to exceed
$150,000, was built exclusively for our

foreign

trade.

Although

the construction of mervessels in the United states in

chant

the fiscal year just ended has exceeded
that of any other previous year hut one
(1874) since the Civil War, only one
small

steamship was
foreign trade.

built

exclusively

for the

Mackerel

Mackerel which

Disappearing.
were so

plenty off

the

Maine coast a few weeks ago, now
seem to have almost entirely disappeared, greatly to the regret of the fisherThe disappearance of mackerel
men.
is attributed solely to the dog fish which
have of late schooled in these waters in
great numbers. The dogfish is a sort of a
pirate among the finny tribe and wherever dog fish are abundant nearly every
other species of fish are conspicuous by
its absence.

or

regain your
succumb entirely.

must

vi-

Dr. Williams’ Fink Pills for
Pale People will bring you

life, fill every vein with
rich red blood, restore the elasticity to the st’p, the glow of
new

I

NIVKHSATjIST

health to the
cm

wan

cheek; in-

ncii.

spire you with a new energy
and supply the vital force of
ed m consequence of ill health. After
mind and body.
a long and painful sickness, which lie
bore
with
Christian fortitude, Mr.
Ilodsdon died at iiis residence here,
The lirst I'niversalist sermon preachAug. 10, l si is, aged sixty-three years.
ed here was in 1 son, by an itinerant Iiis funeral took
place from the church.
missionary of that denomination. The l!ev. S. C. Havford commenced his laservices were held at the house of Ren- hors July 1st, 1805, and preached until
jamin .Toy on High street. In ISM'.i Nov. loth, 1800. Rev. Giles Bailey, formeasures were adopted for building a
merly of (Jardiner, succeeded Mr. Ilaymeeting house, and under the direc- ford. During 1S00-70 extensive addition of a committee for that purpose tions and alterations in the
chinch
the present edifice was erected. Work edifice were made. The whole strucOn the ture was raised six feet, and a lecture
was begun on the first of May.
tilth day of September the vane was and Sabbath School room finished in
placed on the spire and on the noth of the basement. In the main part of the
are sold by all druggists c** diI he house fifty-eight new pews, circular in
rect
October the house was dedicated.
from the I>r. Will.urns
Medicine Co., Schenectady, N
dedicatory sermon was preached by form, linislied witli chestnut and trimY., postpaid on receipt of price,
the-Kev. Frederic A. llodsdon of
med with black walnut, were substitu60c per box, six boxes 82.50.
vant, who afterward became pastor. ted for the old ones. The walls were
were
the
services
first
m
fresco, stained glass windows
painted
During
year
conducted by the Rev. Andrew Filigree added and gas introduced. Dedication
in .1 an- services were held .July-20, ls7o.
and clergymen from abroad,
Rev.
na ry. 1841. Rev. Darius Forbes of Hal- (1. W. (juinby was engaged to supply
CAMPAIGN FLAGS
lowed accepted a call and was install
the pulpit for six months from Nov.
I
The 1:1th.
ed on the third day of March.
18-7U.
Rev. F. Stanley
Bacon, Must Come Down. A N« \v Caw that is a i
ministry of Mr. Forbes continued un- who succeeded him, continued as pasSurprise to Most People.
til .lanuary, i-44 when lie was suc- tor two and a half years. Mr. Bacon
It appears that all the campaign llags
ceeded b\ the Rev. F. A. Hodsdon. died suddenly of appoplexy in the phoThe lirst pastoral connection of the tograph rooms of II. I,. Kilgore, on which have been hung out by individRev. Na- Main street.
latter terminated in Isis.
Rev. Simon (ioodenough
uals in this State must be taken down.
than 0. Fletcher became pastor of the accepted a call about that time and
society in is4s and preai’lied untill isr.l. continued as pastor until lsso. He was Only the committees of political parties
A new organ was placed in the'church succeeded by Rev. 0. W. Jenkins, who have a right to display such flags and
in isP.i. and two years after, the exer- preached about two years. Rev. F. I,.
they cannot put out a flag with the
tion of the ladies, who held fairs for Fayson preached two years. Our next
name of the candidate for governor
the purpose, procured the licit which pastor
was
Rev.
Myra Kingsbury,
is now used. The latter weighed I..VJ7 whom we came to love very dearly for upon it. the names of the candidate lor
pounds, and was rung for the lirst time her misillisli devotion to the church president and vice-president being all
May i:llh. is.-.i.
During the fourth and it.- people. Miss Kingsbury stayed that ever are allowed to be attached to
week in dune. Is.Vg the Maine conven- with us as long as her health permitted the flag.
This has come as a surprising antion of the Fniversalists was held here, and we were very much saddened on
It is in acin.lone Is:,:,. Rev. .1. II. Farnsworth her reiuru home to learn of her intense nouncement to most people.
was engaged as minister.
His pastor- suffering. She died July 11. isus, after cordance with an act passed at the hist
a long and trying illness.
ate closed early in ls.',s.
During Miss I session of the Maine Legislature, chapRev. Calvin (iarducr preached six Kingsbury's pastorate some extensive I ter lag of the enactments of that year,
which was approved bv tlie governor,
months during Iand Rev. F. A. repairs were made in the church.
\
It is entitled an act to
llodsdon was tlicn engaged for a year, new carpet was procured, the organ re- March 17, isiisi.
rile Rev.
was
born paired. and the vestry painted and prevent the desecration, mutilation or
Mr. llodsdon
improper use of the flag and here it is:
in Jierwick. Nov. 14. ism.
Ref on- papered
"Any person who for use or display
Rev. ('. II. 'Veils succeeded Miss
coming here he had been settled
lie accepted
at Levant and Dexter,
Kingsbury and preached until August places or causes to be placed any indevice, advertisement or
a sec ml call to Relfnst in ls:,s and re1 s'.is.
Our piesent pastor. Rev. A. A. scription,
mained tom years. In September Row Smith, accepted a call and began Iiis notice whateverluion any flag, standard,
of the United states or
Cony appointed-him Chaplain of the labors in November, isus. Our church color or ensign
gnti Maine Regiment, a position which is in a fairly prosperous condition, the of this State, or wlm displays or exlie occupied until honorably discharg- people working together in a spirit of hibits or causes to be displayed or exed the next year.
A commission as unity, and we are very hopeful for the hibited any flag, standard, color or
Jones, in the Bel- ensign of tiie United states or flag of
Chaplain of the 14th Regiment was future. [Minnie
this State upon which shall in any mansubsequently tendered him. but deelin- fast (*ni verbalist.
ner be placed or affixed any inscription,
device, advertisement or notice whatCHAS. H. TREAT
Trouble “Hind Side Before.”
ever. or any person who shall attach to
or represent upon any goods, wares or
: Kli I’erkins in tin- New York Sun.
Former Hath Millmaii Now Collect or for
merchandise any imitation or represenI'ncle Sam.
A tired delegate from the Bryan con- tation of the national flag of the United States for advertising purposes or
vention came into the smoker at Indian- who in
The New York Commercial lias the
any manner mutilates, tramples
lie
was
and
reflective
sedate,
j upon or otherwise defaces 01 defiles any
following interesting pen picture of apolis.
of
said
mournful.
flags, standards, colors or ensigns,
He didn't look like a man
( has. II. Treat, formerly nf the firm ol
whether they are public or private
from
Tic
didn't
returning
victory.
Treat A l.aug who ran the big saw
property, shall lie punished by a line
seem to he satisfied with anything.
Ik- of not less than s.7; nor more than s:,o.
mill years ago on the present site of
sat down, put three lingers on hi> brow
'‘Provided, however, that llags. staiulthe I roll Bath "Works:
Then he breathed a I arils, colors or ensigns, the property
The collector of internal revenue for and looked down.
of or used in the service of the United
and sighed.
the Second New York district. Charles long breath
I States or of this State,may have inseripEnthusiastic convention at Kansas tions, names of actions, words, marks
II. Treat, is about the smoothest and
j
1 said.
breeziest ollieial that New York busi- City?"
| or symbols placed thereon pursuant to
*
The delegate was silent.
|I law or authorized by men who have
ness men have to go up against in payserved in the army or navy of the
"Nominated strong men?" 1 said with United
ing tribute to this great Government of
States, may place appropriate
ours.
If yon have the price with you, an
upward inflection.
inscriptions upon flags owned by them
it is a positive pleasure to buy a thousor
used
for memorial purposes, and
Some think so. Kli." he sighed.
and "( whs" and Aon "tens" of Treat.
and accredited cnmduly
appointed
we
Democrats
haven’t
made
bis
and
bad
The collector lias
"Why.
ups
mittee of political parties may. during
I
downs, but the ups have predominated.
any mistake?" 1 said.
the campaign preceding any election
1 "util lie began to age a little, be was
"Might have done better."
Then he for president and vice president of the
all almost ] fleet reproduction of John
looked at me over his glasses as if he United states, attach the names of
T. Ilaymond in his impersonation of wanted to unburden himself.
Then, their respective candidates to the flag."
Colonel Sellers—smooth face, bright
That is the law of the state of Maine,
scratching his car and thinking two
eyes, prominent teeth, nervous move- minutes, he continued:
though State officials and men who voted
ments and unrestrainable loquacity.
"Yes, we all thought we did it, but on for the law have hung out flags in enAnd. strange to say. Treat's personal reflection we find the
party wasn’t in it. tile innocence of any knowledge that
characteristics and temperament are Do
Noyou know." he said slowly, “that they were violating the statutes.
almost identical with those of Mark the
delegates from the States that con- body seems to know just how this
Twain's creation.
trol 2*7 electoral votes out of the 447 law came to be passed,but probably this
"There's millions in it!" used to be votes did not want
free silver, ltt to 1 is the way of it: There is an organizaa
favorite expression with him, and at
all, but Bryan with ini delegates be- tion out west, conducted by one of the
bis
claimed
whenever a new scheme
hind him knocked us out.
Is that professional reformers wlm will boom
interest, iiis enthusiasm over it knew 1 lemocratic?"
any sort of "movement" for the sake of
no bonds.
"Oh, that's all right." I said; “we making a living out of it. This society
He could "liy kites” with the best of will win on
went to work to stop the use of the flag
imperialism."
them, too, thirty years ago. About that
"Imperialism? Why, Bryan drew his for advertising purposes—a very laudatime lie organized the linn of Treat, colonel's
ble
the
American
tiling to do—and in pursuance of its
salary to put up
Lang A Boody, and his ambition was to flag in Porto Rico and Manila. Does purpose sent out a good deal of literain
business
corral all the lumber
Maine, he think we
patriotic Americans are ture to State legislatures and to newstit rough a mill on the Kennebec Biver,
going to pull it down? Imperialism! papers. Sometimes the latter printed
at Bath. The enterprise prospered for
Why, we can't have imperialism with- it. sometimes the former acted upon
a time, but went to smash within half
out an emperor. No, it is expansion or the suggestion made. It seems probable
a dozen years, simply because it was
contraction, and we Democrats will not that tiiis was the origin of this new
top heavy—doing more business than it contract the nation. We'll pull down statute, passed in tlie last days of the
It owed everybody no
bad capital for.
session and quite harmless in its appearflag."
from banks and trust companies to office
It was the form sent on from the
“But the sympathy in the platform ance.
of
was
but
Treat’s
buoyancy spirit
boys,
for the Boers—won't that catch the west all ready for use.
not a whit impaired by the collapse.
As will be seen by the text above
masses?" I asked.
He was on bis feet again in a jiffy. A
"Catch nothing!
What have the printed, regular campaign committees
"ventilated folding fruit and vegetable Boers in
Africa,Eli, got todo with Amer- appear to be at liberty to hang out as
barrel" scheme that be lioated is said to
ica? The fact is," said the broken- many flags as they choose, provided
have made him a small fortune, and lie hearted
delegate, “We’ve got no plat- they bear nothing but the name of the
lias rarely been without a kite in the form
that an honest, patriotic Demo- candidates for president and vice presiair that bad "millions in it."
crat can stand on. Any boy knows that dent.
Those of John F. Hill and Hon(Hie of Treat's partners in the lumber free silver is a 150
tier cent, bonus on est Sam must be hung upon some other
enterprise was 1>. A. Boody, and be the product on the silver mine owner, flag than that of the United States.
subsequently paid every dollar of bis and the loss to the government will
There are lawyers who doubt the conpersonal indebtedness, with interest, have to he paid some day by the corn stitutionality of such a law, saying the
and his proportion of the Arm’s debts. and cotton
State
or
the
The
farmer
legislature has no power to enact
planter.
Since then lie bad been a member of
manufacturer is not in it. Neither is it, but probably no one will take the
and
from
New
York
Mayor the shop man nor the cowboy. The old trouble to make a light over it.
Congress
Flags
of Brooklyn during the reform upheaval
free trade and free silver platform is raised in Augusta have been taken
over there.
At present lie is the senior
played out. It will not deceive the peo- down, as well as in Waterville. [Watermember of Boody, MoLellan A Co.,
ple again. Grover’s old free trade ville Mail.
stock exchange brokers.
proved a disappointment and a calamiCol. Thomas s. Lang was the other
and now what have they given us?
and Alcoholism Among the Birds.
It was of ty
partner, long since dead.
a chance to have Adlai Stevenson Polygamy
him that Blaine said in a political speech Why,
with Grover’s corpse of a free trade
when be was running for Congress
Cow blackbirds are common to this
policy, which broke up factories, staragainst the Plumed Knight: “I’m al- ved the laborer, made a deficit and sent locality during the summers and they
most sure that Lang’s title of Colonel
gold out of the country. On the top of are found in our pastures with the catis spurious. He was never in the army this
they place free coinage and ask tle. I have never found their eggs in
or the State militia, and a search of the
Americans to double the price the nests of other birds, but they are
"5,000,000
records of the Governor’s office fails to of silver for
Mormonistic in their habits, one often
1,400,(W0,000 people.”
disclose any staff appointment to a
“Yes, Eli, I’m a Democrat; but Tam- having as many as a dozen wives, and
is
be
that
It
however,
Lang.
may be,
Ilall, Bryan, Altgeld, and Till- I have known the crow blackbird to
on the staff of Gen. Knox.”
Blaine’s many
man have got us into trouseis ‘hind have more than one mate.
allusion was to the famous trotting and side
Some years ago an article went the
before,’ and we are walking backbreeding stallion Gen. Knox, long the wards."
rounds of the newspapers telling of a
property of Tom Lang, and horse and
“But we Democrats are down on the man catching a tiock of crows by soakowner were always after that referred
I said.
ing com in alcohol and leaving it for
trusts,”
to as “the General” and “the Colonel,”
“Yes, Eli, you are. Mayor Van Wyck the crows to eat, and when they became
as being of the same military family.
I tried bread
resolutes against trusts with2700 shares drunk he caught them.
of ice trust in his pockets—and the crumbs soaked in whisky on English
Tlie lion. Frank Jones of Portsmouth poor suffering in New York.
Then sparrows, but they would not eat them,
has given out in an interview his reason there’s Richardson, the ‘Messages of and I finally got a crow, and though I
for supporting McKinley instead of the Presidents’ monopolist.
These kept him until he was very hungry I
Bryan. He says that he declined to things, when I think about them, make could not get him to eat corn soaked in
vote for Bryan four years ago because me tired.”
whisky, and he found no difficulty in
of the money issue, and for the same
picking up every unsoaked kernel and
reason he shall decline to support him
leaving the others. You may draw your
The volume on Equity Practice in own
this year. As to imperialism, he remoral, but I am satisfied that the
T.
WhiteRobert
crow
as
overshadowed
will not eat food saturated with
that
issue
by Maine, compiled by
gards
the money question. In fact, he does not house of Portland and to be published alcohol. He is either too uncivilized or
think the questions as to our new posses[From The Birds of
Short & Harmon will be is too intelligent
the Adiroudacks, by Senator George
sion will be in such development as to by Loring,
tirst.
It
is
a
about
sued
August
afford well defined party issues for four
Chahoon, in Appletons’ Popular Science
or five years.
Monthly for May.
thorough digest of about 1,000 pages.
A Short History of the Belfast Unive
salist Church.

Or. Williams’
Pink Pills
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for

Pale People
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]

year.

1

|

Mr.

Two billions two hundred millions of
dollars

one

Perhaps the penalty of overwork, or the result of. neglected health.
»■

same

Bryan's personal
organ, which is published in Omaha, asserted very vigorously during the 18(«>
campaign that the prices of no farm
products could advance without the
free and unlimited coinage of silver.

|

Flesh.
No energy. No ambition.
Listless and indif ferent

the

Nebraska hogs sold in Omaha, ..May

AVorld-IIerald,

hawks,

Poor Blood, Weak Nerves,
Impaired Digestion, Loss of

ended are studied.

just

liscal year

country as

exception

the

With

of

anil
I know of no birds
I crows
that are not of more benefit than inIt is an open
whether
or
the crow is a benefit in the
run.
Even the much abused

name.

The sentiment in favor of the passage
of the ship subsidy hill grows stronger
and st ronger all over the

Edison’s Phonograph

[State Board of Agriculture Bulletin.]

earnings of railroads
8:1:58,ooo.ooo larger last year than

The total gross
were

ENEMIES.

jury.
iiot

question

Better than a JMano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as
pjav
don’t cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—hand ororchesn
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is
always
See that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine c
loflruea or afl dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth Ave., New

illf^
rT

long
English

York,'3'

sparrow has his good qualities, and is
much better than no bird at all. The
kingbird and black martin are persistent fighters of crows and hawks and
would be a great protection to young
poultry if they could be induced to nest
near the buildings in great numbers.
The indications for the apple crop in this
section are not above an average. [E.

0. How,
CrRANUE.

A firand

The harmful birds in this

vicinity

The
are the crow and hawk.
will not come on to planted pieces
if they are properly strung with twine

For anybody wishing the chance to step into an (> I ii j
LISIIE1) FriiXlTl HE 151 siXEss.
Establis!
years ago and always has held the patronage of t
pie in this section.’ This business has

crow

as soon

Opportunity

planted, but they destroy

as

many young robins.

1 do not know
what w'e can do to keep the hawk away
unless we stay with the chickens with
a shot gun.
| Oscar W. Gould.
Liberty. There are very few plums
on my trees except the common black
plum, which looks well. Gooseberries
and currants are good, and blackberries
have blossomed in abundance, strawberries and raspberries are only fair.
Nearly all grain crops are late, lint for
the time they have been growing are
looking well. A very large acreage of
barley has been sown, for the reason
that wheat and oats could not be sown
until so late that barley was a much
surer crop.
[AVni.il. Moody.
Belmont. I think the only birds that
are a damage to the farmer are the crow
and hawk. The other birds are a benefit.
The crow and hawk of course eat a great
many worms and insects, and they do
more damage than good.
[].. F. Allen-

Always Paid

and never was in a more flourishing condition than nov
chance that seldom occurs, a profitable and established
for sale without any bonus. Spring trade just conic L
every chance to make money from the start. On
furniture store within is miles. Tins is about the m'
in tite city that is not ovkiihom:.

*'u(l :l customer for the above
shall continue to sell everything at

I 1MTI I
l^i I 1 L,

COST PRICES.
SPKlMi CLRANINO time and if you want anythim
furniture line NOW is tin* time to liny, for sm’li a
oeeurs of trettiutr goods at winu.i <ai.k t’ltn i->.

wood.

Montville. The birds which seemare enemies to the farmer are the
hawk, crow and kingbird. The hawk
carries off poultry and there seems to be
nothing to his credit. The crow is destructive to crops, but there is something to his credit in the number of
grubs and insects he cats. The kingbird is very destructive to honey bees,
and 1 think there is nothing to be placed
to bis credit. There seems to be but
one way of combatting the hawk and
kingbird, which is to shoot them. The
crow can in most cases be kept from

Handsome Profit

a

ingly

damaging

corn

with twine.

[.I.

R. H. COOMBS & SOI
70 cfc 72 Main Street.

by stringing properly

C. Carey.
MTnteui'out. 1 consider the farmer's worst bird enemies to be the crow,
blackbird, hawk and owl. Our method
of combatting them is with the trap and
shotgun, and by letting the boys get
their eggs and young.
Many claim they
tire a benefit in many ways, but 1 do
not think you will find many farmers
but think they do ten dollars'' worth of
barm where they do one dollar's worth
of good.
What is more annoying to a
farmer than to go into a good piece of
corn or potatoes in the morning and
find one-fourth pulled up bvcrows?
A.
W. Hardy.
An Kxcuse "She has heel! divorced three
times.” said t lie Hoard walk gossip. "Hut.”
remonstrated the Chieauo lad\ wiio had not
canulit the drift of the conversation, "perhaps she did not niarrx until late in life."
[Philadelphia North American.
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subscription priei- l.bo pet \ ear, but we furui-h it and
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Republican Journal

Send all orders to

from lack
of hair
food. The
hair has
no life.
It is starved. It keeps
coming out, gets
thinner and thinner,
bald spots appear,
then actual baldness.
The only good hair

The Republican Journal Publishing Company, Belfast,
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Belfast National
Bank Building.
P. O Square, Belfast

Vigor

I t
feeds
the roots,

stops
the
hair grows thick, and
long. It cures dandruff also.
Keep a
bottle of it on your
dressing table.
It always restores
color to faded or gray
hair.
Mind, we say

<

H. J. LOCKE & 5

starvation, and

j

“

always.”
$1.00

All

bottle.

a

druggists.

A Full Assortmei

.BUG DEATH.

“I have found your Hair Vigor
to he the best remedy I have ever
tried for the hair. My hair was
falling out very bad, so I thought
I would try a bottle of it
I had
used only one bottle, and my hair
stopped falling out, and it is now
real thick and king.”
Nancy J. Mountcastle,
Yonkers, N. Y.
July 28,1898.
Write the Doctor.
He will send you his book on The
Hair ami Scalp.’ Ask him any question you wish about your hair. You
will receive a prompt answer free.
DR. J. C. AYER,
Address.
Lowell, Mass.

Kills all Bums

I N ( i. r I > I N

Water Pails,

On PlantsVines.

Pitchers,
Foot
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PRICE.
and almost

every 'artielt
and table wave, which \\t

A. A. HOWES & CO.
If you are ever bilious 01
suffer from indigestion, you
will have
in

a

personal

a

interest

AT PRICES LOU
THAN EVER lit!

NOTICE.
...

SPECIAL ATTENTION GIVEN TO THE CUKE OF_

Mitchell &Trii"^

certain cure.

RUPTURES

The True “L. F." Atwood's
whole

Bitters restore the

digestive

tract to its

normal condition and

...

BY THE

FIDELITY INJECTION METHOD. BE

bring

quick relief.
All dealers have them.

L.

STEVENS,

will pay the above reward for any case o*
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,
Indigestion. Constipation or Costiveness we
cannot cure with Liverita, the Up-To-Date
Little Liver Pill, when the directions are strict*
ly complied with. They are purely Vegetable,
and never fail to give satisfaction. 25c boxes
Contain 100 Pills, 10c boxes contain 40 Pills, 5c
We

Beware of substitutions

and imitations. Sent by mail. 6tamps taken.
NERVITA MEDICAL CO., Cor. Clinton and
Jackson Sts., Chicago, I1L Sold by

M.

4, ami 7

to

8
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Bills for Cemetery Work.
All bills against the city of Belfast for work in
any of the cemeteries should be left for approval
at the office of the Belfast Livery Co. on or before
noon of the Saturday preceding the first Monday
of the month in which said bills are payable.
WATElt G. HATCH,
HAN A B. SOUTHWORTH,
Trustees of Cemeteries.

Belfast, May 12,1900.-tf20
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Pleasure-

Spain.

And she does not understand why. Her
work used to seem so easy. You could
tell her whereabouts as she worked
by
the snatches of song which now and
again overflowed her happy lips. And
now she can
hardly keep up. Her head
pains, her back hurts, and she feels
worn
out.
entirely
What Is the matter?
The probability is that the
stomach is disordered, the liver is
not performing its
whole duty. Poi-

I

■:,<lence of The Journal. ';
.lime in, moo. Amid

\iv

royal city one
feeling of disappoiut-

of this

is so much like other

it

;

void of picturesque-

so

m

duality—aside from
utterly lacking in
liquify, romance and

the

v

:

the
tra-

ng around Cordova. Sell Urenada.
Indeed, the

sons

.-and years, it remained
\ illage until Charles A’.

j
j

.i-ional residence, on aeut. and Philip 11.. the
■, rival
king in history,

gloomiest place

lie

establish the seat of
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While the
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improvement

is less

1 than in most

Euro.

in

account of the clannand the incredible

j tie

o
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they ding

to the

ancestors, it is still
excite the wonder

provincial

-I

rustics

founders turn in their

inplate.
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Nearly

all its

is foreign, as well
.1 social customs of the
ure

of their umuse-

most

J

lie

hull-fight.
xceptions, the

c r
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strengthen ed,

there is liable to
be a serious illness.
There is no
medicine
can
equal Dr. Pierce’s
Golden Medical
Discovery for
prompt help and
perfect cure for
diseases of the
stomach and
blood. It strengthens the stomach,
purifies the blood,
nourishes the
nerves, ana brings hack the
happy days
of health, when life is all
song and
sunshine.
I suffered ten months from a
complicated
of liver complaint, constipation,
indigestion. suppression of monthly function, and kidney disease, too.” writes Miss Lula M. Brittle.
of Ivor. Va.
I also suffered excruciating pain
in my back and head. I am glad to say that
six bottles of ('.olden Medical Discovery,' three
vials of Dr. Pierce s Pleasant Pellets, and two
bottles of 'Compound Extract of Swart-Weed
cured me entirely.
1 gladly recommend Dr.
Pierce’s medicines to all sufferers.”

proud and graceful as their masters
and mistresses:' and on other hand, no-

as

case

changes which would

}

these are removed,
and the stomach
and organs of digestion and nutrition cured and

other centres of popuThough known

As a rule.
hotels are

lars.

where can you see so many ignoble
mule teams amid such a procession of

aristocratic carriages. Those who sit
in carriages drawn by mules appear not
a bit less vainglorious than those behind the highest stepping steeds, and
of its doubtless the former consider them-

It

deprived Madrid of one
tiie cates, restaurants* most
picturesque features, the water- selves infinitely higher in the social
doling places by Italians; carriers. but atones for the loss by giv- scale than the multitudes afoot. (>n
-Ii* rous dry goods mering cool, clean streets, plenty of drink- Sundays and holidays there is such a
nch; the druggists. <!er- ing-water free of cost, and a chance for dense
throng of pedestrians and carri: liiets, manufacturers, imverdure in the erstwhile barren parks ages that one progresses but
slowly—and
desale dealers. Knglish and
gardens.
that is just what you want, as there is
so
I ieve are
many of the
Of the multitude ot peddlers of every so much to see in the
way of genuine
1° he a favorite

might

;i

:

Anglomaniacs

who turii

ill Xrw York when it

m

-•

description

Spain they would
English, even if

In

•aken for
! lie

■e

latest London fads;

mini makes

no

distinction

people and products

of

North America, but labels
■

Here "American"

m"

m

A merican, representing
which these people are

tamiliarthanwith the I'nitit you tel] them that you
mm." they immediately
that you do not speak
This
m 1 v as they do.
mr o.-ems to he equally

-e

"mith

Americans

who

t

hat swarms Puerto del

Sol,

I

arinted upon poor material.and measuring about l' by go inches. There
arc

restrictions

severe

journal-

upon
issue
each

Moutanes, botli unrivalled in the different

branches of their art: and it was

(lalileo who

suggested

that the lower

•

■

>.

i!'

Mid thdl'hdoved
the pi.lip altogethei I It
to

!

.me tax

at

ing

to

many
utilized

see

products
dlied to "11 igleses;"
and

11

...i:.l locomotives ami mal-

u::i

watches and

la mestown

Wal-

alpaca:

our

and i oluinbia t iuned

s.

codfish, and

Nantucket
and

Michigan apples

m-aches and <)range

Vet with all these defects and
tents.
drawbacks, it is astonishing w! at number nf these iiisigniliceiil journals arc
Each of the several parties and
suld.
factions must have its organ: and as
every Spaniard is more or less m a partisan lie consideres himself in honor
hound to support the editin’ who sets
forth Ids
l.a

Imparcial

Madrid

conn-

on n

political

Probably

creed.

has the largest sale in

average of go.uoo copies a
conservative
l.a Epoca a

an

but

statues of kings and queens, in bronze
and marble. Nearby, on the left, is the
lioyal Palace, and on the right the

beyond the
latter you come to the plaza de Isabel
Segunda, with its fragrant garden and
queer statue of the Drama, in snowroyal

theatre.

white marble.

A few rods

Then there is the Plaza

de -las Cortez, in front of the Spanish
House of Commons.
Its chief attraction is the bronze statue of

Cervantes,

Miguel de
Quixote.

the author of Dou

n

1

ealize that the I'ncle

g to

1

does exist and is not

1>

"ii

land

or

sea.

r,«»).thh> inhabitants U is
"»i have been added with-

.rty years, and at least ouecdilices have been built
period and are therefore
and architecture. This
true of tlie heart of the

■

Journal,

or any other tirst-elass newspaper of the United states, or even
with tlie best journals of Austria. RusUor lifty years, l.a
sia and Italy.
Epoca, with its twelve or lifteen thous-

and circulation, has been devoted to the
high conservative party. Its editor and

principal

owner, the

Marquis

de

Yaldig-

■

spokes
tramway

like the

ei'L’c.

all

the

in

a

lines

"il

again in all directions,

n

of these tram-lines in

'.id

iiding to its end. you
general impression of

■

•od

bouts, at insignificant
only two cents,
a
few
electric traction
Uie most part mules are

lew

be iare is

and the

gas-jets

of innumerable

shop*,

the sun. drawn
to itself, as to a focus of political discussion and amorous intrigue, all the
wit, beauty and gallantry of the Capi-

lias, with the decline

tal.

postoros!"

’•

ot

t

’arillos!" screams

the vender of wax matches,
his tray of decorated boxes

as

he offers

containing
tiny tapers which arc in such extraordinary demand in a land where everymg power, and they are
"Puidado!” take care.i
body smokes.
perpetual run, up hill and rings out the warning of the muleteer,
poor little beasts, whom as he
urges on his string of mules, perdrop dead in their tracks. haps twenty, driven tandem, that—no
streets through which the
respecters of persons—oblige even the
pa.-.s are so narrow that pedesgold-laced captain-general to retreat on
'in
to
liatten
themselves the double
quick. The mule-string is
house-walls as the cars go in turn driven
hurridly aside to permit
are steep and winding, and
the passage of thecliligencia, with its six
ougldy paved, though kept caparisoned horses and load of perspir■Tic sanitary condition. As a
ing travelers peering curiously through
the

■

■

o

■

'■

'Meets of Madrid are wider
■■! southern Spain and their

1

chantage
:‘tcr.

is an abundant supIt is of comparatively

induction, brought

to tlie

uadarrama mountains,
bve or

"d

rowful Countenance."
The consider-j
able cost of this monument was deof
the
de Cruzada;
out
Hula
frayed
thus Cervantes, who had fallen into ill
repute among his countrymen and was
ransomed from the prison of Algiers
by the monks of I,a Merced, when
dead, owed this tardy monument to a
Fannie 1!. Ward.
religious fund.

Resolutions of Respect.
lesias, can indite a longer "leading
v
bombast
and
less
editorial,' with more
The East Belfast Christian Endeavor So■xaet centre is tlie great
"meat" in it, than any other journalist ciety have adopted the following resolutions
■d Puerto del Sol, ("(late
I ever met.
La Epoca"s four pages are on the death of a valued member:
because the eastern gate
Whereas it has pleased our Heavenly
over to alleged news from
mostly
given
Father to take to Himself our Sister, Mrs.
fortress originally occupied
its
of
forand
sources,
supply
Rosa E. Keene, one of our most prized and
fiie line structures that sur- Spanish
You dearly beloved members of the Fast Belfast
matter is hardly a stickful].
eign
V. 1*. S. C. K.: therefore.
pale-gray stone and marble,
read of affairs ill your own counResolved, That while, we, as a Society,
at lit ornamental balconies may
of
vision
greatly
from
an
deplore our loss, we acknowledge
altogether
angle
try
ne windows, look like a bit
the wisdom of our Heavenly Father, feeling
new to you, and learn of Boston as borthat
whose heart was so full of earnest
she,
a Iluenos Ayres, that wondering on a bowling wilderness, S;ln and useful endeavors.has only stepped across
city of tlie Western Ilemisthe boundary line of time into a land
Francisco as a few hours run from New where
t bem are located the prinrilarger service and grander developYork, and Chicago as inhabited by In- ments are possible.
tiul the Idlest shops, clubs
That we most earnestly seek
Resolved,
dians, bears and buffaloes.
for a measure of her unselfish spirit in aidoid the headquarters of the
Alter nightfall tin- Puerto del >ol as- ing the unfortunate, for her kindly manner
ind military governments of
The immense bestowed on those about her, and for the
sumes its gayest aspect.
sweet charity possessing her life, which
’nun tiiis point ten principal
plaza, brilliant with the electric lights, thinketh and worketh no ill t » it> neighbor.

!>le

is an empire: every county is a principality, for which, as true Americans,

The partisan accusation of imperialism. when translated into plain everyday English, in the light of the history
made during the brilliant administration of President McKinley, is
simply
this: The Republicans declare that it is
their policy not to blindly abandon the
islands transferred from Spanish to
American sovereignty by the treaty of
Paris. The Democracy, so far as it has

The same is as true of the Philippines
as of Porto Rico.
'Will the Democrats
dare to tix a date for the evacuation of
either? They are under the Hag of the
Republic, and there tlieV will remain.
This means work and thought and statesmanship for the people of the United
states, but it means blessing and liberty,
justice and opportunity for the islands
placed under our care by solemn treaty
obligations that were approved by the
Senate of the United states, and urged
by Mr. Bryan. Methods of administration and of government are legitimate
objects of pa rtf differences. But annexation is a fact. It is for all purposes
as much an accomplished fact as is the
abolition of slavery, another Republican measure for which that party was
hated and misrepresented.
The people will learn that imperialism. as employed by the Democrats,
means that they would have the country shirk its duty, turn its back on
destiny, count all bloodshed as lost, furl
the Hag and withdraw its protection
from people who need it to-day more
than ever before in all their history.
The charge of imperialism, when
properly translated, means duty. And
the party of Lincoln, of Grant, of Harrison, and of McKinley, is willing to be
charged with doing its duty, no matter
how hard that duty may be.
Stripped of all giamor. the Democrats
have entered upon a Hag-furling campaign. They condemn expansion, yet
welcome Hawaii, because its one vote
alone enables them to again attempt to
overthrow the stable currency of the

They decry “imperialism,"

yet shout themselves hoarse over an
Hawaiian “prince." They are welcome
to all the votes and glory they can make
out of such duplicity and treachery,
which will nauseate, but never deceive,
the true American people.
An Educational

Problem.

—

That very clever Maine writer, Martha
Baker Dunn of Waterville, in tlie .Inly
Atlantic, tells many wholesome and

unpalatable truths as ‘to the genmismanagement of educational
problems, the often disheartening treatment of public school teachers, and the
conscienceless demands generally, if not
universally, made upon them. Mrs.
Dunn, herself an ex-school committee
woman, is blessed with an observant

kilt and manta: Maragatos, in trunk

thirty miles, through an hose and doublets: Salamaucan students
of
English construction, in sombre black; tonsured aldeanos of
twenty-live millions of dol- the lialearic isles; Aragonese, Aralen-

puts^iew
•eat of
•even years

Ivvla

,d
no sign

U
v
have
had

as

of the disease.”

S. S. S. is made of roots, herbs and barks of wonderful
tonical and purifvine
It is the only vegetable blood
purifier known, and a certain and safe
for all blood troubles. Send for our book on Blood and
Skin Diseases and at
the same time write our
physicians about your case. Thev will cheerfully give you
any information or advice wanted. We make no charge for this.

properties
cure
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“

25 CENTS PER LB.

Dwinell-Wrigtit Co, /‘Prncipal Coffee Roasters.

Boston,M jss.

Worms?
If a child is ailing don't neglect
for worms. Give several doses of

to

test^

TRUE’S PIN WORM ELIXIR
If

worms are present
they will be expelled. A harmless
vegetable toui making rich, pure blood, vt v..Ur druggiats. 35c. Dr. J. F. True A Co. Auburn. Me.

JCsT RECEIVED.

ALL THE LATEST IMPORTED

Reduction Price

PERFUMES,
SOAPS,
TOILET WATER,

....ON ALL....

On and alter d une

1900, trains connecting
Burnham and .Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and
Boston, will run as follows:

at

FACE POWDERS,

...Stiff Hats...
For 30

SACHET POWDERS,

FKOM

COSMETICS, ETC.

days from date of this paper,

AM

“

2.50

“

2.00
Tliese

are

“

all late

styles

Tooth,
Xail and
Hair

2.00
1.50

“

atul

strictly up-

to-date in every way.

variety, at low prices.

/

HR USIIES,

DRESSIXG CASES.

Bangor

j

Lowest

in the

15
20
38
45
53

Negligee Shirts and Neckwear,

city

Bust""-

^TC'UMK IN AND SKK I

!!o3t'm'

\v.*1

Dwight

P. Palmer,

1

,

For Women.

Dr. Tolman's Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds oi anxious women.
‘Caere is positively no othe. remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
No other
are relieved in 3 days without fail.
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no

interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,ami the mostcomplete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. 1 relieve hundreds of ladies whom 1 never see. Write for
All letters truthfully
further particulars.
answered. Free confidential advice in all
Hear
matters of a privateor delicate nature.
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
and
will
condition
positively
every possible
leave no after ill effects upon the health, lty
mail securely sealed, $‘2.00. Dr. E. M.TOLtl AN CO., 170 Tremout St., Boston, Mass.
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Centre IVfontville.
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CITY

CO.. NEW YORK

Week to Ronton.

BICYCLES.
White's Chainless,
Chain Wheel.
Record Bicycle,

peumbse-ot
Commencing dune 2»'>. IJHHi,
■■.ml Citv of Bamror will leave Belfast alteruateh
For Boston, via Northport. Camden ami Koe*ktaml, Mondays at 3.00 i\ m., other days, except
Sundays, at r».oo i*. m.
For Bucksport, Wintcrport and Bangor dull;.-,
except Monday, at about 7.4f» ,\. m.
For Searsport and Hampden, Thursdays and
Sundays at about 7.45 \. m.
steanmrs

$50
$35 and $50
$25 and $35

*****

Hartford Tires,
Tin* Standard Tires of tin Wo; id
In* tound Mi oni stock and
pleas.* call and see them l»etor<
purchasing olsou In ic.

RKTCRNIXC.

••an

at

From Boston, daily, except Sunday
From ltoekland. Via Camden and Northport.
daily, except Monday, at •">.nei \. m.
From Bantror. via Wintcrport and Bucksport,
Mondays at 12.00 m>e>n. other days exee*pt Sundays
at 2.1 mi i\ m.
m.

QEO. T. READ,

FBKD W. POTK. Agent. Bedfast.
CALVIN ACSTIN. <Je n'l Supt Bostem.
WILLIAM II 111 LL. (bnl Manage*!-. Boston.

CEO. F. GAMES, Id. D., D. D. S.,
The Nose and Throat.
Mo. U41> M<-» lim

y

|

PILES!

MASS.

Hours, 12 to 2. Other hours
by appointment only.
October, 1898.—Iy45.

PILES!

ointment

u

.-

ire

It
Blind, Bleeding, I’leera;• d and hel m. l'i
absorbes the tun. ns, a!!a>s the it< him:
.•iich,
f
acts as a poultice, gives in-taut rv
hr. Wil
•-

Hants' Indian Pile Ointment

Street

(Near Corner of Fairfield Street)
BOSTON,

PILES!

I>r. Williams’ Indian Pile

i-

f.»r

piej

Piles and
ing else.

Itching ol tin* private part*, ami noth
Every box is _■ laranteed. s. M
drug
gists, sent by mail, tor fine. and $1 no pet box
WILLIAMS’ M’K’O CO., Prop’-, (’lev* 'and,Ohio
For sale by K, II. Moony.

Dr. John Stevens,

Hurdy Gurdy Music
Will be furnished for private buekboartl
parties from Belfast, Camden, ete., at the

Searsmont Hall. Refreshments will also
be served. Apply to

OPERA
OFFICE MOLRS

HOUSE
:

2

to

Special attention driven
and THROAT.

or

BLOCK.

II to 12 A. /I.
4, 7 to
to

H

|>. M.

EVE, EAR,NOSE

Iyr34

HARV McCORRISON,

CAUTION.

Box 80.

Whereas my wife, Lillie A. Roberts, has left my
bed and board without just cause, this is to forbid all persons from harboring or trusting her on
my account, as 1 shall pay no bills of her const AN LEY A.

A M
OO
S:;o
I* M
1 00
**
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WORK...

JOSEPHINE KNIGHT

Witness—F. W. Brown, Jr.

725

.»

It. It. French <£Co.

Surgeon

25

13

o

is manufactured.
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F
IVANS,
Agent,
N ice President and (ieneial Manager.
K. F P. •oTiiitv. • «en" Pass, and Tn ket Alt it.
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make a specialty of
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STATE
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P.entoii
Ciinton
Burnham, depart
I'nirv.
Thorndike.
Knox..
Brooks.
Waldo
City Point.
BHiast. arrive.

HARNESSES.
I have

5 50

4 30

Portland.

CARRIAGES

S.

4 30
>4 48
5 20

ft! 5o
70s

....

j

3 30
t3 38
t3 57

I" BF.LFAvr.

0

POOR k ROD. Drilisis.

GOLF HOSE, BELTS, ETC.

2
2

15

A

j

>2
2

I'M

30
35
46
5f,
05
15
23
45

32

Waterville.

A beautiful line of

tl
l

A M
s 47
r M
Portland.12 "2

money refunded.

or

\

prices

I'M
>1

Waterville.

POWDER and PUFFS.

Straw Hats and Soft Hats
in endless

Waldo.>7
Brooks
7
Knox .17
Thorndike. 7
I’nitv. 7
Burnham, arrive. 8
Clinton. 8
Benton... 8

BATII SPOXGES,

$3.00 Hats for $2.50

BELFAST.

7 oo
Belfast, depart
City Point.>7 05

July 12. I will sell

tell you all about it.
KEY.

>

And Tin* Diseases Peculiar
Women. Diseases of the
Hiood. Nervous System, ami
ail diseases and Diseased
Conditions «.f the Kulnevs,
Madder. I.un^s. stomach,
l iver and Heart and all diseased States of the Pelvic
and Keproductive Organs,
to«reth*
with every form of
Skin Disease.
Most eases
quickly relieved and normanently cured by the (treat Multipathie Specifics.
Send for (teneral Symptom Blank and one on
Diseases of Women. Many eases that were considered hopeless have b-a-n cured bv these (treat
Remedies. During May and .June* consultation
free by mail. Dr. Mitchell can be consulted free
at
his Boston office Mondays. Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays from Da. m. to 4 p. m.
Other days his regular consultation fee of
will
be charged. Monthly treatment at reasonable
rates. Address.
CHARLES H. MITCHELL. M. D..
2is Tremont street.
Union Savings Bank Building,
Next to Hotel Touraine.
Boston, Mass.
Laboratory..” Howard Place Boxbury. Mass.
>■*

A really fine and careful blend of
pure,
rich coffee
calculated to please the palate
and help the pocket-book
hold-out."

<

Chronic Diseases

*

ALL CROCERS SELL IT.

Q
Z

Physician

24 Oz. Package

SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA. GA.

V)
2
<
O

DR. P. E. LUCE,

Cake of Williams White Glycerine
Toilet Soap in Eveiy Package

-

“l had Catarrh, which became so
i °I ?UC Wcst’ S‘andS’*11
T,rites:
deepmside of mv nose, including part of the Done
M Wwv5ntlru ^eaf ln ?nS ear’
*°ne tb,a ,ar the physician gave me up
incurable, i
the diiell.8.
ft
rst reaor,1- and b<,San 1° improve at once. It seemed to get at the
ftcr
a.fc" weeks' treatment I was entirely cured, and for more than

,had
dcte?mhiedffto t^hsnsthu d'sta,5'
1

SHIRT WAISTS.

Powder

CONSUMPTION.

relieves

and thus

Wrappers

tatives of every

•

CATARRH IS A CONSTITUTIONAL OR BLOOD DISEASE,

Have just receive*I a large lot of
mind and her pen is most eujoyahly
guided by it. “Anothermodern notion.”
she says, “which helps to make the path
of tlie school teacher a thorny one is
the theory that a child ought to be putting out simultaneously and in every
AT LOW PRICKS.
direction as many feelers as a centipede
has legs.
As a matter of fact, a pupil
have
also
marked down (this week) all their
They
who has learned thoroughness and application has acquired something, even
if he cannot explain the procession of
Resolved. That we extend t<* her children tlie equinoxes or tell how many feathand relative?* our tenderest sympathy in ers there are on a hen. There used, in
this hour when the shadows lie s«* darkly
tlie former days, to be a good many
about their way, ami that we commit them
in which the unfolding of
to the ( omforter and < onsoler of all troubled poetic similes
mind was likened to the gradual
hearts, the < hie too wise to err and too good a child's
leaf bv leaf. The
of
a
(lower
opening
to be unkind.
Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions revised plan admits of no such sentibe forwarded to the family of our departed mental and slow-moving processes. A
DISEASES OF WOMEN A SPECIALTY.
sister and published in The Belfast .Journal child's mind is now opened like an umand Bangor ( omniercial.
brella, expanding equally and simultane- Opera House Block,
Belfast, Me.
Saiue E. Foiin,
) r. om- ously at all points and, fortunately for
Jennie F. F'ono,
[
Js'. I». During the months of July and August
the child, it also resembles the umbrella
1 shall he at my office in the Opera House Block,
ArorsTA B. Ru n Anns, f ,V“
liesin that it sheds a good deal more than
Tuesday* Thursday and Saturday from 1 to
Maky Herrick,
J
| it retains.” The truths which Mrs. Dunn every
At Northpo.it Camp Ground at all other
5 i*. m.
times. Shall
my hospital in this city about
The trembling Boxer knelt before Li Hung sets forth deserve consideration at the the middle of open
Dr. 1‘. K. Lr*-k.
September.
Chang and strove to explain matters. ‘*1 hands of all educators and parents.
must have lost my head.
I see no other
reason why 1 engaged in the uprising, Oh
Hare, Indeed—Art Dealer—“Here’s someFARMERS !
Son of the Blue Sky" lie wailed. “You are thing fine. It’s ‘The Hattie of Waterloo,'
a trifle off in
grammar,” interposed Li. by Van Dyke." Markley—-“Is it, really ? I ARK YOU 1NSURKD?
your
“Toil should say: ‘I will have lost my thought Van Dyke died before the battle
head."'
And the executioner stepped for- occurred.”
Art Dealer—“Er—so he did.
July and August are the groat lightning months
ward at the proper signal.
[Baltimore Hut—er—you see, this is one of his posthu- More farm property is destroyed at this season
because of lightning than by all other sources. I
American.
mous paintings.”
[Philadelphia Press.
make a specialty of insuring farm property
against any loss or damage by lightning or fire.
Send me a postal and I will go to your place and

rarely fails to exhibit represen-

FORERUNNER OF

—

some

era]

•

Few realize what a deep-seated, obstinate disease Catarrh
is, regarding it as a simple inflammation of
the nose and throat, little or no attention is
given it. But, however insignificant it may seem at first it
is senous and
far-reaching m its results.
The foul secretions entering the circulation
poison the entire system. The stomach, kidnevs in
act all the organa
feel the effect of this catarrhal
poison, and when the lungs are reached its progress
is
and
rapid
destructive, and finally ends in consumption.
It frequently
that the senses of
hearing and smell are in part or entirely lost, the soft bones of
happens
the nose eaten into and
destroyed, causing intense suffering and greatly disfiguring tlie face. While sprays,
l| washes and salves
may give temporary relief, no permanent benefit can be expected from such treatment.

elected in a constitutional
manner, and has been so loath to oppose
the will ol the people, as expressed by
legislation enacted by Congress, that iii
the four years of his Administration he
has vetoed but four bills, lie will serve
bis two terms as many other good Presidents, both Democratic and Republican, have done, and will then give way
to his successor,chosen as he was chosen,
by the free votes of a sovereign people.

In addition to the
whirlwind of dust.
common types of the city, the Puerto
del Sol

riTlDD
Vit I/IKK

people:

honestly

a

province in the kingcity dom: Andalusian Majos; Marcians in

some

IT?

Washington, July 23, 1900. Imperialism may serve as a campaign scarecrow, but before the harves t of votes is
garnered next November the people
will recognize that it is but a th ing of
straw.
Imperialism presupposes an empire,
and the magnificent domain over which
our lovely banner Hies is imperial in its
beaut y. in its product and in its extent.
Such a wealth of hill, mnintain, plain
and prairie, such an abundance of crystal lakes and such a net-work of commerce-bearing rivers were never before
bestowed upon any people. Every State

day:
ii
our
soda fountains,
Dressed in the old Spanish costume,the
journal of very old repute, established
in
unknown
Kng- half a century ago—undoubtedly exer- greatest author Spain ever produced is
utely
as
under his cloak his
rading here under the cises the
greatest influence among the represented hiding
Lngleses." However. upper classes. Neither of them, how- crippled arm. mutilated at I.epanto—a
which he never did in life, it bea famous opportunity to
ever. or both combined .begins to com- thing
the pride of his existence, beliefs
ing
aimed with us during the
pare ill importance, as moulders of pub- outlie pedestal represent the inimitable
n-c years, and no doubt is
lic opinion, with our own Republican adventures of the "Knight of the Sor- country.
:nt

IS

“local-color,”
a policy, would have the master nationits sidewalks, and fountains, the most
From the eastern side of Puerto del
builder of the world abandon its plain
noticeable because most noisy are the Sol—the point where King Alfonso was
duty, furl our triumphant Hag and hunt
news venders. Their rasping voices rend tired
an
an
assassin
some years
upon by
easy future rather than a working
Porto Rico, recognizing the
the air. in shrieks to be beard above all ago—a street leads straight to another future.
fact
that she can not stand alone, does
other sounds—l.a Epoca! El Imparcial! splendid bit of local color in the Plaza
not wish to become an independent
El (llobo! l.a Corrospon-den-c-i-a! News- < Iriente. The latter is a beautiful little
power, and the only thing possible is
boys and newspapers as we understand park, with a bronze equestrian statue for the United states to continue its
the term.do not exist in Spain. Blind men of Philip IV. in the centre, which is sovereignty, which is Republican, or to
invite Spain to re-enter the Western
and old women-tlie latter often carrying said to he the most perfect work of its
Hemisphere and commence anew her
a child on one arm and a bundle of papers kind in existence.
And it ought to he. policy of misrule, of
robbery and exon the otherhave completely usurped for three of the greatest geniuses of tortion from which we have delivered
Cuba.
To plant the customs of the
the province of the shrewd and always the time contributed to form its faultseventeenth
century is Democratic.
The
taken
less
street
who
is
unknown
here
model,
proportions.
Arab,
jolly
This is the logical conclusion when the
favorite
from
tlie
was
in that capacity. The sheets they sell
Democratic cry of the Democratic platcharger,
king’s
sketched by Velasquez, and carved by form is analyzed.
re wretched specimens of typography,

mother-country. and ism in Spain, for
is
part of the statue he cast solid and the
ipply to i lie A merican required to be carefully sifted and upper half hollow, in order to preserve
ad for assistance or ml.
revised before publication, and must the balance. It was cast in Florence in
-! .mid go, instead, to
is hi feet high and weighs lsi.t
always bear the official stamp of the in-jo. It
lVi u. or wherever they
A lew advertise- ewt.: yet the horse curvets, supported
Censor of the Press.
\!l tie* seems natural
the hind legs, and the mane and
incuts, an item or two ot court gossip, by
w ..f the close relations
scarf appears to absolutely float in the
a serial story of sensational character
m
existed I let ween Spain
Around the oval garden, of which
and no morals worth mentioning, and air.
in it is not llatteting
this celebrated statue forms the centrea die-away poem by some
occasionally
are scattered fourteen colossal
pride ot 1 Tide Ml lintel’s female subscriber,
compose the eon- piece,

!

IMPERIALISM—WHAT

we are proud, and for which, as Christians. recognizing God as the God of
we should be deeply grateful.
nations,
of the watchman announces the dawn of
This domain has been given to us by
day. Sun worship could never have a power that is higher than any party
originated in Spain. It is often said or policy, though the Republican party
was called into being in order to protest
that the most delightful thing in
Spain and battle against the division of this
is its blue sky and the most detestable
mighty empire, which Democracy dething is the sun that causes it. Xo clared. in the press, in its platform, and
Spaniard would ever have sold his on the bloody battlefields, should be divided. To tl’iis extent the charge of imshadow to the devil, like the German of
perialism can with truth be made against
the story, for such a paltry thing as a the Republican
party. Abraham Linpurse of gold that never became emptv; coln was the embodiment of that imperial
and
a
idea,
martyr to the cause of
for, much as he likes gold, lie loves
one Hag, one country, and one
imperial
shade more. All day are the streets
destiny.
deserted; but no sooner has the sun set
Imperialism, if it means anything the
than the whole population come pour- Democracy would have the people bean emperor, a dynasty, a
ing forth, to enjoy the cooling breezes lieve. implies
throne, a crown and a scepter. This
and listen to the bauds while promenad- feature of
imperialism, by no stretch of
ing round and round the plazas. Xo partisan misrepresentation, can ever be
other city in the world can turn out so charged against our honored President
and candidate for the
lie
many tine teams of Andalusian horses, was the choice of the Presidency.
lie was

in the

blood, and unless

insula.

:

accumu-

are

lating

lias never been a
.mish city; and as time
ms to have less and less

mil

|

cians. and even Moors and Bebers from
the Spanish colonies of Africa. The
balconies of the houses are
occupied
by senoras and senoritas in festive apparel and garlanded with roses; while
through half open doors issue the click
of castinets and the tinkle of
guitars,
indicative of merry-making going on
within. The cafes, with their walls of
plate glass, their gilding and gorgeous
frescoes and thousands of mirrors, are
crowded to repletion with animated
crowds. Such a picture does the “Gate
of Sun” present every pleasant evening; and at this time of year its lights
are seldom extinguished, or its
promenade deserted, until the melancholy cry

Tired (Ml

a

ROBERTS.
3w29

lGtf

Searsmont, Me
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THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

One tenement house containing 7 rooms. No. o
Miller street; desirable local ion ; city water. InOEO. \V. BURKETT,
Odd Fellows’ Block.
Belfast, July j, 1900.

quire of

beat the two British maimed craft, but
Virginia was third in the last race
of the series. The Yankee was sailed
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the

craft to the front in all future races.

Republican Journal Pub. Oo,

and will arrive this week.

Rev. R. T. Capen preached a very interBridgton House in Bridgton was
destroyed by lire be ween three and esting as well as entertaining sermon from
four years ago. Crosby Inn. Belfast, St. John, Chap. XII, Sunday at the Cove.
Mrs. Lou El well lias twenty-five boarders
who take their meals with her, and next
She has
week expects twenty-three more.
had to refuse many who desire to come, but
could find no accommodations for them.
Some one ought to build a hotel at the Cove.

went up in dames some time before
that, and its ruins are still unpleasant-

Srnst i;ii*ti»*n Ti i:mv In advance. >-j.m a
year: Mato for si>. months; 'o cent** for three

inonths.

ly

conspicuous. Bridgton has done
The opening of the new and
palatial Bridgton House took place a

Ai*vi ki isin.; I i;mU«*r <*m> square, one
inch, lcngt h in column. 7' cuts for <»n<- week, and
25 cents for cadi subsequent insertion.

better.

week or two ago.
of

The hotel, exclusive

furnishing *i>,ooo

cost

*10,000.

The

new

hotel

is

thus

de-

scribed :
it occupies the highest elevation in
the village and consequently affords
tine views of the adjacent country.
It
lias a Main street frontage of 113 feet,
and a breadth of 4n feet; back of tliis
is an ell. 4n by *2 feet: the whole having a basement and three stories. The
outside is painted olive, with ivory
trimmings: the basement is shingled
and creosote stained. A single piazza
extends along three sides of the house.
Water is supplied by a deep artesian
well.
Inside, everything—in construction. finish and appointments—is up to
date and equal to the best of modern
city hotels.

of Ohio.

Vow. let

For Yice-PreM'leiit,

ple

IhEODORE ROOSEVELT

follow Bridgton’s

us

and erect a

new

Crosby

For lieprpsentative to Oui.ure>>.

Mrs. Hangs of
Brown’s.

exam-

REPUBLICAN COUNTY CONVENTION
County ate request;n conVention at tlie*

1900,at

*».

10

A. 31.,

for tin- purpose o’ noiimiathm candidates to be
supported Ml 111'- '-I'-'-tioli ill September m-xl. for
tin* follow i_ "iV" s. i/: Senator. Sheriff.County
•; 1'rohate. lb-irKi.-; of Probate.
_\:toni'-\ .111«1
Count; Ti-'-asun-i end ( omity < onunis>ioner.
>unt\ ••nunnittei- ami transact
AI-" to i-hoov ;i
any *»t i:• *; busjne» \v liieh n;a\ pmperlx come hefur’e 'aid eunvelition.
l’.a'li city and lev ;i Will be '-lit it led To otic d-de•jate and one addit e.na' deh -eat'- tot ev.-ry forty
\ote-. o! for a fiaetioii .It tAyent V-ll w thereof
‘list an- 'In- Ih p:;!.';. an candidate !■»! (i..'.ell|..l
tin* bdlowin.u aliutnient
:n tse,
l‘!•**n this
has lt -eii made:
P.-dfast
l:*!.Morriil.
.- N 'i tl port.
li.-lmo;]*
Crooks. 4; Palermo.
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I'••.rid m.
4 S'-ar o.ioni
j- raid, •!.
i"
..
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Tlif dog lisli is
mackerel
c\

V.

ek

-'

have

n 11

having

his

"da}"

vanished from

and

Maine

atevs.
---

as

The Wa Wa has heaten the I'oiiywog
we 'earn from a
report nt a yacht
in The Huston papers. Now let us
the Yah Yah and the Tad-

race

heai from

pole.
\\ if

soeiety

Waldorf Astor did not lind

an:

in this

country

to his

liking

and

shaking American dust from his feet
he went In

l.ngland

to

liecome a

loyal

Mr. Charles A. Cnnant continues in
the August Koruns his examination of
tlie pc ition of "The 1 nited .Mates as a
World Power."
*

dwelling in this second
particularly on her advanthe struggle for commercial
lie points out that the ele-

more

tages in
empire,
ments

needed for success in industrial
exist in greater abundance

competition

in the 1 nited states than in any other
enun' ry. and that the American genius
for combination and
forced

by
country,

organization,

rein-

the natural resources of the
must

eventually place

the

I nited states iii the forefront.
It is hard to decide what to believe as
to the situation in China; hut there are

quite positive assurances that, with
the exception of the Herman Minister,
the foreign Ministers are alive and well,
and it is reported that they are to tie
sent to Tien-Tsin under escort.

The

President has been

signified

his

appealed to and has
willingness to mediate be-

tween the Chinese Hoc-eminent and the
Powers under certain conditions, so
that there may he a peaceful ending to
troubles that threatened to involve all
the

great

nations.

iVafloboro
special

town

is

a “dry"
meeting it

town.
was

At

a

voted r>7

to .W. not to contract for a water supply. As the Lincoln County News ex-

Inn on the

Fred G. Cox and J. H. Coffin, Jr. of Boston were at tlie Waquoit July ‘J-.’.

Much sympathy is expressed for Mr. and
F. S. Walls and wife of Vinalhaveu ar.
Mrs. Frank I. Wilson in the death of their
rived Monday and are at their cottage.
little son, Kverard Irving, which occurred
Dr. F. H. McLaughlin, wife and son of
at their home at No. 10 Montgomery Ave.,
Somerville..Mass. Little Everard was born Exeter are at Brown's for a few days.
in Belfast, where he spent most of his brief
The steam yacht Aria of Bangor, E. 11.
life and where every one loved and petted Blake, owner, is a frequent visitor here.
him for his winning ways and bright
Mrs. J. 11. Dahl and sons of Dorchester,
speeches, lie died July lsth, the third an- Mass., are at their cottage on South Shore.
niversary of his christening by Rev. C. II.
Mrs. Samuel Fellows of Bangor has
Wells, pastor of the Universalis! church.
opened her restaurant on Hay View street.
He loved Belfast and seemed perfectly hapA. 11. Hanscom and wife of Winterport
py on his last visit here last spring, when he j
spent a few days recently on the South
I
1
“(>.
in
am
in
am
Belfast,
said,
Belfastj Shore.
and he wanted to call on all he knew,
lie I
Superintendent Mears has inspected tlie
had made main friends in his new home, |
who paid him every attention during his* trees in the groves and had tlie dying ones
last sickness of cerebral meningitis. The fu-' cut down.
Dr. G. W. Stoddard and family of Belfast
neral was held in Somerville and the inter-I
ment was in Belmont. Rev. II. D. Maxwell ; spent tlie past week in a very pretty tent
of the Universalist church conducted the near Bay View Park.
services and Mrs. Cooper, soloist, furnished
Tile steamer Governor Bodwell landed an
the niu.-ic. The little boy was unusually ! excursion
party of about Kin from Rockland
foml of llowers and he was laid among the
at the wharf last Sunday.
best that friend> could tind, and among the !
Everett Libby, wife and mother, Mrs. I
donors were the following: Papa and mam-1
Libby of Waterville, are stopping at the
ma. Mr. and Mrs. Elisha
Whom, Miss Eil- j
Gentner cottage on Main street.
Ban Achorn, Mrs. Albert P. Carver, Mr.
Noyes, tlie mail earner, extends his reguand Mrs. Sidno\ B. Keene. 1)r. and Mrs.
Everard A. Wilson. Mr. and Mrs. Edmund ; lar trips. In'tli forenoon and evening, to tlie
southern cottages at South Shore.
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Wriglit. Mrs. I

skippers

Virginia

and crews, and

the Mineola and Rainbow are manned
and sailed by Britishers, their owners

having brought from the other side the
pick of English racing skippers. The
Yankee was victorious in her first brush
with one of the

English manned craft,

and in a series of three races off New-

port led the fleet in every race. In two
of the races the Yankee and Virginia

Temple

D. Barrettof Boston: Aug. lJth, address
by Mrs. M. .1. Wentworth of Knox; lecture
by Harrison D. Barrettof Boston; Aug. lath,
lecture b\ Harrison D. Bartlett of Boston:
Aug. 14tli, State Associat ion day : lecture by
Harrison 1). Barrett of Boston: Aug. call.
Juvenile Temple meeting; lecture by Ida
l’ A. Whitlock of Boston: Aug. Kith, liveminute speeches bv co-operation officers:
lecture by Mrs. Ida p. A. Whitlock of
Boston: annual meeting of corporation;
Aug. 17th, lecture by Mrs. M. J. Wentworth
of Knox : lecture by Mrs. Ida P. A. Whitlock of Boston; Aug. lstli, social meeting,
to be supplied: Sundux Aug. loth, to be
supplied. An admission fee of ten cents
each day will lie charged during the meeting.**. Half rate tickets are sold on steamer
M. A M. direct to the grounds, on the Boston A Bangor Steamship Line and Maine
Central road. Ample accomodations at reasonable rates will be found on the grounds.

j

THE FRIENDS OF

get down below BED ROCK PRICES. There is still a goo:
time for wearing of summer goods, and this is a grand good opportunity for late b
this sale

we even

You have the

privilege

to

investigate

3c.

Fibre Bone Dress Stays, per dozen,
Borated Talcum Powder, (Violet)
20c. Box Writing Paper and Envelopes,
25c. Unbreakable Dressing Combs,

5c.

pure linen. 15c.
ltic.
If-

per bunch,
Book Pins, lOc. quality,
Good Toitet Paper, per package,

If-

2c.

Hairpins,

i>flr.
3c.

quality,

..

17c

12 l-2c.

..

..

2t)c

17c.

**

**

2iic

20c,

Belt Buckles at lowest

4l'o.

5c.
25c anil 50c.
2c.

prices.

All Perfumery and Toilet Articles marked down.
ltic.
25c String Ties.

CUT

IJN

j

of Col. Grosvenor.

Col. William M. Grosvenor, editorial
writer on tlie New York Tribune, died at
his home in Knglewood, N. J., July 20th.
lie had been in poor health for some time
and his death was not unexpected. As a
journalist, a soldier in the Civil War, and
statistician, Colonel Grosvenor won high
laurels. His ideals were very high, his
judgment excellent, and in every undertaking he showed wonderful energy. His
death is a distinct loss to the nation.

"*

HUSLIN NIGHT ROBESs

.‘>2

quality marked down t".$
•*

1.2'
1

Interesting p

2

••

••

To
.08

to.

4*

••

si.fioand 1.»>2

•'

••

..

1

t<*.

t 21

Sun Bonnets at

to

19c, 25c and

10 Dozen Shirt Waists

only

A few sizes in Summer

Corsets,

$1.00 Corsets

: i

to close out at

Slips,

Turkish Bath Towels,

1

1

1

"
Prominent among the many social orders
in Massachusetts is one known as the
Friends of Maine, founded by ( apt. William R. Stover of Lynn, formerly of Belfast.
IN TABLE DAMASK
The membership of the order is natives of
Remnants of Percales and
►<•• 1
Maine, their descendants or those who have
Man\ extra
value' u
It will |»a\ yon to examine tin 1
married natives, ( apt. Stover prepared a
MEASURED AM) MARKED AT PRICES TO SELL.
ritual and constitution and with several
Maine people as associates applied to the
'l" ': ■'
Pcs.
8c pet
Tlie steam yacht Montclair of tlie Eastern
Legislature of Massachusetts for a charter,
Yds Bleached Cotton Twilled
Yacht Club was here last week having on
which was granted, and Augusta lodge
board tlie commodore and owner Edwin I
4c per
was instituted in Lynn Aug. 7, 18U5.
( apt.
On BLACK DRESS GOODS
Harding, V. E. Halsall, marine artist, Stover was the first president, and lie and
We guarantee lowest prices ami i**--: value.
George A. Thayer and other prominent his wife have spent time and money
freelj
men.
in Belfast.
Kxaniineoitr line before pno-ltas
Yds Plain Bleached Cotton
4c
| for the good of the order. The Grand
The trustees held a meeting last week and Lodge was instituted June27, hsps. “Friend1
employed M. S. .stiles to make a survey of ship, Benevolence and Charity” is the motthe streets, lot boundaries, ete. It was voted to of the Order, and aid is extended to memto continue the sewer extension on
Hay View bers and their families when sickness or
Park and Sea street, and on Mai de and death overtakes them. The Order is growGeorge streets.
ing rapidly and the Grand Lodge officers
e
George T. Rogers of Meriden, ft., assisted are working to establish it in all the larger
The Lewiston
landlord French in decorating the North-! places in Massachusetts.
port Hotel a few days ago. American and Journal recently published portraits, and
!
foreign flags were used, the latter including sketches of the Grand Lodge officers. We
the flags of :s7 foreign nations.
The house : copy the following:
( apt. W. R. Stover, the founder of the
was photographed b\ Tuttle.
order ‘‘Friends of Maine” was born in Bel.OF TIIE....
The water supply is holding out well this fast, Maine, in is.v>. At the age of twelve
he made his first trip at sea. In l.SC.i
season. The upper reservoir is full, 7.'.,non i years
the captain was shipwrecked at sea and
gallons, and the lower reservoir is within ; was one of the five men saved from the
two feet of the top. The springs furnish i wreck and is today the only man alive of
all that is needed at present without draw- this crew. At the age of twenty-three he
became
of a vessel and* followed
ing on the upper reservoir. The artesian ; the sea captain
until 1885. The captain has had
well diggers are down lflO feet w ith a ti-ineh some very narrow
escapes at sea, having
been ship-wrecked three times, but today
hole and have not yet found water.
Mr. Stover is a very active man and has
The following names appeared on the (>cean every reason to be
proud of the order which
House register the past week: Maud An- he has founded in Lynn. Mr. Stover is connected with twenty-four different orders ; is
drews, Presque Isle: Maude K. Phinney,
past grand in Providence Lodge, 1. 0. n.F.,
West Somerville, Mass: Ella F. Ross, M. F. and
past high priest in Palestine EncampOrbeton, F. H. Childs, Geo. A. Allen, J. H. ment and holds offices in many other orders.
Stove and Chestnut.
Kgg and Crate.
He
is
in Maine's “Old
Delivered and put in, in barrels,
$6.25
$6 00
Fitzgerald and wife, i). S. Raw ling, Boston; Home very much interested to
be present at
and intends
Week,”
A. J. Tilton, Chicago: W. II Fiske, Wor- the State
meeting in Portland, August 7tli.
in Dump Carts,
6.10
5 85
cester: M. L. and Mrs. C. Gestinger, Spring
Grand Marshal and Grand Instructor
5.85
5.60
Lake, N. Y.; Win. Brier, Old Town; W. A. Lizzie M. Stover was born at Xortliport, Prices at Wharf,
Me. She is the wife of ( apt. W. R. StoLearned,Watertown, Mass.; L. L. Leighton, ver, the founder of the order,
and an active
Lehigh 25 cents per ton extra
Bangor: .1. C. Morse, Camden; M. S. stiles, worker in Augusta Lodge, Xo. 1, Friends of
Maine, a member of the Daughters of ReJackson; C. F. Ireland, Bangor.
A discount of 25 cents per ton will lie made from the above prices
bekali, Odd Ladies, and many other organifor CASH within ten days from delivery of Coal.
Among the late arrivals at the Northport zations.
Hotel are the following: Mrs. M Louise
( apt. Stover was for a few years in comMitchell, Mrs. H. F Libby, Mrs. J. s. Fos- mand of sell. George Shattuck and made a
ter, Pittsfield: Mrs. S. M. Cooper, New record for quick
IS OFTEN VEftv QESIRAP
passages between Boston
York: W. Y. Tasker, Westfield, Mass.; and the Penobscot
Mrs. Stover is
ports.
All coal guaranteed satisfactory in weight, quality and delivery
Howard Owen, Augusta; E. G. Hodgdon, a daughter of Rufus Rhoades of
Trlt‘plinm>
Camden,
(.'omn‘i*tion l^-t.
siH'cial attention given to delivery outside city limits.
Clinton; George Pearse and Mrs. Alice formerly of Xortliport.
Pearse, Pittsburgh, Pa.: E. E. Burnham
and wife, Lawrence: J. II. Dodge, New
How’s This?
Ckxtrk Montvili.k. While Mr. and Mrs.
J.: 11. E. Buck, Bucksport;
Brunswick,
T. S. Hatch were riding recently, when opOne Hundred Dollars Reward
We
offer
P. C. Blaisdell and wife, Bradford, Pa.;
for any case of Catarrh that cannot be ! posite E. A. Sprowl's the horse became
'
G. W. Grant and wife, Winterport: C. 1. cured by Hall's Catarrh Cure.
somewhat frightened by a hammock and
A positive erne for Pil**s. ruts. s.nv< of
F. H.CHKXKY *&<<>., Props., Toledo, O.
Coombs, J. 1). Spear, J. W. Thorndike, J.
* t«•.
all
Burns,
if
kinds.
refunded
the
of
the
Mon«‘y
wheels
running
We the undersigned, have known F. J. jumped sidewise,
Clinton Flint, E. F. Berry, J. R. Flye, Mrs.
not cured. But up by
Cheney for the last in years, and believe carr iage off the eml of the culvert and 4w2P*
M. S. Smith, Mrs. O. E. Davis, Rockland; him
W. C. JACKSON, Belfast, Me
perfectly honorable in all business
of them to the ground.
ForSO (iross Porcelained c.i
E. S. Levenseller, Thomaston; F. W. Burn- transactions and financially able to carry throwing both
sustained no more serious inPrices Wight.
ham, Stoughton, Mass. ;G. S. Burgess, New- out any obligations made by their firm. To- tunately they
West & TrYax, Wholesale Druggists,
Charles l’almer
juries than afew bruises
port; Miss Jennie Newbert, Natick, Mass.;
ledo, O.
of Waldoboro is at work for 11. P. Barker
Mrs. II. M. Whiting, Richard A. and H. S. Waliung, Kixxax & Marvin, Wholesale
House. I. and stable. 4< Cedar street. New
Mam
in haying.1. W. Wentworth of Pittsfield buildings, large lot of land for garden, good well CARLE & JONES,
Druggists, Toledo, O.
Whiting, Airs. McLaughlin, Mrs. Eadie,
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, is at work for F. A. Cushman. Mrs. Went- of water; also piped for city water. Hood neighWilliam and Clifton Eadie, J. F. Crane,
borhood. Kent low if applied for at onee.
acting directly upon the blood and mucous worth and daughter are visiting at Mrs.
STEVEN S LUNCH BOOMS.
E. G. Dill and wife, Miss Jane Field, surface of the system.
Price, 75c. per bot- lluldah
3w30
53 Main Street. Belfast.
school
was
Ramsay’s.\ Sunday
Miss Norma Dill, Ella M. and Geneva*B. tle. Sold by ail Druggists. Testimonials
Plains
disin
the
School
free.
recently
organized
Eadie, Boston; Irving Nutter, C. E. An4w27
Bay mare, good size ami weigh:
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
trict with Rev. E. J. Hatch superintendent.
Three-year-old eoli
drews, J. T. Bowker and wife of Bangor.
Chas. Oxton’s horse was kicked recently
T"P buggy.
Skeleton wagon.
Clark's Corner, (Prospect). Manley in the pasture, and he was unable to use
A carriage, harness, and a horse for a month.
Sulky. high wheels.;
TEMPLE HEIGHTS.
Clark of Frankfort was the guest of K. her during haying—During these days of One accustomed to being harnessed and driven byHarnesses and blanket
ladies, perfectly safe. Address, stating particuProf. II. II. Cook, West Newton, Mass., Clark last
Offers, however low. invited.
Miss Lena Harvey short
Thursday
hay
crop and high wages several of lars and terms,
WM t MAI
wife and child, are at the M. R. Webber cot- is at work for Mrs. Gardiner Overlook
1W30
F., llox 56. Brooks, Maine.
the small farmers have united their forces
Belfast. July 12. 1900. 28
tage.
Mrs. Abbie L. Clark will come home from during the haying season. Mr. L. Keller
Several persons who are afflicted with the H. P. Hospital in Boston this week. and Mr. S. Palmer are
cutting their hay todiabetes have been greatly benefitted by She is better than when she went there—
gether, and so are Mr. T. S. Hatch and Clias.
Unfurnished rooms, next door to Hotel and
drinking the water of the spring at Temple Gabriel Brown and family have gone to and Gershom Oxton_Miss Inez L. Barker
Postottieeat Northport Camp Ground. Fine view.
Notice is hereby given that Saving- >
Jackson, where they have employment- of Belfast is taking a much needed rest at Elegant location for lunch room, ice cream parlor
Heights.
10,91k and 11.881, issued by this Bank
or summer residence.
W. S. BE El).
Gardner Clark is sick with kidney trouble.
her parents.Mrs. Martha A. Hatch is
lost and applications have been man
Capt. A. E. Clark and wife of Belfast are
29tfltcal Estate. Belfast, Me.
cate hooks according to laws regular
The many friends He is attended by Dr. J. S. Cole of Swan- visiting her daughter in Palermo.July
at their pretty cottage.
new books.
WILLIAM H QT IMP N
of Mrs. Clark are much pleased to learn of ville_Silas Young of Searsport is haying 19th lightning struck the North end gable
Belfast. Julv2«>. l'*00.—tuv.'iu
for S. J. Ward. Mr. W. Sparrow is at work of (). C. Cushman’s
her improved health.
a
window
barn, ruining
for Ansel Gross—Quite a company assem- and frame and
Between J. F. Smith's farm and the eitv. Julv
Mrs. Fannie and Arvilla Sylvester of Belshattering studding, board19th, a parasol and an umbrella. The tinder wifi
bled at W. II. Keene’s on Allyn St., Belfast,
fast have been spending a week with Mrs.
ing and shingling to a considerable extent. be suitably rewarded by leaving them at
1W30*
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.
Prospect and FranKfort were well No tire resulted, however—Misses Ethel
Mary A. Boynton, Cliff cottage. They are Sunday.
represented as well as Belfast and all enjoy- and Emma Frost of Belfast are at
the daughters of the late Gilmore Sylvester, ed themselves
Volney
much.
those
Among
very
All persons are hereby warned not
SUBSCRIBE
who was a prominent man in Northport. present were Fannie Norton, N. E. Brown Thompson’s_Mrs. C. R. Richards, who
take any notes payable to me, as they
Mrs. Sawtallied by fraud.
has been visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
As the ladies were born in this town, it has and wife, Mrs. Lydia Staples,
ABH1AII. I,, (ill.PA I i:
telle, Julia Baker and Frank Robertson of
been an “Old Home Week” to them, and Belfast, Mell Clark of Prospect, Manley J. 0. Bartlett, has returned to her home in
By L. I). Jones, her Attorney.
1900.—Iw30
Freedom,
21,
July
and
others.
Chase
of
themselves
highly.
Washington.
Frankfort,
they enjoyed

Light Wrappers.

5Q1

Ginghams

Roller I5

Plaid,

yd

25O

Crash,

FRED A, JOHNSON,

j

2Jc. quality...
Lisle Vests worth
at.
Seamless black Hose, while they last..
FN HLF.Ss L.ALHAINs IN F A N ( V H<>slF.LV
sJk

10 Dozen Pillow

Toweling only

I

*'

Fancy

TWO

Colored Dimities, worth 15c., now.7 1 -2c
17c. and 20c. Organdies.10 l-2c and l.'$ 1 2c
Piques worth 20c. per yard, at.12 l-2c
Plain Colors in Piques 30e. and 35c. quality.15c
Odds and ends at most any prices.#

MAINE.

| #^ ()

*•

k*

A few

MUSLINS AND ORGANDIES.
PRICES

j

Ladies’ Jersey Libbed V. sts...
worth b~e., for.
ltK\. for this sale...

7c.

and Toe.i at

£

HOSIERY AND UNDERWEAR

lc.

Weight, per yard,
Studs, (lOc quality)

Bicycle Skirt
Collar

one'of the best for every day summer wear. I
We have them in all colors at.
is

13c.

20c Dress Shields,
Corsets Springs,

Fancy Seek /’ins, worth
Shfety Pins, per dozen,

n

lOc.

Corset Laces,
Hump Hooks and Eyes, per dozen,

*<

3c per vara

The Gordon Covert Skirt

3c.

Writing Paper and Envelopes,

for

QUALITY CONSIDERED,’,
3c.

15c. Dress Stays, per dozen,
“
Elite Dress Stays,

Bone Hair Pins. 12c.

yourself.

INDIGO BLUE PRINTS,

NOTIONS, ETC.

25c. Box

for

DARK PRINTS,

ABSOLUTE VALUES.

250

was horn. Sept. gg, 1*J4. lie leaves to mourn
their loss, two daughters, Mrs. Horace
Barker of Montville and Mrs. Arnold Tur-I
ner of North Searsniont, and three grand- !
children, Inez L. Barker and Mrs. C. L. Atkinsoii of Montville, and Frank K. Barker
of Belfast. He was married in ls4.‘> t(» Mary
s. Thompson of Searsniont, who died Oct.
an, 1 ss7, since which time he has made his
home with his daughter, who with her husband have done all that loving care could
suggest to make his declining years pleasMr. Thompson, although old in years,
ant.
was young in heart and a favorite with the
young, to all of whom he was “uncle Harry.” lie was an affectionate father, a kind
and obliging neighbor, and leaves a host of
friends.
He was a veteran of the civil
war, a member of Company B. of the goth
Maine Regiment.
The funeral services
were held at his late home July loth, at 10
a. m., Mrs. Wentworth of Knox officiating.
The bearers were veteran friends, Win.
Nash, Sumner Boland, Edward Spear and
Fred Waterhouse. The floral offerings were
profuse. Among them were cut flowers,
Mrs. Turner and Mrs. Barker: a basket of
roses and lilies from the grandchildren: cut
flowers from Mrs. James Thompson; cut
flowers, Mrs. Soloman Balmer: a bouquet,
Mrs. Walter J. Bean: wreath and bouquet
of roses, Mr>. Maria Thompson: bouquet,
Mrs. Sadie Thompson : bouquet, Mrs. Isaac
Hall: pond lilies, Mrs. Sumner Boland:
bouquet, Mrs. Huldali Ramsey: wreath,
Mrs. F. L. Waterhouse: sheaf of wheat
with the word Father, Mrs. Barker.

Death

campmeeting

During

all Summer Merchandise,

of

List

In the

son

II.

Thanks we give. Thee, for the mission
of the little life so brief,
liis sweet meinon gives us gladness,
Even ’mid our blinding grief,
And w e'd hasten on to meet him,
In the future world so fair,
For we know that He who took him
Keeps him safely for us there.

spiritual

Saturday, August lltli, address by Harri-

Twombly, Master Frank W. J 1 he two constables elected to the town,
Twombly, Miss Eva Donnell, Miss Sue M. i II. M. Brown and P. 11. Dickey, are acting
Partridge, Mrs. Alice J. Fletcher, Mrs. police of tiie Camp Ground through tlie
Skiilinger, Mr. Bert Green, Mrs. G. W. ; season.
Carver. Mrs. Mabel Moody, Mrs. E. I). !
Mrs. Ross continues her Sunday lish dinAchorn, Mr. and Mrs. ( has. Jordan.
ners with good success this
season, and has
< »pen w ide tlie
added live lobsters, which are cooked and
gate, dear Saviour,
Let our little Everard in.
served at short notice.
Ere his precious feet have wandered
Into any paths of sin.
Several society cottages on tlie circle are
Ere the littie hands have reached
occupied, including the Brewer, Orrington,
(nit for anything impure,
Winterport, Hampden, Rockland, North
Grasp them in your own, dear Saviour,
Give the world no chance to lure.
Searsport and Lineolnville.
has.

Heights

and the following program has been issued :

Wilson,

(

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Carr, Miss Helen
Pond, Boston, are at the Paul cottage: Mr.
and Mrs. S. s. Chapman, Mrs. Zilla Dike,
and Martha Wallace, Orono, are at the
Herbert Morse cottage: Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Chapman, Orono, are at the Tuck
cottage; Mr. and Mrs. Clement, Oldtown,
at the Tucker cottage; Mr. and Mrs.
Charles M. Craig, children, Mrs. F. II.
Starrett and Mrs. Maria Peirce of Belfast
are spending a few
days at the Durham cottage; Mrs. (>. s. Rich is at the Rich cottage.

The season here is well advanced and
nearly every cottage is open. The annual
campmeeting will occur on the week of
August lltli, continuing until the loth.
This will be the lstli annual meeting of the

j

respectively Yankee, Virginia,
have American

j

H. A. Babbidge and family are at the
on George street.

Funeral services were held in memory of
Back people opposed ;
presses it :
little Margaret Ritchie Snell at the residence
indifferent."
The
town
village people
of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Sibley Friday, July
is making a great mistake. It is as goth, at B. M., Rev. George S. Mills officiatmuch to the interest of the “back peo- ing by reading from the Scriptures, the
ple" as of the “village people” to have Episcopal Braver Book, Longfellows'
a water supply.
The loss of property “Resignation.” and offering a prayer full of
by fire affects the whole town, as do the sympathy and consolation. The floral remembrances from friends were profuse and
insurance rates, which must be higher
The interment was in Mr.
very beautiful.
where provision is not made for protecSibley's lot in Grove Cemetery. The near
tion against the “devouring element.”
relatives of dear little Margaret wish to
It is said that a burned child dreads thank all their friends for kind words and
the lire ; but Waldoboro seems to have tokens of sympathy.
learned nothing from her recent exOrdnance Sergeant Leopold Hegyi died at
perience.
his quarters at Fort Knox, Prospect, TuesFour New York millionaries had day, July 17tli, after an illness of several
built this season by the Ilerreshoffs weeks, from which he partially rallied, but
four racing yachts—seventy-footers— on Saturday he was stricken with apoplexy
and consciousness never returned. He was
alike in model and sail plan and named
born in Hungary, Feb. 24, 1824.
Mineola
and Rainbow. The Yankee and

very

Boss will open the Hillside Farm
house for guests this week.

Now Knglish
subject ot the Queen.
1
I lai n Thompson died of sclerosis of the
society has given him the cold shoulder,
because oi an act that stamps him as a liver at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Arcad.
lie had better go to China and nold Turner of North Searsniont, July 17th,
aged 7."» years, :• months and g."» days. lie had
join 111e Hovers.
always lived on a part of the farm where lie

Title

bathing is

Boothby cottage

JOHN F. MILL

Thursday. \u:;ust

Koxbury, Mass., is at

gor; secretary, F. A. Dickey, Northport; |
popular all along the directors, Dr. Benj. Colson, Bangor, Dr. M.
shore this season.
R. Webber, Fairfield; Collins McCarty;
C. O. Dickey is making a 40-foot addition Belfast; R. W. Woodman, Westbrook; A.
E. Clark, Belfast; Lewis Robinson, Bangor;
to his carriage house.
Mrs. J. P. Stearns, South Lagrange.
A new stable lias lately been built at the
Dr. and Mrs. Colson, daughters Etta and
Speed cottage, South Shore.
Mrs. S. p. Strickland, are at Xickwa Point;
Mrs.
Sea

OBITUARY.

For <hivernor,

~

The officers of the association this year
as' follows: President, L. C. Morse,
Liberty; vice president, A. 1). Champney,
Roekport; treasurer, Mrs. O. S. Rich, Ban-

are

EDW IN C. BURLEIGH.

.<r Waldo
Tin- K
ed m semi d';
I<> me. t
Court House in I5e!t';K. on

recent

NORTH POUT CAMP GROI NI).

site of tiie old.

of New York.

Prevented by warm shampoos with CrricrRA
So a i’, and light dressings of CrricrRA. purest of emollient skin cures. This treatment
at once stops falling hair, clear' the scalp of
crusts, scales, and dandr uff, soothes irritated,
itching surfaces, stimulates the hair follicles,
and makes the hair grow upon a clean, wholesome, healthy scalp when all else fails.
Sold throughout the world. Potter 1). and C.Corp.,
Sole Prop*., fioatou.
How to have Beautiful Hair,” free.

arrivals at the Cove are J.
S. Holt of 17 South street, Roston, manufacturer of shoe machinery, and wife ; I)r.
and Mrs. J. A. Ricks, Miss Mary Ricks of
Cleveland, Ohio; Mr. and Mrs. Norman H.
White and Norman H. White, Jr. of Rrookline, Mass., and quite a number of others,
whose names the writer did not learn.

Among

nearly *3o,-

... of which sum the town contributed

For President,

ANOTHER SPLENDID SALE.

HAIR

The

CHAKI.ESA.1»I1.SBI

WILLIAM McKINLEY

FALLING

Rev. A. T. Ringold of Gardiner will supply at Saturday Cove next Sunday.
Twenty-nine persons have engaged board
with Julia A. Pendleton, at her homestead,

her owner, Herman B. Duryea : and
here is hoping that he may keep his

by

Every Thursday Morning by ihe
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Temple,
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BELFAST FUEL & HAY CO.

j

Haddocks, Plymouth Vein, Scranton,
AND LATTIMER LEHIGH.

...

Cumberland Coal.

Wood of all Kinds

We Guarantee

Use Anderson’s Salve.

—
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FOR RENT.

—

—
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For Sale

WANTED.

Cheap

■-

—
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TO LET.

Belfast Savings Bank

lost”

NOTICE.
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put electric lights into

Kev. G. E. Edgett will give an ice cream
social to the members of the Methodist
chorus at the residence of C. F. Ginn, tomorrow,
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The 7th annual reunion of the Ilerrick
at the home
avenue, Belfast. If stormy, the next fair day.
Mrs.

family will be held Aug. 14th
of Emery Cottrell, Northport

\t i»i
Arms.
l*. a.
ropy of the Wliiddon
" Jennie Wliiddon of
-'uaI is the real article on
value. The shield is
:
trimmings and spear
crown and sable swan
beak. There is a Sir
‘flowers are lieur de
The motto is ‘‘Evil
Following is some
which is very difficult to
■

The bondholders of the Belfast Hotel
Company met last week and authorized the
trustees to accept the terms proposed by the
city of Belfast for settlement of the tax
claims, and as soon as the necessary papers
can be prepared and signed the money will
be paid over and the property released.
When this is done it is expected there will
be a movement for building a new hotel.
Fimi Facts.
Sell. Little Inez arrived
Saturdax xvith a good fare of fresh and
corned fish, including three halibut. The
tisli xvere taken to Swan's Island and Isle
an IIaut.
.lames \V. Jones and W. K. I’age
were passengers on the trip.
They got a
good catch and were made happy by getting
a good-sized halibut
Frank W. Collins,
Lock land, lias been granted a patent on a
package for shipping lobsters.\ugu stine
Colburn caught three salmon at Swan Lake
one day the past
week, one of the lish
—

pounds.

regular meeting of the Village
Improvement Society will he held at Memorial Hall. Monday, July no. at n i*. m. All
meinbers are urgently requested to be present and others interested in the object are
cordiallx invited to attend. The society is
making good progress in plans tending to
beautify the city and render'it- more attracThe next

tive to visitors and tourists as xvell as its
citizens. The co-operation of all our
people is most earnestly desired. An out of
doors entertainment will be given soon, the
proceeds to aid the work. The standing
committee, Mrs. F. J. lligbx chairman, have
the arrangements in charge.
Postal Notts.
The following mail
steamboat service has been established:
From July f» to Sept. 1, inclusive—From
Rockland, by Hark llarbor, to Castine and
back, six times a week. From Rockland by
Fggemoggin, South Rrooksville, Sargentville, Deer Isle, Sedgwick, Rrooklin and
Blueliill to Ellsworth and back, six times a
week. Route 1077. Rockland to Fllsxvortli.
From Sept. 2 to 12, inclusive—from Rockland to Dark Harbor, Castine, Fggemoggin,
South Rrooksville, Sargentville, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, Rrooklin and Blueliill, to Fllsworth and back, six times a week.

Rkimon.
The seventh animal reunion of the Clement family xvill be
held at Dirigo Grange Hall, Freedom,
Maine, Thursday, August 2:«d. (>11 account
of Mckness it could not be held at tlie home
of John Clement, Montx'ille, as voted last
tear.
The meeting xvill be called to order
A picnic dinner xvill be next
at huso a. m.
in order, and the program xvill begin in the
afternoon. It is hoped all will come prepared to help on the program and to have a
good time. If stormy, the reunion xvill be
held the next fair day. Come one, come
all. Secy.
Cltmtnt

••

'■

hull,

present on the stocks
ating 43,750 tons. The total
1
'1
in 1899 was r>o,095 tons_
apt. S. C. Rich, brought
”f plank from
Bangor for the
"eek —Sell. A. llayford has
la.;
'"Pairs in the dock and was on
..tide the past wreek.Sch.
i
"!l tlm
i1Hlj '!ll:l11 railway for general repairs.
duantity of dry fish wet in
In; [i(.!
"
""tij by a plug being left out
when
1,11 the beach—Sch.
Sadie
is*.
st
for slight repairs
losterday
Dletou & Co.’s
yard.

l'en„C

are

making rapid

It is expected that the steamer
will be launched about the middle of next
month
('apt. I. E. Archibald, owner and
master of steamer Merryeoneag, running on
the route between Rockland and Portland,
has contracted with Win. A. Moody, proprietor of the marine railway and ship-yard at
Port Clyde, St. George, to build him a new
and much larger boat for the route. She
will be ready to go on the route early' next
Spring. She will be built from a special
design expressly for the business of the
route, and have all modern improvements,
including electric lights and a search-light.

headway.

—

•

BY

Scott’s Emulsion beit's warm weather.
taking it until you are

Keep

50c. and

THE

$ 1

All

tery’s ocean strand;

CHURCHES.

will be held at the Peoples’ Mission in the Frye school house, Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. All
welcome.

The Presiding Elder, Kev. T. F. Jones,
will hold quarterly meeting at the Methodist church next Sunday evening at 7.30.
Other services for the day will be as usual.
The quarterly conference will be next Tues-

day evening.
Services at the Pniversalist church next
will be as usual, after which the
church will be closed until the first Sunday
in September. The pastor, Rev. A. A
Smith, and wife will spend their vacation
in Auburn and Gloucester.

Sunday

Rev. J. W. Day, Presiding Elder of the
Bangor District, East Maine Conference, is
spendinga vacationin Camden. Hepreached in that village last Sunday, and the pastor, Rev. W. W. Ogier, held quarterly meetings for li ni in Winterport and Hampden.

Following are the Baptist church notices:
Thursday evening Scripture, Acts 20:1-10.
Sunday the pastor will exchange with Rev.
A. T. Ringold of Gardiner. Sunday school
at the close of the morning service and the
evening service at 7.30 o'clock. The V. P.
S. C. E. consecration meeting at 0.30 p. m.
The subject of the prayer meeting at the
North church this, Thursday, evening will
be “Wluit is answer to prayer?” 2 Chron.
7:12-ls.
The morning service and Sunday
school will be as usual. The subject of the
C. E. consecration meeting at 7.30 will be
“What shall we do to keep our C. E.

Veterans' Meeting. The Waldo Veterans' Association will meet in
Searsport j pledge?"
August 9th. If storm \ the meeting will be !
held the next fair day.
Fi:ki:i>om. Benj. ( ni ter and Miss Creasy
Comrades, after
consulting some of the veterans, and the of Howard, R. I., are visiting relatives in
comrades of Freeman McGilvery Post, No. our village
Mrs. Helen and Airs. Fannie
5o. we thought it best to meet at Mosman’s
Carter and AHsses l’earland Emerald Carter
Park in the village.
A clam bake Mill be
Airs.
spent a few days witli friends here
served on the shore near the G. A. R. Hall, Alary Bradbury of Km
is visiting at Airs.
after Mhicli the comrades can lunch as they Eugene Boulters.... Air. and Airs. Alott Small
see lit.
We think it much better than to j and daughter and Airs. Jennie Webb of
drive live miles over to the bar, Mliere there Providence are visiting their mother, Airs.
j
are no facilities for
taking care of horses ! Elijah Five*...Airs. A. B. Sparrow returned
and nb shelter in case of a slunver or a 1 last week from a week's visit in
Augusta.
M indy day.
A meeting can be held at the
.\ little girl came to gladden the home
hall in the afternoon, should the veterans of Air. and Airs. G. Bellows July noth.
think best.
( omrades of Waldo countv,
....Airs. James Elliott of Lynn, Alass., is
turn out and come to Searsport on the 9th, visiting her father, Air. B. Williams_The
Old Home Week.
Come and meet M itli the
people of Freedom w ere saddened July 17th
good people and comrades of Searsport; by tlie death of Sarah A., wife of Henry
bring along your lunch baskets, uives, G. Barlow. She had been a great sufferer
daughters and sweethearts and have a grand for about live years, during which time she
good time. Searsport sent as good soldiers exhibited a most patient and cheerful
as went from our grand old State.
Many of spirit, she was of a quiet, retiring nature,
them gave their lives for their country, and lovable, helpful, and always full of hope.
some of them came back and will welcome
Airs. Barlowr was born in Alontville, the
the veterans to their neat, clean, little vil- daughter of Air. Charles B. Gilmore.
She
lage. if no one else is prepared to welcome united early in life with the Baptist church
the boys, perhaps the secretary may say a in Liberty, but joined the Congregational
feM- M ol ds, as Searsport is liis home. fSec'y. church in Freedom in 1S87. Airs. Barlow
was beloved bj all who knew her, and those
New Advertisements.
“Now is the
who knew her best loved her most deeply.
time to buy your winter's coal," says the
Her beautiful Christian character demandadvt. of the Swan A Sibley Company, and
ed the deepest respect of all who came in
we guess they are right,
these
hot
although
contact with her. Throughout her long illthe
man
is
not
to
think
of
days
average
apt
ness she strove continually to conceal her
ordering coal. The S A S. Co. guarantee
sufferings from those who loved her, for fear
correct weight, prompt and careful delivery.
of paining them.
She leaves to mourn
and :’,7 Front street, Belfast. Tele:>3,
their loss, a husband and daughter, two sisphone, H4.2— The Belfast Fuel A Hay
Airs. Ellen Gray and Aliss Alary GilCompany are ready to serve their customers ters,
both of North Belfast, and a brother,
and the public with the best of coal in all more,
John Gilmore of Chelsea, Alass. The funerthe grades (also wood of all kinds) and
al, which was largely attended, was conguarantee satisfaction [n weight, quality
ducted at the home by the Rev. W. A. Richand delivery. .Special attention given to
mond, assisted by Rev. George Berry of
outside
limits.
condelivery
city
Telephone
N. A'., the Freedom choir singnection, 1 s-4.The fall term at the Fast Hamilton,
ing appropriate selections- The tioral
Maine Conference Seminary, Buck sport,
tributes were many and beautiful, and gave
opens Sept. 2nd. For information or cats
evidence of the love and respect felt for the
logue address Rev. S. A. Bender, Principal,
departed. The family have the heartfelt
Buck sport, Me.See corrected advt. eallof the village. The remains were
ingTor proposals for fuel for the Belfast sympathy
interred in Pleasant Hill Cemetery.Air.
schools
Mitchell A Trussed, 115 High
and Airs. Alfred J. Richmond of .South Boystreet, advertise new goods in tin ware,
alton, Alass., are spending this week with
nickel plated copper goods, pearl agate ware,
their son, the Rev. W. A. Richmond.Edwater filters, watercoolers, etc. Open eveward Xicliols is spending a few days in
nings— See notice of Belfast Savings Bankbook lost.Horse wanted for a month, town. We are always glad to see one of our
Freedom boys home.Airs. James Elliot
with harness and carriage.
Address F.,
and son of Lynn, Alass., are spending the
Box 50, Brooks, Me
L.
Abigail
Gilpatrick, Freedom, warns all persons not to buy summer in Freedom—At the C. E. service
Sunday evening some of the members of the
or take any notes payable to her, as
they
Junior Endeavor society sang two selections
were obtained by fraud—Fred A. Johnw hich were
appreciated by the audience.
son, Masonic Temple, advertises a big midWe hope to hear the children often_Aliss
summer mark
down sale.
All summer
Julia Alarden of Somerville, Mass., is the
goods are marked down to bed rock prices,
guest of P. W. Ayer.
as will be seen by those quoted in our advertising columns.See advt. of parasol and
umbrella lost.
—

—

The l’ulcifer family of New
spending the summer at Mrs.
Pulsifer's old home in Morrill, were in town
last week,bringing with them their guests,
Miss Florence Blauvelt of New York, sister
of Lillian Blauvelt, who was one of the
soloists at the Maine Musical Festival in
Bangor and Portland two years ago, Misses
Lotta and Mollie Cole, also of New York
and Mr. Ned Taylor oi Detroit, Mich.
Isaac Griffis, Walter Anderson and brother,
a Mr. Snow and Mr. Jones of Boston, are
spending a few weeks in this village at Mrs.
Mitchell’s. They have spent their vacation
here for several years. They are all gentlemen, are in high favor with all, and all are
tine musicians.
They, w ith Miss Blauvelt
and the Misses Cole, assisted by R. 1.
Morse and Walter L. Cargill, members of
Glee clubs at their respective colleges, give
us some line music.
L. C. Morse entertained them, with other friends, about thirty
in number, at his cottage on Green Island,
Georges Lake, Wednesday, and a social
dance was given them at Hall St. George
that evening-Prof. Geo. R. Berry and
wife have returned from an extended visit
to his friends in Oxford county_Mrs. Emily Skidmore has returned from an eight
month’s visit to friends in Minnesota.... Mrs.
Littlefield, wife of Hon. C. E. Littlefield,
Mrs. E. P. Walker and son Charles, and Mrs.
Fannie Ayer, widow of the late Hon. R. S.
Ayer, visited M. S. Ayer Friday and SaturWalter N. Cargill has
day of last week
been offered a fine position in New l’ork as
an electrician.
It w ill be remembered that
he has just graduated from the University
of Maine with high honors in that particular branch—A family from Gardiner are
occupying the Mathews cottage on the lake
for two weeks.... Allie Fowler and son from
Rhode Island, a former resident of this village, is visiting his brother, L. K. Fowler.
Dr. Sebins of Tampa, Fla.,^s spending
a few days with J. J. Walker and
family.
Liberty.

York, who

are

—

Phenix
Row.

Will offer for the next TWO WEEKS

From Madawaska's northern bound to Kit-

druggists.

—

GEORGE W. BURKETT

tf'eek.]

JULIET MARION STANLEY WARREN.

From Androscoggin's leaping falls to St.
Croix's golden sand;
From Kennebec’s fair, emerald banks, the
invitations come;
Your Mother Maine is calling you: “My
Children, all come home!”

Meetings

are

Daughters.

to Old Home

Ye loving Sous and Daughters of the good,
old State of Maine,
From North and South and East and West,
from hill and grassy plain,
Where’er your steps have wandered, whereer your feet may roam,
Your Mother Maine is calling you: “My
Children, all come home!”

cured.
It will heal your lungs and
give you rich blood in sumIt’s cod
mer as in winter.
liver oil made easy.

—

arms

at

cause

Her Song and

[.Dedicated

taking

French’s dog got up an imwith one of the fast trotters
on Northport avenue a few
days ago, and in
the stretch from Allyn street to the Gill's
Home the dog won, although the horse was
driven for all he was worth.
race

The first automobile to make its appearance in Belfast arrived here yesterday forenoon.
The owner, C. W. Hussey, Esq., of
Waterville, came from Watervilleto Belfast
a distance of 4o miles, in
2 hours and 50
minutes, and made a short call at his old
home in Albion. He rode about the streets
here awhile, with Judge R. W. Rogers as a
passenger, and stopped to make some repairs at the Belfast Livery Co’s stable. He
then took conductor Jerry .Sullivan, who is
an enthusiast on
automobiles, and went to
Northport Campground. The trips down
and back, 4 miles each
way, M ere made in
I ", minutes each, with an occasional
stop on
the way to speak to some passer by.

Stop

Don’t

Millard

promptu

advertising*rates

>•

"

•MAINE’S CALL
To

A. A. Howes & Co. have paid A. B. Stantial of Brooks $31i>.50 for strawberries furnished them since June 25,1900.

Democratic C a ecus.
The Democrats
.See.
of Belfast a re requested to meet in caucus at
The farce “A Box of Monkeys” was rethe Police Court room on Saturday, July 2S,
peated by request in the vestry of the Uniat 7 o’clock p. m., for the purpose of nomiversalist church Wednesday evening, July
nating a candidate for representative to the
lstli, before a good audience. The cast was
Legislature: also to elect a Democratic city
in
a
former
issue
of
The Journal.
given
committee for the ensuing two years. [Per
The Board of Registration is revising the order of Democratic
City Committee.
voting list prior to posting for the SeptemA postal just received from a business man
tember election.
They are striking off up-river
says: “I wanted to get information
voters who have died or moved away and as to
an lslesboro steamer; could not find it
making w ard changes, but the additions will in The Journal.
To-day I wanted the adbe made later.
dress of a Belfast hotel; not in Journal.”
Advertised list of letters remaining in <>ur
are reasonable, and
the Belfast post office July 28: Ladies- those who use our columns are
ready to
Miss Ruth Cushman, Mary A. White. testify that
advertising pays.
Gentlemen—M. L. Davis, Josiah Farrow,
Coming. The Big City Show! Cutliane
Mr. S. Esseson, Mr. C. P. McMorrow,
Chase and Weston’s Big Minstrels will itiake
Daniel Merrill, J. Pattershall, Mr. John T. their second
annual appearance in Belfast
Ricker,.! II. Smart.
Aug. loth. Last season when the company
Thetrusteesof the Waldo County Agricul- visited Belfast for the first time the quality
tural Society met at the Court House last of the performance made a deep impression.
Saturday evening. Bancroft H. Conant was This season every department of their big
elected Secretary in place of John S. Fer- combination, consisting of comedians, vonald, resigned. Voted that horses be al- calists, dances, specialists, two military
lowed to w ear hoppers in the races this sea- bands and superb grand orchestra, is comson.
Voted to meet at the fair grounds to plete in every detail. Why not wait for the
biggest and best ?
cut the hay July 2.sth at 7 o’clock.

Fx< 1 ksions. The Baptist Sunday school
and crest from made its annual excursion July lath, by
"f Great ilritain to Sir I
steamer Castine, to Blake's Point, Cape
hagford, Devon County,
London, Nov. lg, 1 r»«>4, | Rozier. The day was foggy, with occasional
yeare of the reigne of rains, yet the party had an enjoyable out>«'vereigne Lad ye Eliza- ing. The Sunday excursion by the Castine
1
J"id, Dueene of England,
a rale,
Defender of the was a most pleasant trip. About a hundred
persons were on board and the weather
was perfect.
The first stop was at the Lime
'i kk a Horse.
The DaKiln, Islesboro, where a portion of the party
I amatic A* Specialty Co.,
took buck boards to Dark Harbor.
The
engagement at the Kelothers kept onto Castine, where two hours
a Friday evening,
July were
pleasantly spent. The steamer then
morning train Saturday went to Dark
Harbor, where the buckboard
they played a return
was taken on, and the return home
The Opera House will party
W.
was made via Gilkey’s Harbor... .F.
August _nd, when Gorl'ote gave the Universalist Sunday school
'■ appear. Meanwhile the
and the children of the Girl's Home an ex"Uglily cleaned and reno- cursion
by steamer Silver Star to Islesboro
nery will be added as
Monday. About ninety young people parpi •-cured, preparatory to a
went to Ryder’s Cove on
i’he future attractions ticipated. They
the regular morning trip, and returned by a
'lie very best travelling
special trip in the evening. The day was
by, among which can he
in the pastimes usual on
'i'- A'11 iit's big stock coni- pleasantly spent
such occasions. Some of the party took a
W 'son Stock Co.,
Hoyt's buckboard ride to Dark Harbor and around
!ag," Lewis Morrison’s
the island, and others enjoyed themselves
bage Postmaster," “Guo
When the
near the place of landing.
P-u'gess in “The County
steamer reached her wharf in Belfast,
above named companies about S o’clock in the
evening, three cheers
i--potations and carry a were given by tlie excursionists for Mr.
as
well
as
a large
"pie;
Pote, whose generosity furnished them so
scenery
much healthful enjoyment.The North
"
Sell. Sarali L. Davis church Sunday school made its annual exthe marine railway July cursion yesterday to Blake’s Point, Cape
"hi Harbor, Swan’s Is- Rozier, on steamer Castine.
for New York—Sell.
Steamek Notes. The side-wheeler City
taken on the marine rail- of
Rockland, under construction at the yard
1
-day for calking, painting of William
McKie, off Border street, East
■ '-pairs to her keel.Sell.
Boston, for the Boston & Bangor Steamship
ioaded coal, hay and prodcompany, is now well along and when ready
‘laihor July loth....The new to be
placed in the service of the company
to .i
apt. Francis, sailed from next spring to run in
conjunction with the
-"th with a cargo of ice from
C ity of Bangor between Bangor and Boston
to, for Charleston. she will unquestionably be the finest craft
"""Her I’. M. Bonney arrived
of her type in eastern waters. The hull is
"lalhaven. ...A complete list
planked, guards and guard-frames in
•■"els launched in Maine durposition, and engine frames set up. Carpen™diug June 30 shows that ters and calkers are planing and calking
'lM>|l tonnage aggregated 20,771 the outside
and
■1

tg

l.ucy Herrick,

own

m

m

Pensions have been granted as follows:
John Murphy, dead, Vinalliaven, $12: Increase, Robert F. Russ, Belfast. $17: Beujamin Ames, Thorndike, $17.

weighing

mcert
"pen ui r
one of the best
'!

Friday, evening.

Landlord Jones is building an addition
the piazza of the Revere House.

BARGAINS

The Saco, mountain born, still winds merrily towards the sea;
Penobscot rolls its waters yet by hill and
lieldand lea;
The Sandy, with its smiles and frowns; all
send the message,“Come!
Your Mother Maine is calling you: ‘My
Children, all come home!’”

In

nearly every department
previous to stock taking.-

From Oxford’s hills which rear their heads
to kiss the bending sky;
From Mt. Blue's top and Abr’am's’crest, resounds the echoing cry;
From Mars Hill, Agamenticus, and Katahdin's lofty dome,
Your Mother Maine is calling you: “My
Children, all come home!”

SEE THE ATTRACTIVE PRICES:

From myriad lakes which nestling lie within
their valley-beds,
While on their shores the dark-green pines
lift up their stately heads;
From .Mooseliead, Kineo-shadowed, now
a-glint and now a- foam,
Your Mother Maine is calling you: “My
Children, all come home!”

1000 Yds.

a

send to all:
From Grand and Maranocook, o'er whose
gay

sportsmen

*

1 Case Dark Prints for Comfortables,
I Case 3-4 Yard Wide Percales only

summons
waves

30 in

50 Sun Bonnets from

call;

Rowe, Cobbosseecontee, Auburn, Long,

Pampas Goods,

wide, worth 121c., only 4c
1000 Yds. Japanese
25c
Silks, Pencil Stripes, only

Sebago, Rangeley, Sclioodic, and Penneeseewassee

of his store

roam,

25c to $1.25

only

3c
5c

1 Case 1 Yard Percales

only
500 Yards 121c Lawn only

Your Mother Maine is calling you: “My
Children, all come home!”
Isle-dotted Casco, in whose arms the “city
by the sea"
Lies sleeping like a child lulled by its
mother’s melody,
With beckoning lingers raised aloft, cries
“.Suns and Daughters, come!
Your Mother Maine is calling you: ‘My
Children, all come home!’

-6c

600 Yards Dark Ground Satteens, worth 121c..
5 Oozen Print Wrappers, worth SI.00, now
40 Ladies'

7c

i

7c.

now

62c

Suits, splendid quality and styles.

reduced in price 25 per cent.
1 Job Lot of Ladies' and Misses Hats to close at
25c
Flowers worth 25c. to SI.00. will close at
10c and 25c

The nimble-footed deer rove free in wood
and Held and glen :
The trout and pickerel dart and swim far
from the haunts of men :
The sea-girt isles, against whose crags old
(leean’s billows foam,
Say, “Mother Maine is calling you: “My
Children, ail come home!'”

10 Pieces All Woo! Dress Goods

Come, seethe house where you were born;
the chamber where you slept:

The mother’s room where mother kissed
away the tears you wept:
The trees ’neath which you frolicked: come!
’mid old.scenes once more roam ;
Your Mother Maine is calling you: “My
Children, all come home!”

100 Yards

only
Organdie Muslins worth 37c

150 Yards

Figured Piques only

25c
17c

now

,

7C

50 Ladies Summer Vests. 3 for
2 Dozen White Duck Skirts

25

only

75c

Come, see the schoolhouse where you conned

your lessons o’er and o'er:
The church where you learned how to
reach the shining, heavenly shore:
The sleeping-place where kindred rest,
their troubles all o'ereome;
Your Mother Maine is calling you: “My
Children, all come home!”

Have

secured another

case

of

Gent’s Laundered Shirts,

Sons and Daughters of the dear,
old State of Maine,
Isle, mountain, lake and river, all take up
the glad refrain:—
“From North and South and Fast and West,
where’er your feet now roam,
The Fine Tree State is calling you: “My
Children, all come Home!"
Portland, Maine, Jan. 25, lboO.

So

just

loyal

Worth SI.01,

GEORGE

•This poem, hitherto withheld from publication,
is the oldest of the “Old Home Week” poems, as
it was written the next day after the mid-winter
meeting of the Maine Federation of Women’s
Clubs, held at Westbrook. Jan. 24. at which time
a committee was appointed to advocate the idea
of an Old Home Week in Maine.

our

price

50c

W.BUREKTT,

Odd Fellows’ Block.

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.
Mabel Ross is in Waterville this week.
Annie Wakefield <>f Lincoln is visiting at
T. A. Elliott’s.

THE SEA BREEZE.

Marion Lord is visiting friends in Camden
and Rock port.
Earl

Vol. 22.

Bess y

Vermont, Saturday.
Bert Lane and family and Mrs. C. E.
Lane spent last week at Nortliport.
Mrs. Rose Young and daughter of Franklin, Mass., are visiting her father, C. K.
Peavey.

WE PRINT ANYTHING.—Leaflets,
*

Envelopes,* Flyers,* Pamphlets,*

Cards,* Booklets,* Programs,* Bill
A Note Heads.* Posters,* Ac.. * Ac.

excellent singer.

iness and politics in that city.

iqoo.

“The thing that makes the world go round
Is plenty of printers’ ink.”

Rev. F. W. Barker has rented the L. C.
Mr.
has moved in.
Jones place and
Barker has made a very favorable unpres- j
sion both in Brooks and Jackson. We may
remark, confidentially, that the sermons are !
not too long, and that Mrs. Barker is an
Col. Norcross of Menominee, Midi., has
been visiting the scenes of his youth in
He is 83 years of age
Brooks and Jackson.
and is a remarkably well preserved man for
one of his years.
“Seventy-five years ago
to-day" said he to the writer, “1 attended
a Fourth of July celebration in this village."
Col. Norcross was for many years a resident of Bangor and was prominent in bus-

No. SU.

Belfast, Me., July 3b,

arrived home from Bane,

j

The “Scuttle Police.”
See Bracketts’ Bulletin.
Gen. Humidity i> in charge.
Old Home Week, August <>-13.
Hottest yet, Tuesday, 17th, 87 deg.'

PERFUMES,
Toilet Water and Soaps
Toilet Powders,

Complexion Brushes,

Campmeeting Northport Aug-2o-_’7.
campaigns will commence

The

soon to sizzle.
lne new Map

«n

Maine

is

Bath Brushes,

now

readv. Call at No. 10 Main St.
Waldo Co. Fair at Belfast, Sept. IS A 10.
Si Hung Cluing, Wiu Cli«»w, Tien Tsin. l‘ao
Ting Fu, I Ho Tuan Ar., A<\
A small cottage at Nortiiport,Campground.
So. Shore, to sel', low priced, or to rent. Call
at No. 10 Main St., Belfast.

!

OUR

j

This

SPECIALTIES,
Time,

TAGS & TICKETS.

|

Tooth Brushes,

Sponges,
Chamois, Etc.
A luce !*»r <>f
gi>n.i> wh,. !i I -'1:1
sell right. Also agent no

HUYLER’S

you* work!1'

Sent by Express, Stage, or flail.
10 Main St.
BRACKETT & CO.
PRINTERS, BELFAST, MAINE.

Kent’s
Which

u

ill

cure

Celery Wine.

Pyspt psia.

EDHUND

A Concord, N. H., judge has decided
that soda water is one of the necessaries of life, and may be sold on Sunday

CLARK,

CANDY

..AM)..

WILSON,

Proprietor Citv Drug Store

Clark’s
Corner.

DISTRIBUTOR of HIGH GRADE WEARABLES

For the Season'

Cool

Clothes.
The

Xow is the time to buy

a

BICYCLE

prevailing fashion permits a man to
style without sacrificing his

dress in taste and
comfort.

If you are undecided as to what
you want for warm weather wear, come in
and consult our
REFRIGERATOR LINE.”
•

I

\have

a

few good ones which
agents'\j>rices for

I shall sell at

STYLISH STRAWS—50c. to $150
,

SUMMER SHIRTS-50c -75c, $1.00

Will exchange for second-hand
tcheels.

SERGE COATS—$5 and $6
FANCY FLANNELS—$10 per suit
LIGHT UNDERWEAR—$1 per suit
It’s not how much money a man pays for his clothes that makes
him well dressed, but it’s what he gets for his money. At Clark's
you always get.THE HOST OF THE BEST FOR THE LEAST.

Come

in and

see

EYE INFIRMARY
The only Eye Infirmary East of Portland,
excepting at Bangor.J

CASH.

COOL COLLARS—15c two for 25c.

ROCKLAND

them.

A Physician and Operating Surgeon in Attendance. All Disease's of the Eye treated. Eyes
Tested Free and G lasses furnished to patients.at
lowest prices. 1 >«» not have your eyes experimented on by so-called opticians and other incompetent persons. We give you a correct diagnosis of Diseases of the Eye and tit Glasses to
correct all errors of refraction.

Board

and Room $1.00 per Day.

299 Main Street, opp. Park Street,

Rockland, (lip stairs.)

F. A. FOLLETT,
51 Church Street, Belfast.

W. S.

REED,

Real Estate and Usance,
ODD FELLOWS’ BLOCK,

WILLI AH A. CLARK,
Tailor, Clothier and Outfitter,
Next Door to Phenix House,

Belfast, Maine.

ROOM 2,
Belfast, MAiNt.

East Maine Conference Seminary.

Branch Office at Northport
O round.

Fall Term Opens Sept. 4.
For information

or

catalogue, address

General Insurance and Real Estate busitransacted.
Cottage property cared for, rented, bought
and sold.
ness

—

2m 30

REV. S. A. BENDER. President.
Bucks port. Maine.

Camp

MAINE’S VITAL

JL Steady Increase in Population of State
Shown. Seven Centenarians Died in 1898.

A most valuable

report, that

Register

Nervousness is cured by making the blood
deaths from falls there were 36; 5 were
from falling down stairs; 3 from a car- rich and pure with Hood’s Sarsaparilla. It
the sweet, refreshing sleep of childriage; and l each from an ice run, a gives
hood.
wharf, house and a truck cart; while 24

STATISTICS.

were

of the

Fractures caused 40 deaths—fracture
births, marriages, divorces and deaths of thigh, 14: of skull, 13; of spine, 3: of
in the State for the year !>ns has been hip, 6; of cervical vertebrae, 2; of traissued by I>r. A. G. Young, registrar of chea, l: and abdominal contusion, l.

Abner Coburn, IS F Colcord, sailed from
Hong Kong June 14 for Port Townsend.
A G Hopes,Chapman, arrived at Honolulu

April

from San Francisco.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at San
Francisco .July 10 from Tacoma.
Aryan, A T Whittier, cleared from New
York April 26 for San Francisco; spoken
June 17, lat 20 S, ion 39 W.

Drinking Water.—Every one suffers greatly from the different kinds of
water he is compelled to drink, and nothing
is so likely to bring on an attack of diarBart

Nineteen deaths were from gun or

statistics.
shows among
pistol shot.
From railway injuries there were 35
things that there has been a steady gain
in population. Moreover it shows that deaths.
rho a. Perky Davis’ Pain-Killer is the
From burns and scalds,.31 deaths oc- only safe, quick and sure cure for it, cramps
there is a marked falling off in the deathcurred.
Four deaths from clothing ami cholera morbus. Avoid substitutes,
rate from consumption.
taking fire; 3, scalded with hot water: l. there is but one Pain-Killer, Perry Davis’.
These are but a few of tl» things that explosion of lamp: 1. by using gasoline Price 25c. and 50c.
Civic Enthusiasm. Uncle Jedediah: “I
on stove while there was still lire in it;
may he seen at a glance. To a student
jest got another letter from some fellers in
the rest, unspecified.
of statistics the report is of the greatest !
New Y ork tellin' me that if 1 would come
By drowning, lot* lives were lost.
value hut even to the person who is but There were 20 lives lost at sea: 13 of to the city they’d give me live thousand
dollars of good paper money fer only fiveslightly intezested in statistical matters these were lost from the steamer Port- hundred dollars of my old cash.” Uncle
Hezekiali: “H’mp! Heats the dickens how
the report cannot fail to he of interest. | land, November 27.
; The death-rate from accidents in this hard they're workin’ ter make New York
Every part of the report is conveni- State was 5.!io.
the financial centre of the world!" [Brookently arranged and shows what an im- j Homicide—I'nder this group 6 deaths lyn Life.
This is equivalent to
mense amount of labor has been done were registered.
Itch on human cured in 30 minutes by
a death-rate of o.Ofi.
Wool turd's Sanitary Lotion.
This never
by ]>r. Young in preparing a report that
Within the year 56 persons took their fails. Sold bv A. A". Howes & Co., Drugmust of necessity be in great demand
own lives 15tin 18H2, the same number gists, Belfast, Me. lyrlt).
The following are a few of the extracts in 18113, 3*1 111 18H4, 66 in 18115, 81 in I860,
Doubly Entry—Professor Browne: I
vital

It

other

taken from the report:
The births, marriages and deaths for
3,s;».s were:
Xumber of births. 14.47::: number of
marriages. 5.144: number of deaths. 10,i*50: birth-rate. I'l.ns; marriage-rate, 7.7s:
death-rate. 10.77.
The births were: Males, 7.4:1s: females.
7,01o; not stated, in: total. 14,47:1.
Parentage: American. 9,097:^foreign.
4.S47: "lie parent foreign. 2.990; not
stated, i::o: total. 14.47 :.
The marriages tor isns were: (Iroom
and lirkle both American. 4774: groom
ami bride both foreign, 74b; groom
American, bride foreign, 972: groom
foreign, bride American. 444: not stated, 40.: whole numberof marriages. 7.144.
The numberof deaths is: Males. 5.7110;
females, 7.-147: not stated. :!: total. 10,.050. American, o.tos: foreign, l.:;n»; not
stated. 4.1': total. 10.0.70.
The table of births shows by comparison that in isos. 494 more males than
females were born, the total number of
births being 14.47:1. The number of
twins born was J00. Aroostook county
sliowing 97 pairs, the greatest number.
The number of births registered in
isos is 91 smaller than during the preceding year: the number of marriages
registered is 5.144. a decrease of ls7 from
year previous. The number of deaths
during the same year is 10.0.70, a decrease of 2so fruiri the number of the
year previous.
Compared with is07, among the chief
causes of death, there were in isos, 19
more deaths from measles, 7 more from
scarlet fever. 7 more from cerebro-spinal

07 more from typhoid fever,
from infantile ’diarrhoea, or
from the diarrheal diseases collectively, us more from cancer, and 70 more
iron:'diseases of thy heart. On the I
other hand, there was a smaller number
or deaths from the following causes:
From influenza. 149 fewer: from wlioopueh. 2: from diphtheria and croup,
ug

fr 111 pulmonary tuberculosis, nd;
diseases "1 the nervous system. 74:
iron; pneumonia, ltd: and from bronchit!'. 27 lywcv deatlis tinin ill 1sn“,
A
"7 wo: invalid uninterrupted diminution of the number of deaths from
11

puin.oi.

tion.

\

tuberculosis.

",

|

consUmp-1

been going on in this slate
••ver since the A-gistration of vita! statistics was K-gun. The death-rate from
coi sumption
per 111.000 ol population,
according to the census enumeration in
I'" 1. ]ms been reduced from 1o.47iu 1.-99
to :
n 1 ms.
if the rate wa re based
upon i!c- actual but unknown Jpopulati"ii. iiic showing would be still mole
1a' oriole.
Th> reasons for this falling oil in the
de. 1;111 from consumption are prohat-'.' More than one. but the principal
reason is. undoubtedly, that our people
a re understanding more and more clea 1i\ ; l.e signiticanee of the fact that pul11:": 11■ y tuberculosis is a preventable
di.-i-a.-e and that it should be prevented.
T
largest number of deaths oceu rred
in s, ••ember. 1.147. In ls97. the largest
nI; 11:1
"I deatlis was ii
March. !.
Ti
-iiiailest number of deaths in any
mu nioiit!
was 79i in June. 1 Hiring the
spring months 9.714 deaths occurred:
the
summer. 2.1ms; during the
liming
a 111iiimi.
in the winter. 2.417.
In ithe highest mortality oceur’vd
in .lanuuiw: 11 l-sp:;. in August: in l>ni.
in .'auuaiy: in lsn.7. in March: in |s9il.
m August: in 1 '97. in March: in
in September. The smallest number of
deaths in all the seven legistratien years
lias 1 :et- 1 in November, with the exreptio'ioi !s97. when it was in -Iin 11 -; and
I'--, when it was in Sept end m.
• 'f
the 111.9.70 decedents. 7.Veil were
males, and 7.447 were females The .-.ex
-0 three was unstated.
Among children dying before they
weiiyears oid, 1.were males, and
1.117 were females: there were 29:’, more
deaths among boys under 7 years of age
than among girls within the same ageperiod. (In the contrary, at tile ageperiods from In to To years there was a !
prop' mderance of deat hs among females, i
while there were more deaths among
ma.es at the ages from 70 to so.
Among the persons whose decease occurred in 1 is. seven had reached or exceeded the age of 100 years. Four of
these persons were women.
Their
nanu s, together with a few facts relating to the life history of each, are as
:as

■

■

follows:

September:;,

John MrDougal died at
Mars Hill at the age of no years. lie
was bom in New Brunswick.
IIis parents were born in Scotland.
His occupation was that of a farmer.
.1 une 28. Amy Pinkham died at Boothbay at the age of 103 years, o months
and gg days. Site was born in Southport. Her father's name was Henry Abbott. The maiden name of her mother
was Keziali White.
September 21, Tirzah Emery died at
Eliot at the age of lo:! years, 6 months
and " days. She was born in Eliot, as
was also her father. Israel
Emery.
November 20, Thomas Decker Pinkham died at Pittston at the age of 103
years and 11 days. He was born in
iP'othbay. as was also his mother. His
father was born in Bbode Island.
His
occupation w as that of a farmer.
April 20. David B. Lining died at
Auburn at the age of loo years, 4
months and gs days.
He was born in
Auburn.
No occupation given.
September in. Ann O'Neil died at
Machias at the age of 100 years, 3
months and 27 days,
she was born in
Ireland, which was also the birthplace
of her parents.
March is.
Margaret A. McCarthy died
at Lewiston at the age of loo years, 1
month and 1 day.
she was born in
Dublin. Her parents, (leorge Watson
and Fanny O'Kourke were both born in
I reland.
The death-rate of Washington county
was lower than that of
any other county,
being only 14.0.7. The counties Aroos-

took, Franklin, Hancock. Knox, Lin-

coln, Oxford, Penobscot, Piscataquis,
Sagadahoc, Somerset, Waldo and Washington had lower death-rates than that

of the whole State; while the counties
Androscoggin, Cumberland, Kennebec
and York, containing large manufacturing centres, have death-rates larger
than that of the State. The highest
county death-rate was that of Androscoggin, 19.4.7.
Accidents.—From accidents of various kinds, 390 persons met their death
(396 in 1892, 330 in 1893, 286 in 1894, 341
in 1895, 348 in 1890 and 360 in 1897) Of

She wears no jewel upon hand or brow,
No badge by which she may be known of
men,

But though she walk in plain attire now,
She is the daughter of a king; and when
Her father calls her at his throne to wait,
She will be clothed as doth befit her state.
Her father sent her in his land to dwell,
Giving to her work that must he done ;
And since the king loves all his people well,
Therefore, she, too, cares for them every
one;
Thus when she stoops to lift them from
want and sin,
The brighter shines her royalty therein.

|
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STATE OF MAINE.
WALUO SS.
To the
of

Supreme Judicial Court for the County
Waldo, State of Halne :

Respectfully represents
undersigned, ReSmith of Bucksport, Hancock County,
Maine, Arthur .J. Trevett of Prospect, Waldo
County. Maine, Eleanor T. Erskine of Stockton
Springs, Waldo County, Maine, that they are
seized in fee simple, as tenants in common of
eighty-nine ninety-sixths of certain real estate
hereinafter described, the several interests of
your petitioners in said real estate being as folthe

becca

sailed from Honolulu June
for Kahului.
E B Sutton, E I. Carver, sailed from
lows:
San Francisco July 12 for Honolulu.
Rebecca Smith, one-lialf: Arthur «I. Trevett,
one-fourtli; Eleanor T. Erskine, seventeen nineEmily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
Your petitioners further represent that
at San Francisco June 10 from Kahului.
ty-sixths.
own said real estate in common and fee
Emily Head, sailed from Tacoma May 7 She walks erect through dangers manifold, they
with the following named persons, who
simple
for San Francisco.
While many sink and fall on either hand; are seized in fee of seven ninety-sixths of the
Gov Kohie, B F Colcord, arrived at Hong *Slie dreads
not summer's heat nor winter’s same in the following proportions, to wit Mary
E. Shute, Alonzo Shute. Hartford Shute. Martha
Kong July 9 from New Y ork.
cold,
IX
all of Belfast, said County of Waldo,
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, arrived
For both are.subject to the king's com- one Shute,
at Honolulu March 20 from Norfolk.
ninety-sixth each; Frank E. shute. Mildred
mand ;
E. Shute, both of Searsport, said County of WalMary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, sailed She needs not be afraid of anything,
do, one, one hundred ninety-second each ; Stephen
from New Y ork Mav 24 for Hong Kong.
S. Shute of said Belfast, one. one hundred ninetyBecause she is a daughter of a king.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
second : Melinda E. Willis of Rhode Island, one,
Even when the angel comes that man call one hundred ninety-second: Daniel Shute and
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
another person named Shute. grandchildren of
HI) Kice,C F Carver, sailed from Honolulu
Death,
And name with terror, it appals not her: Melinda Shute. late of said Bellast. deceased,
May 25 for Philadelphia.
whose residence and further description is unReaper, arrived at Honolulu May 15 from She turns to look at him with quickened known to your petitioners,
one. one hundred
breath
Newcastle, NSW.
each. The real estate owned by
ninety-second
S I) Carleton, Amsbury, sailed from San
Thinking it is the royal messenger.
the petitioners and respondents in eommon and
Her heart rejoices that her ffither calls
Francisco July 2 for Kahului via Tacoma.
undivided above referred to. eonsisis of three
certain parcels of land, situated in said Prospect,
Her back to live within the palace walls.
St Paul, F W Treat, arrived at New Y ork
to wit: Beginning at a stake and stones at Pen13 from liiogo.
July
and 71 in is*.)7 ,—45 males and ll females. have a new system of mnemonics, and now
For though the land site dwells in is most obscot river: thence west twenty degrees north,
St
arrived at Port Townsend
two hundred and tiity-thn
rods by land of 1‘irna
fair,
(if the males, the occupation of 13 was I never forget what my wife asks me to MarchNicholas,
3 from I loiiolulu.
and French ami il. Knox's land to a “st:ik*• and
Set round with streams, a picture in a
farmer: of 6. laborer: 3, shoemaker; 2. purchase for her down town; I just jot it
State of Maine, L A Colcord, sailed from
stones; thence smith tony-six degrees we-t ; by
frame,
merchants: 2, students: 2, teamster: 1: down in my memorandum book, and as soon New Y ork May 31 for Hong Kong.
and of !i. Knox seventy-three rods to a stake';
as I see the first word it all
Yet often in her heart deep longings are
conies back to
them-.; cast twenty degrees south, by land of
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, sailed from
wheelwright: 1. mechanic: l, machenist: me.” Student: “Y'es, sir; but why have
For that imperial palace whence she came. Clark
Partridge two hundred and thirty-one rods
Honolulu April 2X for New Y ork.
l, cooper: I, salesman, 1, editor and you got that string tied around
seems
Not perfect quite
any earthly thing, to a pirn-at the river aforesaid; tlmime hounded
your finger
Wm II Macy, Amsbury, sailed from
Because she is tin* daughter of a king.
printer: 1, hotel keeper: 1, tailor; 1, “Oh, that's to remind me to look in the llelagoa
northwardly
by said river to tin bound lirst menJune 25 for Sydney, N. s. W.
tioned, containing one hundred acres and no
II. ,s. Palfrey.
baker: i. blacksmith; 7. no occupation book!” [Brooklyn Life.
Win II Conner,.! T Erskine, sailed from
more, as surveyed bv Robert Houston, ami being
given.
the same described in a eeitain deed ;r«>111 I!.
BELLAY'lTA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets Singapore April 23 for New York: passed
The Croaker.
Ol the temales, tlie occupation ot 1 and
Knox to Daniel French, dated September 4. lsui.
Pills for the complexion; todays treat- Anjer May 17.
and
was returned ns housewife; 2. as honserecorded in Hancock Rcgistrv of Deeds
.!
W
Hutch. Sew all C Lancaster, sailed
ment 50c., 30 days treatment Si.on. Sold by
Book !». Page s.
He croaked when the sky was blue
29
from
June
for
Philadell.
housework;
1.
domestic:
Port
Townsend
1,
A.
A.
&
keeper;
Howes
Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
Second.
A piece of land situated in -aid ProsAnd
he
croaked
when
the
was
:
sky
gray
school teacher; l. typewriter; and not
phia.
3yrs2t.
pect. lying at the head of said Daniel Pu nch's
He croaked when the sun went down,
BARKS.
holm- lot. and bounded and described as follow-:
stated. 4.
lie croaked at the dawn of day!
As to the Devoice—“Mamma," said little
ami
Beginning at a hemlock tree marked No.
The youngest suicide was a hoy of 15
Alice Reed. Alan>on Fold, cleared from
lie croaked when tin* wind was low,
Ethel, "Mrs. Cayley’s husband isn’t dead,
: tliem-e south seventy degree-, cast one hunHe croaked when he heard it.blow
years and 5 months: the oldest a man of is lie.1"
dred and eight rods to ‘a -take ami -prime tree
"No, dear.” “Then what’s she Portland June Hi foi Pallia Blanca.
so years.
Edward May, arrived at San Francisco When lie had no job he cloaked because
The largest number of sui- going to be married again for?” “Never
marked L. I.., iso7: thence north twenty degree-,
east seventy-four rods to a spruce stake in the
He was robbed of a chance to toil.
cides in any month was 10 in May. By mind, dear. Y’ott can't understand such July 17 from Honolulu.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Port
When lie worked lie croaked against do- mntlivvest corner of said French's i-u tlmm-e
1
exclaimed
the
little
Oh,
know,"
the
suicides
were
1M
and
things."
0,
21,
quarters,
north seventy degrees, west n'.ty-tvvo rods to a
ing so
Spain June !»from Philadelphia
12.
The largest number in any county girl:” It's just like getting vaccinated. It
yellow bill'll tree them e south seventy-live deTo induce the pot to boil.
didn't take the first time."
Philadelphia 27 Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Portland June
gree-. vve-t -ixty-six rods to a -prime tree in the
was 7, each, in Cumberland and York;
for Buenos Ayres.
Press.
southwest
ium oi Tims Bragdnu's lot. now ownlie
croaked when liis twins were born :
the highest death-rate from suicide was
Herbert Black, W 11 Blanchard, at Bear
id by Meplmn Peabody: thence -outh twenty deRHEUMATISM CURED IN A DAY.
“All, what an expense!” he sighed
in Lincoln county. The rate for the
grees, west forty-two rod-to the lirst mentioned
River, N S, June 22 for Rio Janeiro, ready.
Mabel i Meyers, ( N Meyers, sailed from lie croaked by day and lie croaked at night bounds; and being same let described in a cerstate per 10.000 of population was 0.85.
“Mystic Cure" for Rheumatism and NeuWhen one of the little ones (lied,
tain deed from Israel Tlmi lidike. Dav id Sears and
The number of marriages registered ralgia radically cures in 1 to 5 days. Its ac- Boston May no for Rosario.
William l’re-cott to Daniel French, dated SepAnd he croaked in another way.
M.atanzas, arrived at New York May no
in the state during the year 1808 was tion upon the' system is remarkable and
tember jc. isoT, and recorded in Hancock Registry
< >n his wretched bed, one
dayHavana.
from
of Deeds, in Book ‘J*>. Page .iJl.
5,144. We have, therefore, for the year mysterious. It removes at once the cause Olive Thurlow, J O Hayes, arrived at Yet, if lie has gone to that realm above,
Third. A certain lot or parcel of land, situated
Where all is so rare and so fair,
isos, a marriage-rate of 15.50 persons and Hie disease immediately disappears. The New York June 20 from San Domingo.
in said .Prospect, and bounded as follows; p,e
greatly benefits! To cents. Sold
I’ll bet lie croaks at the times they play
married to every 1,000 of population, firstA.dose
Buenos
June
at
ginning at the southeast cornei of the old Daniel
Ayres
Penobscot, .arrived
A. lloxves A Co., Druggists, Belfast.
by
(>n their golden harps, up there.
and William French lot: thence north seventy fie.or at the rate of 7.78 marriages per 1,4 from Boston'.’
west by Leonard Shiite's land two hundred
T.
F.
Ex-Postmaster
of
Promise
glees,
Anthony,
Times-llerald.
G
Rebecca Crowell. M
000 persons.
Dow, Trapani for [ Chicago
and sixty-rods to a spake: thence north twenty
says: “1 bought one bottle of Bath, sailed from Oran Jup.e 12; passed GibThe marriage-rate was higher in City, Iowa,
east fifteen and one-fourth rod- by land
degrees,
for
Cure'
and
two
‘Mystic
Rheumatism,
raltar June 17.
Democratic County Convention.
of William French to a stake, thence'south
A roostook county than elsewhere in the doses of it did me more
good than am other
Rose Tunis, Melvin < olcord, sailed from
casf two hundred and sixty-six
seventy
degrees,
it
for
that
10.04
I
State,
being
county
per medicine ever took." Sold by A. A.'IIowes New York
Tin* Democrats of tin* several towns in Waldo rods to the bank of the Penobscot river; thence
April 20 for Mauritius.
1,000. The lowest marriage-rate, that & Co., Druggists, Belfast.
County are requested to send delegates to a con- southerly by said river to first mentioned bound,
Sachem, Nichols, from New York for Hong vention
M be held at tile Court House. Belfast, on
of 12.20 per 1,000. was in York county.
containing twenty-five acres, more or less, being
“Well, there’s one thing certain,'* mused Kong, sailed from St Thomas March n;
one-fourth part of the original lot as surveyed
Of the 5,008 records of marriages in Uncle Allen
Saturday, July 2ft, 1000, at 10 o’clock A.M.
Sparks, who was watching a spoken, March 27, lat 1«> N, Ion no W.
R. Hou-ton, and being the same lot described
by
Thomas A Goddard, J II Park, arrived at
which there was a statement of birth- a hoy dangling his legs over the pier and
in a certain deed from w llliam French to heirs of
for the purpose of nominating tin* following canDaniel French, dated October id, 1848, and recordJuly 2 from Rosario.
place. in 74 per cent, the groom and holding a fishing pole in both hands, “Tlie Boston
didates to be supported at tin- coining State elecWillard Mudgett, A C Colcord, sailed tion
ed >ii Waldo Registry of Deeds, in Volume r»u,
bride were both American: in 10 per capitalists can't organise any happiness
Senator.SheritV,.Judge of Probate,liegister of
from New York July 17 for Barbados,
Probate. County Attorney. County Commissioner Page did.
Chicago Trjbune.
cent, both were of foreign birth; in 7 Trust,5'
Your
are desirous that partition he
an 1 County Tr '.usurer. Also to a choose a
nit i oh,
county made ofpetitioners
-aid real estate; they therefore
per cent, the groom was American and
An Epidemic of Diarrhoea.
pray
Leonora, J H Monroe, arrived at.Gibral- committee and to transact any other business that notice t<» all per-ons interested
be ordered,
the bride of foreign birth: while in 0
come
that
before
the
convention.
may
properly
Mr. A. Sanders, writing from Cocoaimt tar June 25 from New York,
as provided by law, and
The basis of representation will he as follows; commissioners appointed
cent,
a
and
an
Amesper
foreign groom
drove, Fla., says there has been quite all
Kadi dry find town will he entitled to two dele- that partitions be made of such real estate and
SCIIOONEKS.
that the share id'each of
ican bride were united.
petitioners, lb ber.-a
epidemic of diarrhoea there. He had a
gates, and nqe additional delegate for every ;>o Smith. Arthur .1. Trevett the
and Eleanor T. Erskine
vi tes cast for the Democratic candidate for govThe largest number of marriages, 571, severe attack and was cured bv four doses
W
Ii
from
cleared
Georgia Gilkey,
Gilkey,
be -et off to them to hold in severally.
of
a
ernor
in
Chamberlain's
one
fraction
of
i»;
tssV., and
delegate for
Colic, Cholera and Dial-' Washington, DC, July in for Norfolk and
was
solemnized in June, while the rlicea
dime l. A. D. l'.'oo.
votes east over the first :«>i
Remedy. He says he also recommended Boston.
REBECCA S vi ITH.
smallest number in any one month, 272, it to others
The Democratic County Committee will be sesand they say it is the best mediART HI R d. I REV FIT.
arrived
at
JacksonJr,
Henry Clausen,
sion at tile Court House one hour before the time
occurred in February.
cine they ever used, For sale bv A. A:
ELEANOR 1 ERSKINE.
ville July y from Philadelphia.
fixed for the convention, for the purpose of rcThe largest number both of grooms Howes A Co., Druggists!
credentials of delegates.
Gladys, II B Col so lb arrived at New C ‘iving
STATK OF M \IM;
and brides, was between 20 and 25 years
Per
order
of Democratic Conutv Committee.
7
Simons.
York July from St
\Y U.IM s>.
“Do you believe that Lusher really saw a !
1.. II. Mi m n. chairman.
of age. While still under 15 years oj
John C Smith, Kneelftml, arrived at Yew
Cl.l.KK- OFF I, F. St PKF.MI .h IXI'IAI. CiU HT.
“I
sea serpent on his last yaching
York
In Va« \tk»n.
o from Brunswick, Ga.
July
tigp, A brides were married: in age- have no doubt of it at all. 1 was trip:”'
with him
l’.l t
F'lMI.
\-T, .Itlllf
A
Mary Hall, Haskell, cleared from Apalaperiod 15-20 years, there were 170 when he was purchasing his supplies.”—
iJ.-'i,•<•(•;» Smitli ft als. v-. M;u> K. Shut*- Mmi/.o
chicola
18
for
Providence,
July
grooms, and 1.41.— brides: in the period Chicago Evening Post.
Ilaitt'ord Shutf. Martua I'. Shu,-,
Shutf.
Lucia Forter, Farrow, arrived at Belfast
20-25 years, l.s40 m- n and 1,0.55 women
Kiank K. Shutf. Mildi' d F Shutf. staph.li s.
Concerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Wash- J ul\ 5 from New York.
-shutf, .Urlimla F. Willis. Hania! shut*1
were married; from 25-20. kinsmen and
R W Hopkins, llicliborn, arrived at Norington State and Ala>k:i. consult Bureau of
sluitr.
'50 women: from an.::',.
1men and 22s
«'li tllf IiTfu.Miia I'ftllioii. "I'dfi
I. that par
Information, Seattle, Wash., O. M. Moore, folk July 18 from Boston.
-ona! notiff thrrrot Is* tuvrii to tin- -aid «!• t< miwomen: from 25-t. 272 men and 21s
secretarv.
Itx
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at Portland
auls. >i.ar\
F..
\'a'!i/f. Hartford. Martha 1>
Juh 15 from Norfolk.
women; from 40-45. 217 men and 124
Frank F.. Mildred F and ->1, phn. S. shutf »»>
Fuddv “Mrs. Brownrigg always speaks
Sallie 1'On, W II West, arrived at Brunswomen: from
15-50. 141 men and 77
'•fi'vinu on «-a'di. an altr-trd aop> of -.ml pal inon
of her physician, Dr. Stickker, as an ‘old wick July 14 from Boston.
and this nr,h than on. fourtaan da> at l.-a-t h<
women; from 511-55. 07 .oeu and 00
war horse.*
Isn't it odd:”' Dmld.x—“Oh,
Tola, A S Wilson, arrived at New York
fora iha next tarni of -aid ( out, to ha lioldcn at.
women: from 55-uo, 70 men and -7 wo1 don't know. They say In* is a terrible
\\
F.
:n and for ilia < '.mi ty oi
do. mi ha
July 17 from Jacksonville.
men: 00-70, 02 men and 42 women; from
Boston Transcript.
third ’1 iiasdny of Sa pt m I mu uaxt. and that puhiir
charger."
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
5
ha
20
i Van to t ha "aid til 111 i a K. Willi-.
men
and
over
2
notifa
women:
7o-so,
so,
Boston June 8 from Woodbridge Creek.
1 ».uiel Simla and
Simla, |m In-! u o na im-d
A cii assume no risk wl hi you buy Cham
men.
ha.uu jrrandrhildrmi di Malinda Siu11. dm-a-ad.
In 4.205 marriages, the groom was berlain's Colic,Cholera and Di'arrluea Remean alta-fad rop\ of -aid patiiion
hy
puhlishiny
A.
How es A Co., druggists,will refund
THE BELGIAN HARE.
older than the bride: while in 74o. the dy. A.
and !l:i-oniai tla-ivmi. ihr-waak- -m.--,\,-ly
Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles Inciif xou are not satisfied after
1 11a Frpiihl.au;: -lournal. a !•< -a -papal pi inl-d
dent to a bilious state of the system, such as
bride was the elder: 7 I1 widowers and your money
and piihli-had in Faliast. ii tin- ( •ami;, m Wa,do.
using it. It is everyxvhere admitted to be
Distress after
Drowsiness,
Dizziness,
Nausea,
551 widows were remarried: ho men
al 1. a-1 h,
Ilia
last puhliaatimi to ha thirls mi>
their
most
the most successful remedy in use for bowel
Our Searsport correspondent writ's:
While
in
the
izc.
Side,
eating. Pain
!'• alu-l
240 women were remarried after having
Iho
tola said aom t. to ha hold, n a;
remarkable success has been shown in curing
complaints and the onl\ o.'.e that never fails
Parties in Searsport have introduced
a S,-ptf nihar
•••'. tint al! -aid
third
Tuasdas
been divorced from a former marriage.
It is pleasant, safe and reliable.
4ni27
da t alula ills m; y Inn and than a p.-ai >u a -aid
the llelgian liare on a small scale, and
Table Xu. 25 exhibits the fact that
a. if an\
t h > liasa.wh;. tha
court, and slam .• a
That
Funeral Employer- “Was much some of them have found it
a a -d.
4.202 men and 4.227 women were marpi a \ar o| -aid petitioners -I.mild not Iquite
AMHIF.W F. WISW I- II.
ried the First time: that sip men and 720 feeling shown at your grandmother's fun1
Prof. Morang has kindly
'ual.'"
.Fail
>,.
Cl
'id
Headache, yet Carter’s Little Liver Pills are
list
"Yes: they mobbed profitable.
Sllprairia
Bookkeeper1
women were married the second time:
A III la cops of pf tit loll ami ordar "t a.au t t il.'Ii.
equally valuable in Constipation, curing and prethe umpire."
Harper's Bazar.
translated the following article taken
that Ion men and 01 women were united 1
venting thisannoyingcomplaint, while they also
1 !aik.
Tll.MsTON
Attrst.
WAIH.IN.
\
the
disorders
correctall
ofthestomaeh,stimulate
j
in the third marriage: s men and 4'
from to Courrier des
Ktats Puis,
“An International Courtship" the nexv
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
women contracted
marriage a fourth 1 and absorbingly interesting novel by Mel- New York, in relation to the animal:
““
ville Kirke, lias been described by a leading
t hue: 2 men contracted marriage a lift 11
The raising of the Belgian haresvems
lime: wliiii one loan v,as married the, London xveekly newspaper as "a remarksixth time. The n'd.est groom was s2 1 aide novel.’* It is the storx of mairiage l»e- to cause a perfect revolution in Minnet w cen American girls and titled English- sota. and even in the North-western
Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
year.- of age. and the oldest bride was men. Published bx Tlie
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortuNeely Co!, 114 states. It is probable that the question
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NEURALGIA.
ley tariff; second, the reform in the cur- trip on record, tmt one of the largest
It is the |
25 and 50 cent Bottles.
rency; third, the war loan of 1898, and hank trips for several years.
largest fare of all the big ones which the
BEWARE OF IMITATIONSfourth, the settlement of the Pacific Ilines
has brought in since she was built,
BUY ONLY THE GENUINE.
Railroad indebtedness.
as she was full to the hatches.
Thus
PERRY DAVIS’
Perhaps never before in the history does Capt. Mines keep up his reputation,
of tins country have so many important so well earned, as one of the most competent, reliable and steady-going skipfiscal achievements been accomplished
pers of the tieet.
enclosed by n rabbit proof fencing, and in so brief a time.
With the exception
The crew of sch. Lena and Maud,
the chicken runs by a six-foot wire net- of the Pacific Railroad settlement, these
(’apt. .1. W.
shared *85 as
ting. A good dog discouraged tlie night events bear, to a considerable degree, the result of McFarland,
her recent seining trip.
and was a faithful friend. The
to each
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might

had the floor,
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here in Santa Hosita.
We are
to stay here.
the rainy season,' but
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-an is shining, to the
.ter tourists and the
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to
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uksmitb shop, raill too in hotel.'
Carter
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health and sense.
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ear

extensive.
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:

prowlers
whole place

was so
gave one a
When it was

.rented Evelyn. "Now.

solved by the family
what they have
Please give suglooking towards a
an. who sat quietly

turn
.mt.

>.iu know 1 went over
it the hotel, last eventhat she could not
much longer. v]ie
.' tables
were canned,
he 'chickens' tough,
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stayed

ments

in

tlie

Hot

long as
extremely

as

Hunger is
very comfortable,
lie last night, and
nt our prospects, it
; haps w c might supice vegetables, eggs

is

meals and
cool cooks
You 11

need to regulate your cooking
thermometer when you get a
Wickless Blue Flame Oil Stove. On the
hottest days you can cook whatever
you
choose, in whatever way you wish, without suffering any additional discomfort
while cooking,
The comfort you'll gain
is only one of the advantages of
using a

by

other. Underlying
relationship
Sch. Olympia. Capt. Obediah Nickerkept that it the success of the war loan of 1898, and son, stocked
as the result of
almost
good appetite to look the reform in the currency, was the her recent *2,382.70
the crew sharat it.
producing enough basisof prosperity established by prompt ing *58.82. seining trip,
to supply the table of tlie Hotel ltosita, and effective tariff legislation.
The
Sch. Emma and Helen, Capt. William
the delighted guests would often say to President well understood the necessity
Herman, stocked *2,ooo as the result of
the manager:
for speedy modification in the tariff. her
recent halibutingtrip, the crew shar“There's one great attraction about Within forty-eight hours after his ining *48.17.
your hotel. Mr. Black, and that is. your auguration lie issued a proclamation
Sch,
Capt. Rufus McKay,
crisp, fresh vegetables, your delightfully for an extra session of Congress to as- stocked Madonna,
*2,036 as the result of her retender chickens, and new-laid eggs. I semble March 15, 1897.
The brief mes- cent
seining trip, the crew sharing *92.00.
have staid with you weeks longer than sage sent to Congress, when it convened
Sell. Senator Saulsbury, Capt. Robert
1 at first intended, just for that reason. on that day, clearly demonstrated the
Wilson, stocked *4,750.85 as the result
When 1 thought of going somewhere urgent neeessityjor prompt action.
of her recent Grand Bank
trip, the
The House of Representatives prompt- crew
else. I could not bear to run the risk of
sharing *135.17.
a change of food.
You would hardly ly responded to the President’s message.
Sell. Lottie Gardner, Capt. George
believe it. but usually my appetite is On the same day in which it was read Hamer, stocked
*3.488 as the result of
her recent
very poor, unless there is something to in the House, the late Mr. Dingley of
seining trip, the crew sharing
Maine, chairman of the Committee on £74.
tempt it."
Evelyn Carter found, at the end of Ways and Means, introduced the new
sch. Pinta, Capt. Wilson Spinney,
the lirst year, that her “poultry out- tariff bill.
Such unusual expedition stocked
*2,020 as the result of the rehad
been
made
as
Frank
called
was
the
unit,
outgrowpossible only by
cent haliliuting trip, the crew sharing
put.’'
work of tlie members of the Comthe demand of tlie local market.

Possibly

cultivation.
Some
end nut trees, and an
live stock, one horse,
small flock of scrub

we
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Washington, July23.

Pain-Killer.

ot their

one

THE DINGLEY TARIFF.

ALL TOUR PAIRS WITH

well

ing

Wickless

not

the

Oil Stove

Flame

It is handier than a coal stove and cleaner and
cheaper. The Wickless Blue
Flame Oil Stove is absolutely safe; it burns
ordinary kerosene, without wicks
and causes neither smoke, smell nor soot
f°r vnrlo'ts-sized families; sold at
prices to suit any sized
are sold.
If the dealer doet not have them, write to the

poikethookg wherever Bloves

STANDARD OIL COMPANY.

tiring

*04.78.
So she made an arrangement with the mittee on Ways and Means for several
Sell. s. F. Maker. Capt. Edward Mcbest hotels in I.os Falomares, the months previous.
Lean. stocked *3,501 as the result of
The bill was passed in the House of her recent
nearest city, to supply them with fancy
seining trip, the crew shardressed chickens and fresh eggs.
Representatives March 31, 1897, less ing*,si. 75.
she packed her eggs in neat cases, than a month after the inauguration of
Sell. Lizzie M. stanwood, Capt. George
practical thought, sealed and stamped. I n this way she was President McKinley and two weeks Moody, stocked
*2,s41.42 as the result
miy so. Frank?"
aide to command the best price, and to after Congress had convened in extra of her recent
seining trip, the crew
i." responded Frank
It passed the Senate July 7,
guarantee their freshness. In time her session.
sharing *04.On each.
business became so large that she leased 1897. with amendments.
Two days
Sch. Richard Wainright. Capt. TliadEvelyn, "we would all tlie available land in the vicinity of later its consideration was begun by'a deus
stocked *3,921.4(1 as the
writing il' we told the cottage, and hired some young Mexi- conference committee of the two result Morgan,
of her recent seining trip, the
"indents that 'under cans to
her.
Houses, and it finally passed the House crew sharing *1111 each.
help
ilifornia. with the
One bright morning in February. Mr. July 19th and the Senate July 24th.
Sch. Hattie
A. Heckman,
Capt.
Mi'ssoms w afted in- Black came over
It became a law on the latter day,
by invitation to look
George A. Heckman, stocked *3,054 as
i'. s.
and the song of around the "Carter
gardens." as they when the President signed the bill,
a result of her recent
seining
trip.
the
air
vocal
making
wore known in the village.
thus, within five months mo other
Though the
Sch: Eilic M. Morissey. Capt. Joshua
engaged in grow- far distant peak of "Old Baldy" was tariff law was ever passed in so short a w
Stanley, stocked *1,50U in herrecent
'•i and the business
time after the inauguration of the Pressnow -cupped, the oranges hung in golden
shacking trip, the crew sharing *52.
ii'h a peal of girlish clusters on the trees, and the mesas ident a new tariff law was
placed on the I sell. Essex stocked *5.499 on her rej
were gorgeous with wild liowcrs.
statute books.
Under its beneficent ! cent Grand Bank
trip, the trip sharing
mi
the program
"It astonishes me. Miss Carter, to inlluence the United States has enjoyed 8143.93,
e genial manager
I see how everything nourishes." were a commercial and industrial revival.the
Sch. Henry M. Stanley, Capt. Charles
la Hosita.
It you Mr. Rlaek's'tirst words.
"Maybe those greatest in its history. Tlie hopes of j Maguire, seining, stock S4,os4 share
a
Mi 1 >lack, but to
smiles of yours hasten the growth the President, as expressed in his mes- *94.
bright
you make a I n t
of vegetation, but really. 1 am happily sage, have been realized: ample revej '■oli. Kearsarge, ( apt. John C. Mills,
tided Frank slirevd- !
uues were provided for the ordinary ex- i
j disappointed. 1 must confess."
seining, stock s:i,'.ii,s.ps, share sn:i.4s.
!
are
"1 don't know whether my smiles
penses of the Government, and in
^cli. Harvard, ( apt. <'ristopher ('arrithat little matter l.
of
1'oi
the
duties
were levied upon j gan.
! sponsible
rapid growth
providing them,
seining, stock
share *ss.
in the agony is over.
is
it
the
but
that
so
oil
as
to
the
place,
everything
foreign products
preserve
'■oh. Xnrumbega. ( apt. John McKin.’il we'll know what true,
it will be so much easier for me home markets: manufactures have re- non, seining, stock
j
*$150.23, share *si.I to smile than to work, that 1 may get vived and increased: agriculture has
\ a 11 knew M r. Iliack.
wry ia/.y." said Fveiyn. laughing and been relieved and encouraged: domestic j
'■oli. Sarah E. Lee. ('apt. Frank II.
ug
for the a n ival nf bln.-line so lieu
itching that Mr. Black and foreign commerce have been in- , Hall, seining, stock sag:,o. share s71.no.
m
from Massachn- ! was almost
tempted to speak the words creased: mining and building have been ] sch. Hiram Howell, ('apt. Heorge Xel■aided for a w eek or : Unit had been
trembling on his lips for aided and developed, and more liberal ! son. st'ininoslmro
72.
wages have been paid to labor.
I t be hist month.
son. Xorma. ( apt. John Anderson,
an
Mdtime CaliforBut instead of a romantic avowal, lie
Under the operation of the Wilson Act, halibuting. stock sgg.'i7.4.\ share
*:,:’,.2,4.
spitaIde and easy go. remarked: "One never could think of from September I. 1894, to July 24, 1897.
soli. A\ illiani II. Cross, (’apt. AYilliam
-id how to make his j
i you as lazy. You have energy enough a period of thirty-live months, there was Wentrell. seining, stock *217:;. share
and keep the eom- for several
a total deficit of 8los.no:',.24.4.
This de- oil a7.
ordinary men."
:
business in the
But serious- plorable state of the revenues was
‘•Thank you. Mr. Black.
sch. KpesTarr. ('apt. Hamilton
Mayo,
ly. our success is not at all due to luck largely responsible for that lack of con- seining, stock *1700, share *40 mo.
E\civil long to lay or
our
as
of
fidence
which
times
neighborhood
magic,
sch. Olga, ( apt. John Hickey, stocked
many
prolonged the hard
kindly manager.
ll'iends seem to think.
inaugurated by the panic of 1894.
*21 at.to as the result of her recent seinMiss Carter, tlieliotc!
We studied, discussed our plans, exThe Pingley tariff became a law July
I
ing triii. the crew sharing sii4.:!:!.
at
market
rates
11y
sometimes failed, tried ; 24. 1.MI7. Under its operation ample
perimented.
sch. Eliza II. I’arkhurst. ( apt. West r iek or poult ry you
We
! again and improved.
revenues have been provided, as urged
always
ley Farmer, stocked *2(iP4.s:, as the re]
a purpose,
lint, as wanted to understand the
'why' either by President McKinley. During the sult of her recent seining trip, the crew
a in bound to
tell you ; of success or failure, so that we could
j period of thirty-two months between sharing *112.21.
"iHO in it.
We have omit the failures and
I
duplicate the stic- j July 24. 1897. and April 1. p.ino—the resch. Henry AV. Longfellow, (’apt.
»
i"iiging to. the hotel, 1 cesses."
ceipts of the Government from ail Amos. Freeman, stocked *2Si:> on her
ried making a garw
omen
There
be
more
!
exclusive
of
to
Pacific
Railroad
sources,
recent mackerel trip, crew sharing
ought
young
j
;s and gophers ate up
j like you, but there is not a single one." i items, wen- 81.224.420.nos. Deducting *01 71.
what was left made a remarked Mr. Black,
to the
from these receipts the Treasury Peapprently
Sch. Ralph K. Eaton, ('apt. Nelson
j
c
lekens we undertook nearest
tig tree, and Fveiyn continued partmenl's estimate of collection under Fisher, stocked *21 Is on her recent
n
cuyles caught the earnest ly:
i the War Revenue -Vet. amounting to mackerel trip, crew sharing *:,M 24.
few that the roup
Sch. Admiral Dewey, ('apt. James
"Though we were often tired, we 8184.7ns.5:’,s. there were net receipts of
11"w" we Ini) our green
.lust 81-n40,iil8,n7n.
The expenditures for Hayes, stocked *104:, on her recent haliwere never really discouraged,
inaman who drives what I call a
'good tired': enough to be | the same period aggregated 81,400,004.- buting trip, crew sharing *40 apiece.
\l valley once a week.
hungry, but not enough to be exhausted. j loo. and deducting the Treasury Depart- Cape Ann Advertiser.
"i our stuff in cans.
It has seemed to me for some time that | inent's estimate of war expenditures
■- "1
labor in flic kitcli- this
lovely fertile valley ought to fur- j of 8372,990.(1(10, the net expenditures
a il ills! end of being
nish any one with a support who is not I for the period stand at 8994,iii;4,4nii,
LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.
'I in' t., the t rouble of a chronic invalid.
I think, too. that i leaving for these thirty-two months' opwho
with
the
invalids
eration
of
the
are
classed
tariff
an
excess
many
|
Pingley
a criticism on your
"The smart Set" for July contains a
could gain strength by gentle, gradually ! of net receipts over net expenditures
l of 845.954.11114.
hilarious novelette entitled
"When
outdoor exercise."
increasing,
triends at the hotel
The president urged that the. new Reginald Was Caroline." by Edward S.
"I agree with you there, and most
1
'ike even tiling about
Van
Zile.
This
story depicts a series
heartily. What I know from sail ox 1 duties be so levied as “to revive and innut its lack of fresh
perience with the average hotel invalid crease manufactures." In the fiscal : of topsyturvy situations that must dei"i chickens.
With a would till several volumes.
readers
mi
even
1
the hottest days,
the
By the way. year 1s97
imports for.the consump- light
d lie a delightful how does our brother
y
enjoy his work.” tion ot articles in a crude condition, j The number is crowded with light and
"Much better than any ollice employ- I which enter into the various processes : clever stories, articles and poems ad’■ii a little at these ment.
lie lias gone to the city to- of domestic industry, amounted to 8207,- | mirably adapted to the season. Among
1
said;
day. or 1 would iet him speak for him- 1 2HS.155, and in the three years, 1895, | the contributors are Certrude Atherton.
ik to you tor an op- self.
Mrs. Van Rensselaer
Ison and 1897. averaged less than 8299,- : .lulien Cordon
lie has branched out. too. and
I wish has added a tine lot of Belgian hares ..(.non
!•! •>o our menu.
annually, while in the calendar j Crugeri. Edgar Fawcett. Stephen Fiske.
success that your
nto our other fancy stock.
He has been I year lsnn the imports of this class ; Clinton Ross, Will N. Ilarben, Vance
hut I fear you will be
hiring a man part of the time and is amounted to 82il7.494.95n, an increase of | Thompson and Charles Ratted Loomis,
i
We carry on nearly 879.999.999 over the average for i In all there are more than fifty contrimaking a good protit
I hack to the cottage.
separate concerns and yet work to- the three years of low tariff', in which butions by writers famed for their
’■
and
her
pink
eyes 1 gctlier. Some time I will explain how many of these articles, notably wool, j cleverness. With sueh a staff of writers
lation,"
were upon the free list.
At present the no magazine could he otherwise than
ive manage our little business affairs.
1
part of the battle is We have no chance to feel homesick or importation of manufacturers’ materia s entertaining.
e announced as soon as
complain about the climate, 1 assure is running at the rate of 828,909,090 per
s tting-room door.
In a recent issue of the Portland Sun
"Mr.
| month, or more than 50 per cent, higher
the arter produce, and you."
"This is all extremely interesting, ! than the monthly average in the year day Telegram, Clara Marcelle Creene
an interesting sketch of that once
nice
about
1
has
know
it,
y
1 have long i prior to the enactment of the Pingley
and many thanks to you.
as green as our pros- been
world-renowned but now almost forwanting to mention a plan which— I law.
|l mean a suggestion that—well, any- | The President also urged that the new gotten son of Maine, Seba Smith, jourIn
-tinlying some brilliant way. are you willing to have me call duties should be so levied as "to relieve nalist. wit, author, and scholar.
I
atalogues and Mrs. Car- on you this evening?” said the hotel i and encourage agriculture.” That agri- Buckfield, at the base of rugged old
full of poultry magastreaked mountain, are seen the ruins
manager, hushing and stammering in a ! culture has been relieved and encourwhich made the young girl wonder i aged is shown by the increased prices of the old mansion in which he was
j
1 can learn. 1 think we way
born
and passed bis boyhood.
lie
if lie was losing his mind.
for agricultural products, all of which
earliest Eastern spring j
"Frank will be very glad to see you. have materially advanced in the home worked bis way through Bowdoin Colid-winter, while in the I am sure," she said, with that feminine market, and by the large increase in lege, graduated in 1818, entered newsI
uiier we can do the best
I wickedness which characterizes the I exportation in the products, of agricul- paper work in Portland, founded in
’a s
that need the most most sensible of its sex.
I ture, which, in the fiscal year 1899, were 1829 the Portland Courier, Maine’s first
’■s can he
and removed to Xew York, where,
grown all the i
"Uh, excuse me for not making my 8100.090,000 greater than in the fiscal daily,
'■■red place, and we may
until his death in 1898, he was active in
meaning clear, but when I call, it will be I year 1897, and in isos were 8209,(>(*»,009
a-s from
I)rto
1
journalism and as an author. lie was
.lanuary
for the purpose of seeing you on a very in excess of those of 1897.
j The
I tank's contribution to
also recommended that the author of those famous satires, the
most important matter
important—the
message
1 of information.
to me at least.
But 1 must say goodby : the new duties should be so levied as "Jack Downing Letters," and wrote
1
ings we need to avoid." I and hurry back to the hotel, i am ex- “to aid and develop mining."
"Way Down East," "Powhattan." and
That
i. "is planting too largely
of verse and prose.
His
peeling a large party of excursionists mining has been greatly encouraged is other volumes
at one time.
My father, ! on the noon train, from Boston. What amply shown by the figures relating to grave on Long Island is as forgotten
-sl id market gardener
and
his
as
neglected
birthplace among
! is that? the whistle at River station? the two great mining industries—coal
ate for many years, was
| Excuse me for leaving you so abruptly. and iron. The coal production of 1899 the Oxford hills which have given the
y and long continued ; but 1 must hasten, or tlie train will be exceeds 209,090,000 tons, against 179,000,- State and nation so many distinguished
most prices were brought
men.
oiMi in 1897, and 171.990.909 in 1899, and
in before 1 am at my post.
-'etahles, and lie kept a
has placed the United States at the
ui till checked
by the
A Pleasant Reunion.
head of the world’s producers of this
W. L. SHAW DEAD.
■lllll."
article, our prod let in 1899 being greater
! want to study
said
up,"
The
One of the pleasing events of the than that of any other country.
poultry business. I've
Wilton L. Sluiw, a prominent citizen
pig-iron production in 1899 was" 13,020.ever since
I used to season in educational circles was the 794 tons,
tons in 1897 of Burnham village, was missing from
9,652,(189
against
re
union
on
of
the students
Saturday
’death, when I was three
and 8,023,127 tons in 1890.
In pig iron his home Wednesday night, July isth,
Msuccession of crops' will and graduates of Miss l'ierce's Short- as in
the United states now holds and as he failed to return at a late hour,
coal,
hand
Bosschool,
!t,d fryers, with plenty of
Exchange Building,
the villagers were aroused and turned
The members assembled at the the first place in the world's producliens.
Just think: no ton.
out en masse to search for him.
class rooms, then proceeded to Post- tion.
'T to stop the filling of
His dead body was found at 1.30 Thursset. and spring chickens at oftiee Square, from which point special
day morning by Eri Bickford. It was
cars transferred the party to Squantum.
Nervous Debility Cured.
lying beside the railroad track, about 30
is lia<l
spent nearly a year Enthusiasm was at its’ highest pitch
rods east of the Burnham passenger
effects
of
Nervous
Lost
and
found
vent
in
and
Vitality,
cheers
as
Debility,
songs
before the beginning of
station. Humors of foul play quickly
or overwork quickly cured
the
overindulgence,
business
world
was
left
behind.
"ming to the State for the
Wonderful Electric gained currency, but all his personal
h r. Carter’s health, after his An enjoyable feature which was intro- by Old Dr. Hallock’s
l’ills. Thorough! y tested for 50 years. Ner- effects were intact, and,Dr. Gridin of
lecided to remain, if possi duced was the contribution of sealed vous Trembling, Tired out, Discouraged, l'ittstield, who was at once sent for,
and daughter were niue- envelopes containing amusing anec- specks before the Eyes, Dizziness, rush of
gives it as his opinion that Mr. Shaw
"iitv-nne, and had true New dotes, short poems, or selections from blood to the head, Weak Nerves, Thin died from heart disease, with which lie
favorite
Flutterwhich
were drawn
>t and energy.
Illood, pale, haggard countenance,
!
writers,
has been afflicted for some time. An inin turn, thus causing a ing Heart and all Nervous troubles cured
s available resources were and read
quest was deemed unnecessary.
the cottage, its belongings, fund of enjoyment of a high order. by Dr. Ilallock's Wonderful Electric Pills,
While out riding near his home Wednervous people.
Try
mental stimulus, however, failed for weak, worn-out
property that paid about The
them; they cure after alse fails. The very nesday afternoon with his wife Mr.
,l!,!i'ed dollars a year.
This to dismiuish the more material#ravings medicine you have been looking for. 81 per Shaw complained that he felt badly,
to which all Ilesh is heir, and the "rapid box, or I! boxes, sufficient to cure most ob•ll "as left after the
and later he exercised quite freely in
expenses
hue. illness and death were speed” which pupils have so success- stinate cases, 85. Sold at drug store or sent
his lawn, lie left home at 8
mowing
all
on
reattained
was
in
from
evidence
the
charges
laboratory,
prepaid,
fully
by
o’clock in the evening to go to the depot
Describe symptoms and
of price.
ceipt
this they had enough ready total annihilation in a
remarkably Free
medical advice givert. Ad- to meet a horseman, talked with a
bii.i the needed seeds and short space of time of a dainty lunch dress personal
1IALL0CK DRUG CO., Court, st., neighbor for several minutes on the
served under the trees, and
temptingly
and
This
poultry
fencing.
street, and was never seen alive again.
Boston, Mass.
Mr. Shaw was a large dealer in hay
carefully laid out and many whichtowould require a “large vocabu"'
describe. At 7 i\ M. the return
lary”
tings” were necessary,
and was a large real estate owner. lie
Waldo
Fairs.
was
County
made, and the gathering was
they made some mistakes, trip
also dealt extensively in horses. His
the well meant advice of unanimously declared to be a red letter
sudden taking-off is greatly deplored in
in
the
of
the
The
and
school.
Waldo
built their hen houses of day
history
County, at Belfast, Sept. 18-10.
Burnham and all neighboring towns,
1,0.
1,1
Waldo and Penobscot, at Monroe, Sept. where he was
Kmmy sacks. But it did not success was due to the untiring efforts
widely known and uniIll!~ to
of the teacher, Miss Mary E. Pierce, 11-12-10. F. II. Bowden, Monroe, secretary.
this
blunder
and
sn;„.
His age was 53
remedy
North Waldo, at Unity.
E. B. Hunt, versally respected.
who is now residing with Mr. and Mrs.
ventilated
buildwell
a wife and one son.
"arm,
and
he
leaves
ii,Ss.
years
Unity,
secretary.
Hartshorn, Highland avenue, Winthrop,
The funeral was held Saturday at 10
West Waldo, at Liberty, W. H. Moody,
tmig rows of vegetables were Mass. [Winthrop Visitor July 13tli.
o’clock, from his late home.
Liberty, secretary.
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---—*-or and banish
“pains
They are “LIFE SAYERS” to girls at
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body
Nc
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
becomes
pleasure. $1.00 PER 1JOX BY MAIL. Sold
by druggists. DR. MOTT’S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland, Ohio
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Farm* and! Family
United States.

Paper
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Kineo Coal Furnaces,

I lie

Believing that every one of our readers should
least one good agricultural and family 1
we have perfected arrangements
whereby 1
we cau semi that practical aud instructive
journai. Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican J<>nrn 1 on remarkably liberal terms
as given below.
Lack of space forbids but a brief
description of the contents of Farm and Home i
which is unequalled for variety and excellence
j
Prominent among its many departments may be
mentioned the Farm anil Harden, Market
Reports, }
Fruit Culture, Plans and Inventions, The Apiary,
Talks with a Lawyer, Around the Hlobe, Live stock
and Dairy, The Poultry Yard, The Question Box
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
Fancy Work, Household Features.
Farm and Home is published sembnionthly, I
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole
|
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming with

Kineo Wood Furnaces

nave at

journal,
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■

|

all the latest and

most

Late

improvements

■

AI AX t'F ACT T 1! K I>

BANGOIi,

R. P. STICK^EY,

Address all orders

cents a

•>

Agent,

Belfast.

year.

4in50

CO.,

Belfast. Me.

j

TANGIN is for women. It won’t cure consumption or
yellow fever, but it will absolutely and unfailingly help
all forms of womanly disease.
It is just the medicine

...THE...

fja Nature intended woman to take when nervous, run
./ down, weak, suffering or when she needed a tonic.
\ You owe it to yourself to know about this medicine.
.?, Send us a postal and we will send you
Free
(J\ Sani]>le, together with a valuable medical treatise

Swan <£SibleyCo.

kJ

on

the diseases of women.

I

JOllrtKliS O F

C*\!N,
FEED,
SEEDS and

GROCERIES
Importers of Salt.

■

dealers iu the fluest

quality of

Anthracite and

•

p

A. M. BIN1NGER & CO.’S Successors,
New York

Vt03lS>

Blacksmith

j

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

33, 35, 37 Front St.. Belfast, Me
TELErHOiVE 4-2.
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HUTCHINS BROTHERS & CO„

|

is

MAINE.

to

THK KKPI78LICA* JOURNAL PUB.

I

j

■'

MEG. CO.,

reliable information that

tor Farm and Home Is 50

■

j

1JY

NOYES & NUTTER

]

J

of the Best Material,

experience and science can supply.
By special arrangement we make for a limited
time the following liberal offer:
fo ail who pay f >r Pie. Republican Journal on
year in advance, #2.00, Farm and Home will be
sent for one year tree. The regular subscription

|

j

A 1.1.

for Fuel.

Proposals

MONUMENTS,

Offk f, **k the School Committee,
.Belfast, Me., July in. won.
In pursuance of tin* instruction from tin* School
Committee, bids on fuel for the coming school
year beginning Septt mber l. are called for.

Belfast,

COAL.
Fifty-live

:>■>, tons egg ;*oal

Maine.

delivered within

c*it\ limit>.
Fleven ill' tons Move coal delivered within city
limits.
Six i«>) tons egg eoal. delivered to east side.
Brick School.
Four and one-half i'4A) tons stove eoal. 3£ tons
egg coal delivered to Head of Tide school.

We have the
and

are

WOOD

sonable

be delivered within the city limits: 7 cords
hard wood, stove; 3A cords soft, or edgings for
kindling; 4 cords of coarse or grate wood.
To !.** delivered at the Brick School—2 cords
hard wood for stove.
White School—1 cords long wood.
City Point School—4A cords long wood. \ e< rd

to

prepared
prices.

Call at
see

kindling.

Board Handing School— 3A cords long wood.
Head of Tide School—1 cord stove wood, A cord

our

largest stock in

town of

granite

promptly

works, Front

steamboat

samples.

street,

near

id marble

a

to do all work in our line

a

id at

rea-

wharf, and

HUTCHINS BROTHERS & CO

kindling.

Poor's Mills School—4 cords long wood, A cord
kindling.
Hayford School—A cords long wood, A cord kindling.
Pitcher School—AA cords long wood. A cord kindling.
All bids must be submitted, sealed, on or before
12 noon. July 30.
Bids for eoal must be at

so

FRED ATWOOD

FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE ULASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
STEAM BOILER INSURANCE AND INSPECTION.
ors,

RENT!
occupied by the
y” and “Banner
C. O. POOR.

Me.

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets

delivered and housed.
The committee reserve the right to reject any
or all bids.
JOHN K. DUNTON,
Secretary School Committee.

The store and office recently
Condon Manufacturing Compa n
Shoe Store.”
Belfast, March 29,1900.—13tf

Winterport,

INSURANCE and REAL ESTATE,

much per ton.

Wood, unless otherwise specified, must he hard,
properly seasoned.
By stove wood is meant 4 feet wood, cut three
times and split.
By long wood is meant 4-feet wood, cut twice,
not split.
Grate wood, cut three times, not split.
Bids may include the whole or any part of wood,

FOR

■

Administrators and Trustees.

Bicycle

1

Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contract

Correspondence solicited.

for Sale.

A lady’s second-hand high grade bicycle, firstclass in every particular. Apply at
THE JOURNAL OFFICE,
Or 37 Spring Street, corner of Cedar.

Real estate

bought and <oId

NOTICE.
All persons indebted to me prior to February 1,
1900. are requested to settle at the store of Mitchell & Trussed, 115 High street.
M. L. MITCHELL.
Belfast, Me.. June 25.1900.—26tf

Searsport every trip during Old Home

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

Thokndike.

Week.

the committees:
Finance. E. Hopkins, Miss 0. J. LawGeorge A. Nieliols is spending two weeks
Miss
Jessie
Nickerson.
rence,
in town.
Invitation. J. A. Colson, L. M. Sarfirst
has
as
1'.
Sweetser
gone
Joseph
gent, Miss Maud B. Colcord.
Program. A. E. Trundy, F. W. Larraofficer of schooner Gladys.
bee, Miss Blancdie T. Nickels; addresses,
Forrest
\V.
Treat
are
occuMrs.
and
K. G. Harbutt, 11. W. Norton, J. A. Clement,
Capt.
J. W. Black.
pying their residence here for a time.
Grounds. W. E. Grinnell, B. O. Sargent,
Carl liarring, wife and son Sedrick of E. A. Sargent.
Iiecoration of Public Buildings. G.
Boston are visiting J. \Y. Black and wife.
A. Bowen, J. B. Sweetser, C. E. Adams, B.
Kev. K. G. Harbutt will be in attendance O. Sargent.
Town Inprovement. N. Roulston, E.
to-day at an ordination service in Freedom.
A. Buker, J. A. Colson, Mial Sarg ent, E.
J. A. Colson is spending his vacation at A
Sargent.
Little Deer Isle, and is no doubt enjoying
Music. C. E. Adams.
Reception. J. W. Black, F. II. Park,
life.
Mrs. N. Roulston.
Fire Works. A. E. Trundy.
Benjamin C. Nichols and wife of Key
Ball Game. F. B. Smith, A. W. Allen,
West, Fla., are guests of D. Y. Mitchell and
A. II. Nichols.
wife.
Religious Services. Rev. R. G. HarMrs. Hannah Ford and daughters and butt, Rev. H. W. Norton.
Clambake.
Captains I. C. Park, A. V.
Miss Millie Ford are in town for their sumNickels. G. A. Carver, F. I. Pendleton, J.
mer vacation.
W. McGilvery, J. B. Nichols.
Miss Louise Leih, Miss
Athletics.
Kev. G. E. Edgett of Belfast was in town
Blanche Ross, Miss Jessie Nickerson, R. P.
a few hours one day last week, the guest of
Nichols, Scott Blanchard, Hr. F. S. Eveleth,
F. F. Black.
Kev. H. W. Norton.

Following

Miss Annie Morrow, who has been visiting friends here, returns to her home in
lioxbury this, Thursday, afternoon.

WEST SEARSPORT

Jliss Mary West
Howard.

Mrs. Susan M. Craig and Miss Lucy raiof Belfast were the guests of their sister. Mrs. Geo. f. smith, the past week.

The ladies of the i'ong'1 society will give
lawn party on the church grounds this,
Thursday, afternoon from 5 to 7 o'clock.

Buck sport
Manley Foote, who was
recently, reports the McKay & *I>ix ship
yard as one of the busiest places he has
visited in a long time.
P. Nickels has been placed in
Alexander which will
of coal for the government
China.

Mr. W. H. Nickerson, who resides just
the line in Swanville, has been dangerously ill, but is improving.

Quite a delegation from this place attended the barn dance at A. T. Crosby's in South
Swanville Saturday night,July 14th, and had

who has been living
•at Boston for several years, arrived with
her household goods by steamer Penobscot
Sunday and will make her home with her

Mari?. 3. Field,

a

lake Wachusett—the first school cadets in
Massachusetts to go into camp.
Prescott and wife have received
notice by telegram of the death of Mr. Prescott" sister, Mrs. Lucretia Edminster, at
The\ left Tuesday
Etna snnday night.
in.-rndig to be present at the funeral.
A.

McGilvery Post,

G.

A.

R., feel

_rateful to Capt. G. A. Carver, who
>d them, through l»r. E. Hopkins,
with a beautiful American flag, size 12x1*.
Tim ting wiii Iih 'ii"piayed for the first time
n!; th** liberty pole during old Home Week.
,ei\

The tennis court is in good order for playSubscription for gentlemen, sl.oO,
Indies. :,<! cent" ior the season. Visitors in
town for onh a slant time will be accorded
the r."o of the court free on application to
Mi. llarbutt. to whom also the subscriptions
be paid.

v.

WE GUARANTEE PRO.VSPT DELIVERY,
CORRECT WEIGHT AND CAREFUL.

33. 35 and 37 Front Street,

Home

!r;ir to my heart
childhood.”

Belfast

TELETHONE 34-2

SHIP

DELIVtlo

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY
3m >0

NEWS.
BELFAST

PRICE

CCKRENT.

PORT OF BELFAST

[Corrected Weekly for The Journal.]
Produce Market.
\'Prices raid Producer•
AKRIVFD.
io.ooai2.no
1.00 Hav p ton,
Apples # bu.,
July ll>, Sch. Harriet Rogers, Lynani, j
It.,
Oaoi
dried, # ft. 5at; Hides
Seal Harbor.
12
2.40 Lamb \> tb.
Beans, pea.
25a.35
2.40 Lamb Skins.
medium.
July 22. Sells. Mentora, Rich, Bangor; I'.
tb.
6
YtT eyes,
2.40 Mutton
M. Bonney, Burgess, Vinalhaven.
bu.. 32 tb. 25(235
10a 18 Oats
Butter# ft.
July 25. Sch. Sadie Wileutt, Boston.
bu..
Beef # ft
30@35
Og<l Potatoes
40a 4f> Hound Hog.
5£
Barley # bu.,
SAILED.
0.00 «7.00
10* Straw $> ton.
Cheese# ft.
in Turkey $4 tb.
10a.1T
July 10, Sclirs. Sarah L. Davis, Fatter- Chicken # ft.,
Ua3
50S75 Tallow p lb.,
I shall, Old Harbor to h ad for New York; F. Calf Skins.
t»a7
it>.
14a in Veal
M. Bonney, Burgess, Vinalhaven; Harriet Duck # ft.
22
in Wool, unwashed.
doz..
#
Kfsgs
Rogers, Lynani, Seal Harbor.
3.005T4.00
loall Wood, hard.
Fowl # ft.
3.50a4.00
(Jeese # ft.
i;>gl' Wood. solt.
AMERICAN’ PORTS.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

are

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK,

lit toil Market.
Burnham. Mr. W. L. Shaw a prominent
Jtet.aU J’riw.
New York, July 17. Ar., soli. K. L. Waryo«l.oo
Mil.,
business man of Burnham was found dead ren, Bangor; is,ar., schs. Isaiah K.Stetson, Beef, corned. ^ ft- s.aio I.inn*
4-af»
Meal
Oat
lb,
Butter
14
Salt,
ft. ls.a-JO
near the M. C. R.
track about 30 rods Trask, Baracoa; Electa Bailey, Clay, Bath; Corn
ft.,
Onions
4-n.O
p bu..
Fred Gower, Sargent, Paspabiac, N. B.; id,
Cracked Corn f:> bu.. r>s Oil. Kerosene, gal..l'*al4
north of the Station, Thursday morning,
ar., sch. Menawa, Bangor; sld, barks Ma- Corn Meal V* bu..
4a
">$ ■Polloek & It.,
Marriner and wife.Fred Winken and July loth. We are informed that Mr. Shaw tanzas, Havana; Olive Thurlow, Newport Cheese *> ft.
9
14alo I’ork t> lb,
bbl..
1.1.'-:
sch.
Plaster
Seed
i.:c»
News;
20,
CamCotton
e\vi..
sld,
Mary Langdon,
^
wife (formerly Miss Elms) are visiting at left his home about 8 i*. m. Wednesday eveden. Me.: 25, ar., schs. Susan N. Pickering, » edtish. dry.
.>as iKye .Meal p lb,
ft.
Charles Wellman's.
COUNTY CORRESPONDENCE.
ning and told his folks that he was going to Fernandina; Gen. Adelbert
l or.
IT jSliorts fci out..
Ames, St. Cranberries <|t.. 10S14
«7
Sugar& lb.
meet a man at the train.
He was last seen j Simons; sld. schs. Pendleton Brothers, Clover Seed.
Prospect Ferry. J. A. Brewster and
bn..
r>.ooa..v.o Sait. T. i..
Flour
bbl.,
0
Mokhu.i.. Mrs. Wesley Wiggin of Hock-' wife and little daughter Clara «»f Camden by a lady who lived near the station, and Philadelphia: Puritan, Virginia; passed C.H.Seed fd'U..
1.0- [Sweet Potatoes,
Cit\ Island, schs. K. F. Hart, Bangor for Lard
.1
u'J Wheat Meal.
F lb.
port, Mass., and her son are visiting her are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Heagan. with whom he passed a few words, saying New York; Kit Carson, do. for do.: FlorIt seems ence Leland, Richmond, Me., for do.
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Silas Storer.Miss
( apt. A. S. Wilson arrived home from that his head did not feel well.
BORN.
Delaware Break water, Juh 2n. sld, sch.
Kula Tibbetts of Massachusetts has been New York last Sunday and will spend sev- that Mr. Shaw must have become suddenly
Wesley M. oler, New London for Bruns.''pending the last two or three weeks with eral days with his family—Miss Lizzie P. dazed and instead of going to the station as wick: 22, ar.. sell. Maud snare, Frankfort
liia.i.aim». In Alontv'.lle. July Is. to Air. and
All-. Flijah Belgard. a son.
her friend, Mi>s Mabel Hatch.Miss i Wilson is at home from
Bangor on her sum- he intended he turned t<> the right and went for Philadelphia.
In Tremout duly 1J. b* All .:11*l
Boston, July 2o. sld, sch. Sarah W. Law- ! ( \m>\<;i
Bertha Hor'fses from Belfast is visiting her 1 mer vacation—Mrs. J. B.
Twombly and up the railroad track some thirty rods, where rence, Carter, Newport News; 2:>, sld, sell, An -. Willis B. Camlage. a i.augliter.
Iu Bn oksvillt*. duly to, t<> Mr. and
j
Lillie
Cxmpp.lll.
Mrs.
Charles
his
lifeless
aunt,
Grey.Mrs.
body was found Thursday morn- Levi S. Andrews, Fernandina.
her two daughters, Maude and Jna, visited
Airs, dame- <'ampbeil. a son.
Brown is at the Maine General Hospital at Mrs. Eldeii Pendleton in Stockton last week. ing.
His sudden and unexpected death
Philadelphia, July 17. cld, sell. Lyman! cl urn:i-1
In Winter Harbor, duly b'.. to All
M. Law. Blake, New London : is, ar., sell and Alls. Heiirv Crabtree, a son.
Portland.... Mrs. L. H. Cider is spending
.lames Berry of Boston arrived on last has been a great shock t<» the people of this
(i ifini*i.i..
Iii I’enoiiseot, duly U. to All and
E. Friend. Lanesville; 2o, ar.. sell.!
Lucy
a few weeks at
Xortliport Camp Ground. Sunday's boat and will spend one week at plaje with whom he has done much busi- Nimbus, Bath : ild, sell Gov. Ames,
Keuben (.riudle, a son.
Bangor: j Airs.
1.1 Mil. Ill I *. Ulobseot. dllly 14. b> All*, and All's.
Quite a number of our villagers are so- the Berry farm with his mother—Mrs. ness. The funeral services were held July 2:’>, ar., sch Annie Lord, Mt. Waldo.
Untold Loach, ;t son.
Baltimore, July 20.
\r., sch. Young
journing there.Everett Nash is very Annie Pevereaux is in poor health. She is 2lst at his late residence, Rev. L. W. Toons
In stonington, duly a. to Alt. ml
Wi'iismi.
Airs, lle/.ekiah H. Webster, a son.
of Pittsfield officiating.
The immediate Brothers, Snow, Washington, D. C.
poorly and confined to his bed. He is cared attended by Pi Emerson of Bucksport
Portland, Ju'y 17. Ar., sell. S. M. Bird,
for by his aunt, Mrs. Maddox of Xorridge- Misses Evelyn Crocker and Grace Mont- family of the deceased have the sympathy Yeazie, Brunswick, Ga.
MARRIED.
of a large circle of friends in this their sa l
wock. A pound party and fund for his ben- gomery of Bucksport called on Mrs. J. A.
Bucksport, July 15. Sld, sell. Hannah
Coomer. Ponce; IP, sld, sch. Hattie 11. Harefit was started last week, to which our citi- Brewster at Mrs. N. .1. Bengali's last Sun- bereavement.
Kmmons Blown. Iu Belfast. July is, by U<
bor, Philadelphia; lb, ar., sch. J. Y. Welzens responded liberally—Mr. and Mrs.
C. K. Kdgett. Hariy A. Fieumns and Alls- Alaude
day— Mrs. Emma Luke and her mother,
Unity. Mrs. Frank Tenney and little son lington, Patteishall, Perth Amboy.
A. Brown, both of Belfast.
is. Ar., sch. George B.
Herman Merriam are rejoicing over their Mrs. Harriet Perkins, spent Friday with
Bangor,
July
from < >ronn. who have been spending several
lsii-Fiw is. Iu Libenyville Centre, by Uev.
Ferguson, New York : sld., sell. Sadie < orey. T. l' U.
Kish and l.eimra M.
IVnteei»—t. Artlim I
friends in Sandypoint.Yrtliur Grindle weeks in
eight-pound girl.
town, returned home last week_ Newport: Id, ar., schs. July Fourth. Port Lewis, both ot Liberty ill** Centie.
Monkui:. Capt. Arthur Holt of Lamoine, of Bangor and Miss Martha E. llarriman Mrs. Llewellyn Webb, who arrived here Johnson: Omaha, Dorr, Jersey City; sld,
Foo t -1'li: \ i. In Sea.-port, duly IS. by lb \.
sell Webster Barnard, Atwood,
R. II. W. Norton, Arthur Al. Foote of Bo-ton and
who has just returned from a foreign vox- spent last Sunday at their old home—Hen- from the west several
days ago, stopped a L: 21, ar., schs. Maleom Baxter,Newport.
Jr., Phila- Minnie M. Treat of Searspoit.
age, has visited his brother. Hr. 11. A. Holt. ry Overlook, wife and daughter of Stock- short time with Mrs. W. A.
In .Northport. duly _’l. at the
All i.u n Homa
Giles, after delphia; Henry R. Tilton, do.: sld. sch. residence
<»f the bride'- mot her. All-. Alary 1 n»dg>
Mrs. Marion Brown from Cambridge. ton, called on Mrs. N. J. Heagan last Friday. which she went to her father's in
Win. B. Palmer, Baltimore: 22, ar., sell.
Troy_ Andrew
A.
Frederick
I»i*-key. F-q.. Frne-t M- lien and
Jersey City;, sld., sch. by
Mass., has been at A. 11. Mayo's a few days.
Ails- Ft he U. 1 lodge, both <*1 Northport.
Winter port. Mrs. Elijah Geteliell of Mrs. Mae Flair from Boston, Mass., and her Melissa Nebinger,
Trask, New York; 24, sld, sell. j Towns AisiM.wi*. In searsoort. duly Jl,
.Joseph Palmer and wife are in North- China and her daughter, Mrs. Alice Hall of sister's daughter, Sibyl, are the guests of Hattie McG. Buck, New York.
at the Al. F. par>nuage. by U*•.. il. W. Norton,
port l'nr a week’s outing... Mrs. Palmer, Lisbon Falls, former residents of this place, Mr. and Mrs. K. I>. Chase at present....
Brunswick, Ga.. July 17. Ar., sch. Eliza j Walter F. Towa*rs ami Alls- l.tiey A. Au-piand.
ot Searsnort.
both
J. Pendleton1, Philadelphia; sld. sell. Gen.
mother of F. L. Palmer, had quite an ill were in town last week and called on
\\
Iu Soar-port, duly Jl. by
m .'Lipin
many Services were held at the church last Sun- Adelbert
Ames, New York : Id, sld, sells. F. I: Uev. nn
turn last week which left her very feeble,
U. c. Harbutt. Willard I*. .> lnttmii of Searsas
usual. Prof. Lothrop occupied the C. Pendletoi Burgess, New York :
of their old friends. They were the guests day
Mary L. port and (5 race C. Tripp of Frankfort.
as she is s.-> years old— Hay in this section
The W. C. T. U., Organized a short Crosby, Bath; 20, sld, sch. Charlotte T.
Mr. Walter Blais- pulpit
of Mrs. George Grant
is turning out light.
Some claim that they dell and Pr. Silas Blaisdell of New York time ago, meets
Sibley, Darien.
every Wednesday afternoon
DIED.
Fernandina, July 17. Sld, sch. Austin D.
have about a half crop "from a good year’s were in town a few
days last week. They It is hoped that a goodly number will t? Knight, New York.
Miss Lena Patterson lias been fail- and their
yield
Mr. and M rs.
Washington, D. ( ., July IS. Cld., sch.
brother, Mr. Philo Blaisdell, who present at the next meeting
Cum kkit. Iii Uoekland, duly 1-. Melvina T.
Nelson Curtis, while is
ing the past week
Tapper*. wife of .lonatban Croekett. aged 4b
visiting here, contributed liberally to the George Grant are happy. It is a nice boy, Young Brothers, Snow,lb.Baltimore.
Jacksonville, July
Cld., sch. Grace years. 4 months and JJ days.
Fred Hunt was in Banraking hay with a horse rake last week, was repairing of the town clock
Mr. Houston born July 22nd
Ckoss. Iii Searsmont. duly JJ. Llewellyn < ro--.
Davis, Dodge, Philadelphia.
thrown off by the horse kicking and his left of the firm of Houston A Henderson of Bos- gor last week
Arthur Thompson and
Port Reading, July is. Cld., schs. Lizzie aged 4.‘» years. *> mouths and day11 vss'ki.i.. In Belfast, duly Jo, Harriet Hass.dl.
leg was badly bruised. It is hoped no bones ton, was the guest of Lewis Atwood las: family moved to Plymouth last week, where Lane, Closson, Bangor; Mary Langdon, aged
77 years and if. days.
Camden:
ar., sch. Mark Pendleton. New
are broken... .Jackson Curtis ha." a severe
.iu.i,.
In Vinalhaven. duly 17. Jam Hall,
week
Judge Fling and wife of Bristol, N. he is to make shoemaking and barbering York; cld.,2c,sch.
Penobscot. Brewer; 2.4, cld, aged t*l years ami 11 months.
cold and lias been under the doctor’s hands II., <>. F. Fellows, Esq., and wife of Bucks- his business. K. K. Adams did the moving. sch.
Hkovi. In Fort Knox, duly 17. Leopold Hegyi,
Maggie Mulvey, Hampden.
the past week.
Several others are afflicted port, Master Frank Fellows and Miss May
lion. Wm. P. Thompson of Belfast was
New London, Ct., July in. Ar., sch. aged 7*! years. 4 months and 17 days.
Al« Tali \m>. In Northboro. Mass.. .Imo jb.
with these colds.Mr. Mason and wife of Pittman, were the guests of Pr. Fellows in town on business recently
Mrs. W. E. Lyman M. Law, Philadelphia.
ley K. White, widow of Nathaniel M< Farlaiul of
id.
Pascagoula,
Ar., sch. Lizzie B. West
Hancock, aged s."> years, 4 mouths and
Bangor, the latter formerly Hattie Nealley, last Friday_Herbert Hutchings is at Luce and children went to Augusta last Willey. Rivers,July
New York.
days.
visited her aunt, Mrs. B. A. Xye, recently. home from Boston for a vacation
San Francisco, Cal., July l;:. Sld, May
Mrs. week to visit relatives—The summer visitSnki.l. In Arequipa, Camden, duly 1J. Fli/.aMissS. A. Mansur, who broke her wrist, Herbert Holmes and two children of Fall ors are still coming to town.
Windermere Flint, Woodside, Seattle; Hi, cld, ship Emily belli Snell ot Bangor.
F. Whitney. Honolulu.
Snow. In North Bucksport. duly 17. Mai \ 1
is doing well although it has been very River are visiting Mrs. Flora Gilman
is getting to be quite a resort, and its faciliNorfolk, July 21. Sld, sch. Nathaniel T. Snow aged .AO years, months and 17 days.
Thompson.* In North Searsmont. duly 17.
a.
was
in
town
painful—c.
MoKenney
Mr. George Snow met with quite a serious ties for fishing and boating can hardly be Palmer, Hardy, Portland.
Harry Thompson, aged 7f> years, b months and JJ
Salem, July 22. Sld, sch. Henry Whit- days.
Sunday looking after his large farm here. accident while working on the town clock, surpassed by any of the towns around.
ney, Modoc for New York.
Walls. Iu Searsmont, dune is. Fliza, wife of
Islesboro. Never is the history of the; by which he lost a part of one finger—
Stockton Springs.
Buckboard rides
Rockland, Me., July id. Ar., schs. Mag- Jacob Walls of Searsmont, aged 84 years.
Mrs. C. E. Shaw of Calais is visiting her sis- are very much in favor in our village just at gies. Hart, Farrow, Sydney, C. B.; Grace
Wkst.
In Bucksport, duly 17. Mary Flleii
town have there been so many visitors as at
West, aged 4J years, b months and 1J days.
the present time. The Inn at Dark Harbor ter, Mrs. Stella Curtis—Quarterly meeting present.
One was enjoyed on the evening Webster, and Nautilus, New York.
Wilson. In Somerville, Alass, duly is. Fverard
FOREIGN PORTS.
is full, and many applicants are unable to services were held at the Methodist Church of the 17th by a company of young ladies...
Irving Wilson, aged 4 years. I month and J4 days.
Anjer, July is. Passed, ship Manuel
secure accommodation.
The cottages now Sunday, conducted by Rev. \X. W. Ogier Capt. K. W. Dahl of Copenhagen, Den|
Llaguno, New York for Hong Kong.
CAUCUS NO l ICES.
occupied are those of J. B. Brackett, Balti- of Camden. Miss Eleanor Barrett of Bos- mark. arrived Wednesday for a visit to his
Havana, July 1:5. Ar, sch. Jose Olaverri,
ton, who was the guest of Miss Ettie Lit- old American home.Master Foster Hewett, New York.
more; J. T. Atterbury, New York ; Henry
Mn.vrvn.KK. Tin* Republicans «-t Montville
Sydney, N. S. W., June Hi. In port,ships are requested to meet at tin* North Ridge meetS.'Howe, Boston; Dr. George Shattuck, tlefield over Sunday, led the Epwortli Lea- I Crocker of Belfast is spending a few days
ing house in said town, on Saturday, duly _’s. ltxio,
Boston ; Rev. Dr. Wm. Prall, Albany, N. Y.; gue service in the evening, which was very with his grandfather, John Mudgett_ Great Admiral, Sterling, for Newcastle and at t» o'clock i*. m.. to choose sj\ delegates to at
Honolulu;
Shenandoah, Harvey, for San tend the County Convention to be holden at BelDr. Wm. II. Draper, Sr., New York; Dr. pleasing to her many friends. Miss Little- Mrs. Minnie M. Foster of Orrington is vis- Francisco.
fast. August
1!HK>.
Wm. H. Draper, Jr., New York ; Herman field accompanied Miss Barrett to Water- iting her brother, S. B. Merrithew
Gibraltar, July Id. Sld, brig Lenora, MunPer Order Tow n ( o.mmi ri kk.
A
Montville.
lb. A. I>. I’.hio.
roe,
Brunswick,
Ga.,
seeking.
duly
A. Lewis, Philadelphia; T. Homer, Ger- ville Monday....Mrs. .FIye of Kingman is
fatal accident occurred at Fort Point last
Honolulu, July 5. Sld. ship Hcnrv B.
mantown. Pa.: Charles N. Platt, Sr., Phila- visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. W. Hatch,
j Sunday morning, when Isaac 11. Cook, a Hyde, New York : 14, sld, ship A. G. Ropes.
Noimii'oiM, The Kepubhcans of Northport
New York.
will meet in caucus ui the Wood school house Sat- ;
delphia; Clias. N. Platt, Jr., Philadelphia;
young man about twenty years of age, fell
•Skarsmont. Eben Cobb spent last week
Sld, ship Luzon, unlay evening, duly -js. p.mo. to choose three deleKahului, S. I., July
George Phi Her, President 1st National
from the new wharf into the water and
in 1‘ortlaml.Mrs. Jennie Haskell Stover
Philadelphia; «5, in port, ship Emily Reed, gates to the Republican County Convention in
Bank, Philadelphia; Dexter Tiffany, St.
was drowned.
Belfast, August -jil
It is supposed his head was from Tacoma.
and two children of New bury port. Mass.,
Per order Town Committee.
Louis; Geo. S. Silsbee, Boston; James
struck in the fall, as he never rose to the
D. C. <: 1:1 n i. \\\. Secretary.
are at the Nevens Mouse for a week—Miss
Lawrence, Groton, Mass.; Rev. Dr. LeighMaud Reader of Auburn is visiting her surface, although a line swimmer, and
Skai:s.mii.\
r.
The
Republicans of Scarsmon t
Mrs.
Louise
ton*Tarks, Boston;
when he finally was reached with grapplingMinturn,
are requested to meet at D B. Cobb & Son's store
aunt, Mrs. H. E. Holmes, for the summer.
!
New York : Dr. Lewis Starr, Philadelphia;
on
irons life was extinct. He leaves a father’
at seven o'clock i* vi.. to
-js.
Saturday,
duly
is
of
Joseph Stickney of Portland the guest
choose five delegates to attend the County ConDr. Daniels, Boston; B. C. Riggs, New
and
sister
to whom the sympathy
brother,
vention to be holden at Belfast. August
i-.ioo.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Brown... .Horace
of the community is extended in this sad
York; George Nowell, Philadelphia; Dr.
Pi k hui'Kit.
Ripley was standing on the bridge lishing
Searsmont. dulv ‘21. P.nki.
F. <
of
Shattuck, Boston; Wm. R. Rupee, when the rail
widow
the
late
Lewis
the
Re-Echoes
Sentiments
of
loss—Isabel,
Only
gave way and he fell into the
Boston; Dr. II. 11. Derby, New York, with river. He was saved from drowning by Mudgett, died at her home Sunday a. m., at
The Republicans of Morrill are re
Mokrikk.
’thousands in our Republic.
the age of 89.
his daughter and son-in-law, Prof. Samuel
quested to meet at the (irange Hall, in Morrill.on
She had been in failing
Charles Jones.Llewellyn L. Cross was
Saturday, duly _’sth. at 7 o'clock e. vk. to choose
K. Tucker, Columbia Cniversity, N. Y.;
health
for
The
Belfast
is
asked
several
but
had
been
conreader
to
years,
thoroughly in- three delegates to attend the County Convention j
and
Miss Maria Chapin, New York ; J. P. Valle, born in Searsmont, January IS, 1855,
lined to the bed only a few days, lying in an vestigate the following. This can readily be done, to be holden at Belfast August '2d. at to o'clock in ;
Also to choose a town committee [
Philadelphia: E. 11. Harding, Boston; Dr. died July 22, WOO. Most of his life was unconscious condition and
for
is published the forenoon.
th«»
whose
statement
gentleman
taking no nourfor the year l'.KL’.
J. Wilmer Biddle, Philadelphia; W. N. spent in his native town, where he was an
below
will
be
to answer any
too
Ter
Order »»f Town Committee.
pleased
only
Ross, Philadelphia; Markoe & Caldwell, honored citizen and tilled many important ishment. She was the mother of a large
Morrill, duly 2:;, p.mo.
communication mailed to him, not from idle cm i- !
Philadelphia; David Scull, Overbrook, Pa.;
of children, seven of whom survive
family
osity. but if the writer really suiters from the
George Bird, New York ; L. K. Wilmerbing, otiices with much credit. He was on the
New York, (of the firm of Wilmerbing *v Board of Selectmen for three successive her, three being residents of our village, annoying consequents which always attend inacCLASS CONVENTIONS.
viz.Mrs.
L.
M.
Mrs.
S.
II.
7d
and
of
business
7s
Partridge,
Leonard
Bisset, places
tive or weakened kidneys. Head carefully what
years, and only the management of a large
The Republican voters of the representative
St., N. Y., and 10 Pamure street, Dundee,
and Miss Fannie, who cared for her Mr. C. L. Allen who lives in Somerset eounfy, class
West,
composed of the towns of Burnham, .lackScotland.) The Williamson cottage is un- dairy farm prevented his continuing in mother in her
declining years. Mrs. Mud- I near Canaan P. <)., between Skowhegauand Pitts- son, Knox. Thorndike. Troy and Unity arc relie tilled the chair of Master of
occupied this season, the owner being in office,
to send delegates to meet in convention
quested
field
had
troubled
a
was
woman
of
most
me
a
estimable charsays: “My kidneys
great at Fuller’s Hall in Unity, AVedm-sday, August
Europe.The price of real estate is Quantabacook Lodge of F. and A. Masons, gett
1, 11)00, at .1 o’clock 1*. AI., for the purpose of
rapidly rising. A building lot of two and was master of Victor
acter, quiet and domestic in her tastes, and deal for a long time. At night I could not lie in
four
Grange
years,
a half acres
bed on account of pain through the small of my nomin^ing a candidate for representative to the
joining Dr. Derby's, facing
a faithful and devoted wife and mother.
j Legislature. Also to elect a class committee and
Gilkey's harbor, which could have been and was honored and beloved by all its Mrs.
back. It was difficult for me to stoop or do any
to transact any other business that may properly
Joseph Thompson has recently sufferbought for $J,000 two years ago, is now members. He was a member of Appleton
I found great relief in the use of Doan’s come before the convention. The basis of reprelifting.
ed several shocks,and lies in a very critical
held at $12,000.Yacht races take place
of Odd Fellows and an official memLodge
Kidney Pills. 1 was not annoyed at night since ! sentation will be the same as in the county conLast
afternoon.
Saturday
every Saturday
vention. thus giving Burnham 1 delegates.'dackcondition at the time of writing—Geo.
ber of the Baptist chbrch. His life was exusing them and I sleep well. My wife was troubled son 3, Knox 3. Thorndike 3, Troy 3 and Unity 4.
over twenty yachts were in the race, and
Per order Republican Class Committee.
that of Dr. Daniel's took the lead.. ..Among emplary and consistent, and when the end Moulton, after a week's stay in town, re- with backache and other symptoms of kidney
M. T. Doim.e, Chairman.
turned to Boston Tuesday—Bills are post- complaint. After using Doan’s Kidney Pills she
the persons of note in .town is Bishop came he was
With everything of
W. H. Roi.fk, Secretary.
ready.
Doane, who is the guest of the Rev. Dr.
ed for the Sylvan Street social at Denslow agrees with me in believing them to be a reliable
Me., duly 14, ltHX).
Troy,
to
life
make
desirable,
advantage
worldy
in
N.
Y
A
Prall, rector
Albany,
large
medicine.”
folHall
this
with
the
kidney
(Thursday) evening,
number of former residents of the town are his removal from active life is one of those
.lust such emphatic endorsement can be had
toonr short- lowing program: Black Face Melange of
The Republican voters of the representative
visiting their old home. Among them are providences involved in mystery
Frank Hatch and wife of Boston; Miss Eva sighted vision. His friends now can only Ebony farce, and Belles in the Kitchen; right here in Belfast. Call at Edmund Wilson’s class composed of the towns of Lineolm llle,
A
one
wife,
Searsmont. Belmont. Northport and Islesboro are
store and ask what customers report.
Fletcher of Melrose; Capt. Ephraim E. “see through a glass darkly.”
drug
Coon Songs (of
in convention at the town house
Pendleton and w ife of Boston; F. S. Pen- son and live brothers remain to mourn their Clog Dancing; Up-to-date
Sold for 50 cents per box at all dealers. Foster- requested to meet
in Lineolnville. on Tuesday, duly 31. at 3 o’clock
dleton and family of Brooklyn: Judson loss. The funeral services took place Wed- which the feature will be the Juveniles): Milburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the in the
afternoon, for the purpose of nominating a
lfev.
G.
M.
p.
M.
at
the
church,
Gilmore's
Virginia Cake-Walk; Dancing,
Pendleton, M. I), of Brooklyn; W. S. Pen- nesday
candidate for representative to the Legislature.
United States.
dleton of New York; Miss Ziluha Williams Bailey officiating, with Masonic honors at music; ice cream and cake; admission,
Also to transact any other business that may
Remember the name—DOAN’S—and take no
Let us give them a good house,
of Salem; Miss Evelyn A. Pendleton of the grave. Victor Grange attended in a one dime.
properly come before said convention.
Per Order of Committee.
substitute.
body. There were beautiful Moral tributes. in the interest of the V. I. S.
South Framingham.

Henry Marriner, wife and
daughters Sibyl and Bernice of Newton
Centre, Mass., and Llewellyn Marriner of
Butler Hospital, R. I., are visiting Geo. W.
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Week

Association.

Hon. dames D. Pendleton. President: d. A.
Clement, d. W. Black, Vice Presidents;1
A. 11. Nichols, Secretary: c. E. Adams,
|
Treas. c. D. Sawyer. B. n. Sargent, F. II. \
Park. Executive Committee.
■‘H-

Lehigh Coal 25 cents per ton higher.

—

Mrs. J »r. Sellers ami Miss Mildred shute.
Old

5.75
5.75

discount of 2.1 cents per ton will be made from the above prices to ,i
CASH settlement within 10 (lays from delivery of their coal, provided tl,lots, o: more, are placed before September 1st, and are ready to receive
convenience any time before November 1st.

—

SKCOXI).

Accompanist.",

Scar*i>ort

Dump van
$6 OO
8.00

A

—

to

“Mr. Brown has His Hair Put,”
Miss Agnes Park
s0i0j “The Bosery," Miss danie Curtis
Kecitation. selected. Miss Mabel 11 agar
Whistling Solo, “The Mountain Spring,"
Miss Lizzie Whitcomb
"The star spangled Banner,” with
realistic effect.

r>.

Deliver. ,!

for Fuel,

Proposals
< ill- I • I

S- il.'
111
lil I I H. >11
111 pel Sliaiiee of file lllstniel
Committee. bids on fuel for
>

1

beginning Sept, tuber

ye.u

COAL.

—

Kecitation,

r».

Prices at
Wharf.

Chestnut Coal.$o85
Stove
5 85
5.60
K«*
Furnace
5.60

—

sketch from the “Village Postmaster," I
Sarah Drinnell, llarriette Webber, ]
Lew rmie Nichols, Inez Buker, Irene
Sullivan. Laura
Trundy, Mildred
Bowen. Shirley Carter.

/.

and WOODVILLE STEAM

•*

—

Mrs. Putnam.

4.

ELK GARDEN CUMBERLAND.

Fifty-live

55••

limits.
city
Kle\ ell lli

1 oris

egg

tuns Mow

limits.
six ,<;■ tons egg ..a!, .i.
Brick School.
ioi.
Four ami one bait c
egg coal lielivere.l to Head
WOOD

—

Church,”
Little Mamie Sylvester.
“Tom's
Little
Kecitation,
Star,”

2.

vicinity

known coals.

LACKAWANNA, LATTIMER LI HIGH.

—

FIRST.

Quartette.
lb-citation, “Doing

PART

following well

PLYMOUTH VEIN,

—

Miss Eunice Whittum.

3.

We offer to the citizens of Belfast and

—

many imitation baking
powder, made from alum, mostly
sold cheap. Avoid them, as they
make the food unwholesome.

There

Z'1

—

Quartette. “Dreams of Pong Ago,"
Albert Kane, Edward Porter, Tenors,
Fred Saw yer, Dr. F.s. Eveleth, Bassos.
Mrs. Putnam.
Creeling.
Kecitation, “Flying dim’s Past Leap," I
1

4
5.

Quality, Thoroughly Prepared Co{
the

—

The benefit given Mrs. Prud’e N. Putnam
at Union Hall last Thursday evening was
very successful, netting her about sixty
dollars, a deserved tribute to one who has
always held herself in readiness to assist
Followany and every worthy local object.
lowing is the program :

2.
.3.

First

—

Next Sunday will bo Quarterly Mooting
day with the M. F. Church iu this village.
a. m : preaching at
“Love Feast" at
lo:4o a. m. h\ Rev. T. F. Jones, P. F... followed with sacrament of Lord's Supper.
On Monday evening, July noth. Rev. T. F.
Jones will hold the 2nd Quarterly ConferAll official members are lequested to
ence.
be present.

PART

”

YOUR WINTER’S COAL.

...

Members of the 20th Maine Regiment
have received notice of the lath reunion of
tlieir regimental association at Bhiehill
Any. loth, rain or shine, steamer Castine
;> advertised to leave Lewis wharf, Belfast,
at
and Searsport at o, arriving at Blueliil! a: ’.'.:;ua. m. and leaving on the return
Fare si for the rouml trip.
at s.:;u p. m.

3.

Baking Powder

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUY

—

ing.

due may

Royal

pleasant time,

Mrs. Eliza Nickerson of Knox, widow of
Reuben Nickerson of Swanville, who has
reached the advanced age of U3 years, was
in town recently visiting her old neighbors
and friends.
She was accompanied by
Mrs. Nickerson
James Grover of Brooks.
is very smart for one of her years. She
rode 20 miles and made two visits in one day
—one with Miss Alice Kane and one with
Mrs. 11. T. Scribner of this town.

brother, Chesley Mathews.
Ralph G. Richardson is 1st .Sergeant of the
company of Leominister High school cadets. They are camping on the shore of

Freeman

very

worth

Powder
assures the finest and
most wholesome, food.

over

programme

many

Royal,Baking

Mrs. Nelson Thomas of Frankfort has
been here of late as the guest of her daughter, Mrs. XI, A. Felker.

steamer

superior

is recognized at once as the
brand of great name, the powder
of highest favor and reputation.
Everyone has absolute confidence in the food where Royal
is used.
Pure and healthful food is a
matter of vital importance to
every individual.

Edward Blake, while in the employ of
Charles Eames, July 17th, received a severe
sun stroke.

The Journal.

s

“

is working for Colby

haying.

The ladies of the Methodist Society are
preparing to hold a “Calico Carnival" in
their vestry Thursday evening, Aug. 2nd.
in the next issue of
look for
Mrs.

NEWS.

Kev. P. 0. Andrews is in West Winterport in the employ of Mr. Frank Porter,

in

are

brands of baking
powders, but

Our farmers are quite busy haying.
Some report about half a crop from last
year.

Orr and James A. Cross, who
are connected with the Boston Police Station No. 4. accompanied by their families,
are at Mrs. Webber's.
s.

to

There

fast.

Admission lf» cents.

had lived in town for several years. He
was a boy of pleasant disposition and well
liked by his schoolmates....D. B. Flint and
wife anil Isaac Flint of Bangor passed Saturday night at their old home.
Sunday
they called at H. M. Higgins', and returned
to Bangor Sunday evening_Charles Monroe and son Bert passed a few days last
week at L. G. Monroe’s_Alfred Howard
and wife visited at their old home in Montville last Thursday, the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. V P. Bennett ...Misses Alice Thompson and Edith Harmon spent Sunday
in
Montville—llerscliel W. Lewis and wife
of Essex, Mass., are passing a few weeks
with Ross C. Higgins_Joseph Hubbard
of Lawrence, Mass., is the guest of J. 11.
Stevens—Edwin Rand and wife of Unity
were the guests Saturday of Dr. and Mrs.
Porter Hurd ...L. G. Monroe and daughter
passed last Sunday with Mr. and Mrs.
Janies Monroe in Waterville_Miss Evelyn
C. Higgins passed several days last week in
Unity, the guest of Miss Ruth Berry_
Frank Hobbs and wife of Bangor and Mrs.
Almon Roberts of Waldo called on friends
in town Sunday
J. S. Files is visiting
relatives in Bangor—Mrs. Ashley Ward of
Burnham passed Sunday with her uncle, J.
II. Stevens—Edward Porter and wife of
Portland are boarding for a few weeks with
Mr. and Mrs. S. A. Coffin—Charles Cox
and daughter passed Sunday with Mr. C.'s !
parents in Montville—William Murray was
the guest Sunday of Emery Whitten_
Miss Gertrude Knowltou, who is stopping
with Mrs. Jennie Vose, passed Sunday at
her home in Montville—Consider Knowles
died Wednesday at the home of his daughter, Mrs. Fred Cates. The funeral services
were held Friday, Mrs. Wentworth of Knox
officiating. The deceased leaves a widow
and two daughters.

of

ting her aunt, Mrs. Amy B. Towle.
Mrs. E. W. Bobbins, who been quite ill
for the past few weeks, is now gaining.
Miss Della Howard, who has been very
ill with rheumatic fever, is improving quite

a

( apt. E. D.
command of
take a cargo
from Norfolk

A Great
Name

Emerald llradman of East Belfast is visit-

Miss Harriet M. Kneeland, who has been
attendingBrown s Business^ ollegein Brooklyn. N Y., is at home for a short Vacation.

.I nines

—

One of J. II. Kneeland's horses broke its
leg last Saturday night.

nier

Rev. Daviil Brackett will

preach at the Centre church July 2!ith. The
service last Sunday was by Miss Millett,
who spoke from Romans 12: 1 and 2
The
funeral of Isaac Cook, who was drowned at
Stockton Sunday, took place at the Centre
church July 23th, Rev. D. Brackett officiating. The diseased was is years of age and

are

are

the

seenes

of my

To all former residents and their friends
wherever wandering,
Greeting: You are cordially invited to
be indent and assist in celebrating “Maine
old Home Week” at Searsport, with the
follow ing program:
Monday. Aug. nth, receiving visiting
friends.
Tuesday. Aug. 7th, 8 p. m., informal rec option at Union Hall: speeches of welcome
and responses.
Wednesday, Aug. 8th, a. in., drives to
surrounding places of interest, left to individual
arrangement; evening Union
prayer meeting at M. E. church.
Thursday, Aug. ntli, base ball game at 1
o'clock ]>. hi. sharp: clam bake and picnic
at the shores of Mbsman Park at 4.80 p. m.,
followed by post prandial exercises and
fire works.
Friday, Aug. loth, a. in., bicycle parade
and athletic sports: p. in., band concert by
the Belfast Band, 25 pieces: evening, go-as-

you-please.
Saturday, Aug. llth, calling day and renewing old associations.
Sunday, Aug. 12th, a. m., preaching services at both churches ; evening, an old
fashioned union sacred concert and praise
service at the Congl. church.
Time not otherwise specified will be devoted to sociability. After arrival of war
ship in our outer harbor opportunity will
be given those who desire to go on board.
Steamers of B. & B. S. S. Co. will touch at

1

—

be delivered wit hill the
hard wood, stove
e.»rds
kindling » eonls of .-o;
To le delivered at the lbhard wood for stove.
Whit.-School 4 cords ion.
City l’oint School— c ■•>!.
to

s.-

kindfing.

Board I amling school
Head o! Tide School !

eo!

kindling

Poor's Mills Sell."

kindling.
Hayford School
ling.

4

4

"i

■

olds

Pitcher School—41 cords

ling.

All bids

12 noon,

must
an.

lie subunit.

>

duly

Bids for coal must he ..t s<
Wood, unless otheiw m- sj..
properly seasoned.
By Stove wood is meant C*
and split.
By long wood is meant t t>
not

split.

Crate wood, eut three tunes
Bids may include lie w hocdelivered and housed.
The committee reserve I lie
or all bids.
,fw||\
SerrHary Selo"

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,i-

$33,i

SURPLUS,

DJCPOSI I
Sate

deposit boxes

tor

rent

#S

a

ai

year

vault is unequal.*
UNEXCELLED mi

Uur new

and

!

und burglary iu the country.
Those renting boxes can h.»
privilege of taking their boxes
bank.

For Sale.
Sloop vacht Mabel. Has
all ready for use. \\
people comfortably. Is an all
and will bo sold at a low price

and is

2w2t»*

l)uck

Trap,

NOTICE
All persons indebted to me pi >“
llHR), are requeste.l to settle at tic
ell & Trussell, 115 High -drool
M I
Belfast, Me., June 25, if). 00- c

»'

i

